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Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Frage behandelt, ob Inselbeschränkungen (Ross,
1967) als Phänomene der Sprachverarbeitung, ohne Rückgriff auf grammatische Beschränkungen erklärt werden können. Eine Frage die vor allem seit der Arbeit von
Hofmeister & Sag (2010) aktuell diskutiert wird.
Im ersten Teil wird eine Sprachverarbeitungstheorie vorgestellt, die auf den Arbeiten
von Hawkins (2004) basiert. Diese Theorie geht davon aus, dass Einzelsprachen Verarbeitungspräferenzen grammatikalisiert haben. Weiterhin wird eine Formalisierung dieser
Präferenzen in einem Modell der kognitiven Architektur, ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2004),
vorgeschlagen. Besonderes Augenmerk wird dabei auf Interferenzeffekte gelegt.
Syntaktische Inseln sind Konfigurationen, die keine Beziehungen zwischen Elementen
innerhalb und Elementen außerhalb der Konfiguration erlauben. Ein historischer Abriss
stellt die wichtigsten Ansätze der generativen Grammatik vor und weist auf den Einfluss
pragmatischer und semantischer Faktoren hin. In einer zusammenfassenden Darstellung
werden die vorgestellten Ansätze hinsichtlich ihrer Erklärungskraft verglichen, und drei
Eigenschaften identifiziert, die eine grammatische Theorie aufweisen muss, um Inseln
adäquat zu beschreiben.
Eine Reihe psycholinguistische Studien werden präsentiert, die aufzeigen, dass Inseln
und nicht-Inselsätze durch die selben Verarbeitungsfaktoren beeinflusst werden. Eine
sprachübergreifende Darstellung zeigt, dass verschiedene Sprachen durchaus Inselverletzungen zulassen, jedoch gleichzeitig genau diejenigen Präferenzen aufzeigen, die von
der verarbeitungsbasierten Theorie und den besprochenen experimentellen Ergebnissen
vorhergesagt werden.
Der Hauptgrund für den Ausschluss von Inseln ist ihre geringe Akzeptabilität. In
einer theoretischen Diskussion wird die Frage erörtert, ob Akzeptabilität ein verlässlicher
Prädiktor für Grammatikalität ist. Dabei werden konzeptuelle Probleme einer einfachen
Entsprechung von Akzeptabilität und Grammatikalität aufgezeigt. Anschließend werden
die Konzepte Akzeptabilität und Grammatikalität definiert und voneinander abgegrenzt.
Um die Hypothese zu überprüfen, dass Inseln nicht durch die Grammatik, sondern
durch Verarbeitungsschwierigkeiten hervorgerufen werden, wurden zwei Experimente
konzipiert, eine off-line Akzeptabilitätsstudie und eine on-line Lesezeitstudie. Die Akzeptabilitätsstudie zeigt, dass Inseln im Deutschen sensitiv für semantische Verarbeitungsfaktoren sind. Die Lesezeitstudie zeigt weiterhin, dass Versuchspersonen Inselsätze nicht
anders verarbeiten als nicht-Inselsätze. Weiterhin lassen sich erhebliche Parallelen zwischen beiden Studien feststellen. Jedoch zeigt sich auch, dass der Zusammenhang zwischen on-line Verarbeitung (Lesezeit) und Akzeptabilität kompliziert ist.
Letztlich lässt sich schließen, dass Inselphänomene weitaus vielschichtiger sind als
bisher berichtet. Grammatische Beschränkungen stellen nach der präsentierten Betrachtung keine notwendige Bedingung dar, um Inselphänomen zu erklären.
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Preliminary Note
In this thesis I will discuss the theoretical concepts acceptability and grammaticality
and their terminological distinction. With this intention it desirable to be consistent
or at least clear with the use of these terms in the present work. In chapter 4 I will
give definitions of the terms grammaticality and acceptability, which will be used in the
remainder of that section. In the parts preceding chapter 4 I will try to be as close as
possible at the terminology of the respective authors. Throughout the thesis I will use
the original markings of the authors for cited examples. For my own examples I will
give an explanation in the text or use the markings in (1) and (2).
Notational markings generally express contrasts between examples. No marking is
used for good (acceptable, grammatical, well-formed, etc.) examples whereas two different symbols express contrasts to unmarked examples. Such a contrast may also be
implicit without opposing a marked/unmarked example. A weak badness is expressed
by the question mark “?” and strong badness by the asterisk “*”. Both signs might be
combined and iterated as displayed in (1).
(1)

a. good
b. ?slightly worse
c. ??even worse
d. ?*almost bad
e. *bad
f. **really bad

A second notation that will appear in this thesis is the relative ordering of examples
with the mathematical symbols greater than “>” meaning better than (more acceptable,
grammatical, well-formed, etc.), greater than/equal to “≥” meaning equally good as or
better than or the equal sign “=” meaning equally good as. Because these markings are
not expressed at a single example sentence but between examples, it only makes sense
for a paradigm. These markings express a relative order of examples in a paradigm,
which, as implied by the relational operator signs, exhibits transitivity (see (2)). This
notation is adopted from Kluender (1992).
(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

good >
worse ≥
worse (but not really distinguishable worse) >
even worse =
equally bad as the preceding one

Both these markings can also appear inside an example:
(3)

a.
b.

A sentence with a good /?slightly worse/??even worse/*bad element in its
middle.
A sentence with a good > worse ≥ worse (but not really distinguishable
worse) > even worse = equally bad as the preceding element in its middle.

v

In this thesis I sometimes depart from the usual practise to give page reference only
for direct quotes and provide detailed citations, which facilitate the finding of central
notions in an otherwise extensive work.
Glossing of examples in languages other than English was done according to the Leipzig
Glossing Rules (Comrie et al., 2008) and the following abbreviations:
1
2
3
acc
def
erg
foc
gen
m
neg
pl
refl
rel
sbjv
sg
sp

first person
second person
third person
accusative
definite
ergative
focus
genitive
masculine
negation, negative
plural
reflexive
relative
subjunctive
singular
specificity marker

vi

1. Introduction
Since Ross (1967) described (syntactic) Islands in his seminal work, they have been the
topic of many debates and are surely one of the most fascinating phenomena of modern
linguistics. Because they appear to exist in almost all languages albeit in varying degrees,
they have been taken as language universals and even as examples of the autonomy of
syntax (Deane, 1991). Over the years the abstract formulation of the constraints have
been reformulated and several new Islands have been added to the four which Ross
(1967) has described. Quite generally, Islands are configurations that do not allow the
displacement of any internal constituent. In the summary of his work, Ross (1967) asked
the following two questions:
“Why should complex NP’s, coordinate nodes, sentential subject clauses, and
NP’s on the left branches of larger NP’s all function the same in defining islands? Can islands be shown to behave like psycholinguistic entities?”(Ross,
1967, 493 f.)
The first question was very soon successfully addressed by Chomsky (1973) who formulated a general principle (Subjacency) that captured three of Ross’s four Islands and
simultaneously predicted a new one, the wh-Island. Subsequently several linguistic theories have provided new generalisations for Island configurations. But at least since
Deane (1991) and Kluender (1992) linguistic literature also focused on the second question posed by Ross (1967). In the last 20 years a range of studies have been published
that investigated single processing factors and their influence on Islands. In this thesis
I will also argue that Island phenomena are best captured by a theory that explains
them as a agglomeration of factors that are independently known to impede language
processing. In this perspective Islands do not constitute psycholinguistic entities as such
but nevertheless bear psycholinguistic reality. The advantage of a processing account is
that it does not have to stipulate different principles to rule out specific configurations.
Rather it can explain crosslinguistic similarities and language specific preferences at the
same time and the status of Islands falls out for free. Consequently, as indicated by the
subtitle of this thesis, I will argue for an elimination of Island constraints from grammar.
This is by no means a new idea as the following quote shows.
“I still seriously question the assumption that restrictions on extractions
should be explained in structural terms. I believe that the types of restrictions on unbounded dependencies that we encounter in Swedish are not primarily structural in nature. Consequently they need not be stated in the
syntax, which thus can be kept maximally simple.” (Engdahl, 1982, 171)
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The elimination of Island constraints from grammar has some serious conceptual consequences. Locality is a central concept of grammar theories, especially of generative
accounts. Empirical observations of linguistic patterns force us to assume that locality
principles are at work. But if we consider that generative theory models linguistic knowledge it doesn’t seem necessary that linguistic knowledge must be organized by locality
principles of linguistic structures. As soon as we enter the domain of performance, it
is inevitable that language users have to cope with limited cognitive resources such as
memory. From this perspective it is reasonable to conclude that locality effects that we
observe in linguistic patterns ultimately arise from a need to deal with limited cognitive capacity. This automatically explains why they are observable in all languages, as
all humans exhibit the same cognitive capacities. Probably grammars are shaped by
processing pressure and developed principles that avoid patterns that would cause an
overload of the processing system (Hawkins, 2004). In this case grammatical locality
principles originate in processing needs. But such a principle, once grammaticalized,
should henceforth exclude Island structures categorically. This is not the case. Different
types of Islands exhibit several specific exceptions, such as distinctions between arguments and adjuncts, finite and infinite clauses, D-linked interrogatives, just to name a
few. The main reason why the proponents nevertheless argue for grammatical Island
constraints, despite the mentioned exceptions, is the attested low acceptability or even
unacceptability of Island structures. Consequently I will focus on the relation between
grammar and acceptability to show that acceptability, as it will be defined, is not a
sufficient reason to rule out Islands by grammatical constraints.
I know that this thesis can provide only little piece of evidence, not sufficient to prove
the overall legitimation of this paradigm. But as in statistics, in which you also use a
sample to make claims for the whole population, this work should function as a sample
which, combined with other work that I have cited, will hopefully convince the reader
of the power of explanation of the proposed paradigm.
The thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2 I will introduce a processing theory
that is basically adopted from Hawkins (2004). It explains linguistic pattern formation
by maximizing processing ease. Furthermore I will combine it with a model of the human mind, called ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2004). Chapter 3 gives a detailed discussion
of Island-phenomenon. It includes a historical overview of selected generative Island
accounts. I will also show that Islands exceed purely syntactic phenomena and include
semantics and pragmatics. Subsequently follows a principled comparison of the discussed Island accounts in order to classify them according to properties of the respective
theory. The second part of this chapter presents a range of psycholinguistic studies that
isolated factors that influence processing, within Islands and independent from them. A
crosslinguistic overview follows that is discussed with respect to the generative accounts
and the psycholinguistic evidence. Chapter 4 contains conceptual considerations about
the relation between grammaticality and acceptability. Both concepts will be defined.
In chapter 5, I present the results of an acceptability judgment and a self-paced reading
task, which were designed to test the hypothesis made so far. Chapter 6 summarizes
the thesis and provides the final conclusions.

2

2. A Processing Theory of Linguistic
Structure
This chapter will outline the theoretical framework which I will pursue in this thesis. I
will explain the correlation of grammar and processing based on typological data and
variation within languages adopting the proposals made by Hawkins (2004). Subsequently I will review other performance based approaches that are known as parsing
accounts and highlight the difference between parsing and processing. I will introduce a
conceptual tool, implicational hierarchies and explain them in more detail. In the forth
section, I will provide a formalisation of a processing account based on a theory of mind,
called ACT-R.

2.1. Performance-Grammar Correspondence
Greenberg (1963) observed that, despite all the variability in natural languages, there
seem to be some universal patterns or simply universals. He focused mainly on word
order variations. One of the most prominent word order correlations is that verb initial (VSO) languages are prepositional (P NP) whereas verb final (SOV) languages are
preferably postpostional (NP P) (Greenberg, 1963, Universal 3 and 4). Hawkins (2004)
attempts to give a causal explanation why certain patterns emerge and others seem to
be excluded. To account for these apparent regularities he formulated the PerformanceGrammar-Correspondence-Hypothesis (1).
(1)

Performance-Grammar Correspondence Hypothesis (PGCH)
Grammars have conventionalized syntactic structures in proportion to their degree of preference in performance, as evidenced by patterns of selection in corpora
and by ease of processing in psycholinguistic experiments.
(Hawkins, 2004, 3)

Hawkins (2004) distinguishes between linguistic forms and properties. Forms are units of
varying size: phonemes, morphemes, words and phrases. Properties are lexical-semantic
concepts and structural relations such as syntactic co-occurrence frames or theta roles
that are associated with respective forms. The most important relationship between
linguistic forms is the relation of dependency. A form B is dependent on a form A with
respect to property P iff the parsing of B requires access to A in order to assign the property P to B. In such a way the assignment of number features1 of the (morphologically
1

For explanatory reasons I will disregard the inflection for 3rd person singular
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underspecified) verb form read in (2) depends on its respective subject.
(2)

a.
b.

I read.sg Hawkins’ book.
The supervisors read.pl my thesis.

A domain is the minimal linear sequence of linguistic form that is necessary to assign the
respective properties. Thus a domain can only be defined relative to specific properties.
In (2) the domain for number assignment would consist only of the subject and the verb.
According to Hawkins (2004) pattern formation in natural languages follows three basic
principles:
1. Minimize Domains (MiD): The human processor prefers minimal domains. This
reflects locality principles. Most of the time there is a trade-off by which the minimization
of one domain leads to a maximization of another domain. Hawkins (2004) states that
the degree of preference for a given pattern is proportional to the number of domains
that are minimized or maximized.
2. Minimize Forms (MiF): The human processor prefers to assign more properties to
fewer forms. That means both to reduce the complexity of single forms and minimizing
the number of forms needed to assign some properties.
3. Maximize On-line processing (MaOP): The human processor prefers to assign as
much properties as possible to a linguistic Form F on-line, as F is processed.
As mentioned for Minimize Domains, different structures do not only satisfy one of
these principles, but neither do they satisfy all of them. For instance the verb forms
in (2) exhibit one form for both numbers in accord with MiF. As a consequence the
domain must be increased to include verb and subject rather than the verb alone. In
effect, the structure is less preferred according to MiD, but it makes no difference with
respect to MaOP because, in English, the verb normally follows the subject. With encountering the verb, number assignment is possible. In effect, number assignment in
on-line processing takes place at the same sequential position irrespective of morphological (under)specification.
In accordance with these principles, Hawkins (2004) derives three empirically testable
predictions from the Performance-Grammar-Correspondence-Hypothesis (1) that I will
briefly exemplify.
(3)

If a structure A is preferred over an A’ of the same structural type in performance,
then A will be more productively grammaticalized, in proportion to its degree of
preference; if A and A’ are more equally preferred, then A and A’ will both be
productive in grammars.
(Hawkins, 2004, 6)

In head initial languages, like English, short phrases show a clear preference to precede
longer ones, e. g. heavy NP shift. In a sentences with two PP arguments as in (4)
the preference of PP1 preceding PP2 increases as the weight difference of PP2 > PP1
increases.
(4)

The man [V P waited [P P 1 for his son] [P P 2 in the cold an unpleasant wind]].
(Hawkins, 2004, 104)
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(5)

If there is a preference ranking A > B > C > D among structures of a common
type in performance, then there will be a corresponding hierarchy of grammatical
conventions (with cut-off points and declining frequencies of languages).
(Hawkins, 2004, 6)

Consider the Accessibility Hierarchy (6) by Keenan & Comrie (1977).
(6)

Accessibility Hierarchy (AH)
SU > DO > IO > OBL > GEN > OCOMP
(Keenan & Comrie, 1977, 66)

If a language allows for relativization of a position in the hierarchy, e. g. an indirect
object (IO), it allows for relativization of all higher positions, subjects (SU) and direct
objects (DO). Hawkins (2004) shows that the lower the position on the hierarchy, the
longer the distance between the filler (relative pronoun) and the gap inside the relative
clause. That means for a position lower on the hierarchy, processing domains increase. At
the same time it is observed that, while all languages allow for relativization of subjects,
the number of languages that allow relativization decreases with lower positions on the
hierarchy.
(7)

If two preferences P and P’ are in (partial) opposition, then there will be variation in performance and grammars, with both P and P’ being realized, each in
proportion to its degree of motivation in a given language structure.
(Hawkins, 2004, 6)

An example of such a preference competition is given in (8), instances of optional relative
clause extraposition in German.
(8)

a.

Constantin hat [die CD, die er lange gesucht hat, (endlich) gefunden].
Constantin has the CD that he long searched has finally found
‘Constantin (finally) found the CD that he has searched for a long time.’

b.

Constantin hat [die CD (endlich) gefunden], die er lange gesucht
Constantin has the CD finally
found
that he long searched
hat.
has
‘Constantin finally found the CD that he has searched for a long time.’

The domain for the processing of the verb and its object is marked by square brackets and
the domain for the object NP and its relative clause by boldfaced letters. The VP domain
becomes larger with increasing relative clause length in the non extraposed structure
(8-a), whereas the NP domain increases with larger XP + verb size in the extraposed
structure (8-b). Uszkoreit et al. (1998) report exactly the predicted frequency pattern
in a corpus study. Extraposition is favoured with increasing relative clause length but
this preference becomes weaker with increasing XP + verb size.
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2.2. Parsing and Processing
Early approaches that modeled the influence of linguistic performance are known as
parsing approaches. Parsing is a technique that analyses a linear input string of natural or computer languages. According to certain rules that are known to the parsing
algorithm it assigns a structural description to the input string (cf. Kimball, 1973). It
follows a condensed overview over the several rule based approaches for natural language
parsing, which assign phrase structure to surface strings.
One class of metrics such as the terminal to non-terminal ratio (Chomsky & Miller,
1963) assumed that for every element that is encountered by the human parser all necessary deep structure is generated. The more deep structure per terminal element is
needed the more perceptually complex is the structure. Similar accounts are the depth
hypothesis by Yngve (1960) and the local nonterminal count by Frazier (1985). These
metrics tried to model workload of the human parser by the amount of structure that has
to be assigned to a given element of a surface string. A second class of models formulate
stereotypical strategies for structure assignment of the parsing mechanism. The strategies gave an explanation for cases of preferred ambiguity resolution and misparses. The
most prominent strategies are Right Association (Kimball, 1973), Late Closure (Frazier,
1978) or Branch Right (Phillips, 1996). Despite their different names, these principles
state a preference to associate a new element with the lowest possible element in the
structure. In effect this is a locality principle (cf. Phillips, 1996) because the lowest
(possible) element is always the last encountered element. Adherence to this principle
can lead to serious misparse such as the well known garden path sentences (Frazier &
Fodor, 1978; Lewis, 1998).
An even more elegant way of explaining parsing behavior is to derive mechanisms of
structure assignment directly from the architecture of the processor. The idea: The
parser operates in two steps rather than constructing a whole sentence tree. The first
step parser only captures strings of restricted length (approximately six words). These
strings are pushed forward to the second step parser which builds larger units ready
for interpretation. Reanalysing a once fixed structure results in increasing workload
(Kimball, 1973; Frazier & Fodor, 1978). This model implements a preference for small
parsing domains because domain size is restricted by the capacity of the first step parser.
Extraposition of long intervening constituents, such as heavy NP shift, is predicted and
locality preferences such as Right association are reinforced.
Traditionally parsing only includes the building of a (phrase) structural description
(cf. Phillips, 1996). A range of models base on ideas of parsing but also include other
psychological processes such as semantic interpretation. For these approaches I will use
the term processing. Whereas parsing approaches provide a structure that is used for a
later semantic interpretation, processing approaches assume that matters of interpretation may influence processing on-line.
The two following accounts go beyond simple structure building mechanism and model
cognitive processes. Lewis (1996) proposes a model of a similarity based interference.
The processing memory is limited to two elements that contain the same phrase structure
position. The center embedding structure in (9) contains three elements that occupy a
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subject position. Because the stack of the human processor is limited to two elements,
with encountering the third element for the same position, cat, interference effects arise.
As a consequence of the processing difficulty the acceptability declines and interpretation
is impeded.
(9)

The dog [that the mouse [that the cat hunts] likes] is tired].

A further metric was proposed by Gibson (1998, 2000), the Dependency Locality Theory.
His model of local processing load involves two basic categories, distance dependent
structural integration of discourse referents (NP, VP) and memorizing. According to
this theory the structure in (9) is difficult because there is a long distance between the
verbs and its arguments, increasing the memory load and a lot of intervening discourse
referents that increase the cost of the structural integration of the verbs.
The discussed accounts share crucial similarities. They provide explanations regarding how to cope with limited cognitive resources. The most important resource is the
Working Memory (formerly Short Term Memory)2 . The observation that working memory’s capacity is restricted to a somehow fixed amount of unrelated elements (chunks)
goes at least back to the famous article of Miller (1955). More modern approaches revealed that beside the number also the length of linguistic elements has an influence
on keeping elements active in working memory (Baddeley, 1992, 1994). The capability
of memorizing elements in working memory is influenced by their similarity. An element in memory is more likely to be forgotten when followed by similar stimuli. This is
known as similarity-based interference (see. Lewis, 1996, and work cited therein). The
common assumptions can be formulated in the following general way: Structure building, or rebuilding in cases of reanalysis, is associated with processing costs which are
upward bound by cognitive resources. If a parse exceeds these resources, no structural
description can be established, the parse crashes and no interpretation is available.

2.3. Implicational Hierarchies
Coping with restricted resources leads to the emergence of certain patterns. As mentioned above it is assumed that grammars conventionalize according to processing needs.
This should be reflected by patterns observable in one language as well as in structural
similarities crosslinguistically. This efficiency-driven behaviour manifests itself in implicational hierarchies.
A somewhat modified form of the Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan & Comrie, 1977)
and some examples are given in (10) and (11).
(10)

2

Accessibility Hierarchy:
SU > DO > IO/OBL > GEN
(Hawkins, 2004)

Short Term Memory was replaced by the sophisticated psychological concept of working memory, see
Baddeley (1992) for an overview of working memory’s architectural properties.
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(11)

a.
b.
c.
d.

SU: The vegetablesi [thati ti looked fantastic].
DO: The vegetablesi [thati the student ate ti ].
IO/OBL: The studenti [whichi the teacher made an exception for ti ].
GEN: The poor studenti [whosei hard disc of ti crashed].

Positions on the left are positions higher on the hierarchy. Relativization is taken as a
instantiation of a Filler Gap Dependency between a relative pronoun and a corresponding gap inside the relative clause. As illustrated in (11), the linear distance between the
relative pronoun and the gap-site increases for lower positions on the hierarchy3 . If a
language allows relativization of a position on the hierarchy, it allows relativization of
all position to the left, higher on the hierarchy. The number of languages that allow for
relativization declines with position down on the hierarchy. At the same time languages
show exactly the opposite behavior with respect to the use of resumptive pronouns,
which are assumed to facilitate processing (see Hofmeister & Norcliffe, submitted, for
experimental evidence). If a language allows for relativization with a resumptive pronoun on a position on the hierarchy, it allows for resumptives on all lower positions
on the hierarchy (Hawkins, 2004). As mentioned above, lower positions on the hierarchies correspond to greater processing difficulty. This assumption was confirmed by
experimental results of a repetition task (Keenan & Hawkins, 1987). Subjects made
more errors in repeating relative clause constructions, which are lower on the hierarchy
and instead wrongly uttered relative clauses which are higher higher on the hierarchy.
The Accessibility Hierarchy can now in turn also be combined with other hierarchies.
Hawkins (2004) proposed that if a language allows for Filler Gap Dependencies (FGD)
for both relative clauses and wh-questions, then interrogative dependencies are ranked
higher than relative clause dependencies. In other words, if a gap can be associated with
a relative clause filler then it can also be associated with a wh-filler.
(12)

Relative Clause and Wh-Questions Hierarchy
Wh-question FGD > relative clause FGD
(cf. Hawkins, 2004, 200)

Another hierarchy that is relevant to the discussion below is the Clause Embedding
Hierarchy (13). Its lowest position is the configuration that is excluded by the Complex
NP Constraint (Ross, 1967). It asserts that there is a hierarchy of structures with fillers
outside and gaps inside a infinitival complement clause, a finite complement clause and
a complement clause of a noun phrase.
(13)

3

Clause-Embedding Hierarchy for Gaps
infinitival (VP) complements > finite (S) complements > S within a complex
NP
(Hawkins, 2004, 194)

An exception might be the genitive position. But in possessive constructions the relation of the
filler and the gap is different, indicated by the subscript of and assumed to be more difficult. This
assumption is supported by experimental findings of Keenan & Hawkins (1987).
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The interplay of the hierarchies in (12) and (13) is illustrated by the examples in (14)
and (15). German excludes relativization of elements out of finite complement clauses
(14-a), whereas it allows relativization out of infinitival complement clauses (14-b) in
accordance with (13). Following (12), German allows wh-extraction out of both types
of relative clauses4 . The paraphrases in (14) and (15) show that English allows for all
patterns. Both languages are said to usually exclude Filler Gap Dependencies involving
complex NPs in accordance with (13). Cases of complex NP violations will be discussed
in the following chapters.
(14)

a. *die Personi , [diei du glaubst, [dass Johan ti gesehen hat]]
the person who you think
that John
seen
has
’the person who you think that John saw’
b. die Person, [die du glaubst [ti zu sehen]]
the person who you think
to see
’the person who you think to see’
(cf. Hawkins, 2004, 194)

(15)

a.

b.

Weni , [glaubst du, [dass Johan ti gesehen hat]]?
who think you that John
seen
has
’Who do you think that John saw?’
Weni , [glaubst du [ti zu sehen]]?
who think you
to see
’Who do you think to see?’

Similar hierarchies are also proposed as markedness hierarchies or feature hierarchies for
case, number, gender marking typology and the like. I will not address them here and
the reader is referred to Hawkins (2004), Primus (2010) and work cited therein.
Implicational hierarchies are of great importance because they provide a description
of observable patterns in terms of scales of processing load associated with positions
on these hierarchies. Additionally, implicational hierarchies make precise predictions of
occurrence and frequencies in certain languages as well as in crosslinguistic comparisons.
Furthermore they provide precise predictions for acceptability patterns and psycholinguistic effects.

2.4. A Model of Language Processing
So far it was stated that linguistic patterns can be described by certain processing
preferences of the human processor. Now I will argue that these preferences follow from
properties of a general cognitive architecture, which accounts also for non-linguistic
processes. If restrictions on linguistic patterns can be explained by general cognitive
restrictions, then this supports the position that these restrictions don’t have to be
4

It should be noted that some speakers of German consider examples like (15-a) as unacceptable.
This is assumed to be a matter of dialect. Nevertheless those judgements do not contradict the
implicational hierarchies. Why there is variation in respect to wh-extraction out of embedded
clauses in German is an interesting question, which will be revisited in section 5.1.2.
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stated in grammar. This connection between cognitive processes and linguistic form
is highly important for the discussion of the psycholinguistic results in section 3.2 and
chapter 5.
Following Hawkins (2004), I will assume that linguistic processing is the establishment
of dependency relations between linguistic entities. The entities as well as the relations
can be of various kinds. Establishment of linguistic relations is mainly a matter of the
following three aspects: the type of relation, type of the partaking entities and distance
between these elements. Because different relations between linguistic entities can occur
nested and crossed, they are interrelated and often one parameter of the mentioned
aspects has a considerable influence on the establishment of several relations at the
same time.
The ACT-R theory (Adaptive control of thought-rational) provides a principled framework to integrate the ideas of language processing in a general theory of the human mind
(Anderson et al., 2004). The general architecture consists of several modules and a central production system that coordinates the different modules. The production unit does
not directly interact with the modules but through buffers that contain only a limited
amount of information, in terms of chunks. These buffers can be seen as equivalents of
working memory. The buffers exhibit an informational bottleneck because their capacity
is limited. Memory effects are modeled in the Declarative Memory Module. Anderson
et al. (2004) provide a very principled description of activation driven retrieval processes.
The activation of a chunk i (Ai ) is the sum of its base-level activation (Bi ) and its evaluation in the context (Wj Sji ). Wj is called the attentional weighting of the elements
that partake in the current goal, for example words in a sentence. It therefore evaluates
how important or relevant the chunk j is. Sji is the strength of association of a chunk
j with the current chunk i. The stronger a chunk i is associated with a chunk j, and
the more important this chunk j is, the stronger will be the activation of i. The proper
definition of activation is given in (16).
P
(16)
Activation Equation: Ai = Bi + Wj Sji
j

(Anderson et al., 2004, 1042)
Anderson et al. (2004) state that a chunk’s probability of being retrieved and a chunk’s
speed of retrieval are both controlled by its activation. The base-level activation of a
chunk is item specific, for example specified for a single word, lexeme or concept. Moreover the base-level activation of a chunk is dependent on past presentations. The more
often a chunk was presented, the higher the base-level activation will be. This reflects
phenomena like salience of discourse referents. Base-level activation decays according
to a power function. This essentially means that the longer the time distance between
activation and retrieval is, the lower is the resulting base-level activation. This resembles
the preference for small processing domains of Hawkins (2004). The attentional weighting Wj is assumed to be n1 where n is the number of elements that take part in this
activation. So the more elements, that take part, the lower the attentional weighting is
(Anderson et al., 2004). Attentional weighting can be compared to the influence of the
number of elements that intervene in a linguistic relation and again the preference for
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small domains. The strength of association of a certain chunk is modeled by the number
of facts (fan) associated with it. The more facts are associated with a chunk, the higher
is its fan and the lower is its strength of association (Pirolli & Anderson, 1985, 137).
In this way, similarity based interference can be modeled by the fan effect (Vasishth &
Lewis, 2006). For example, if a word needs to be retrieved, it is interpreted relative to
the relevant environment. The associative strength Sji of a word j and a concept i is:
(17)

Sji = S − ln(fanj )
(Anderson et al., 2004, 1042)

Let fanj be the number n of words j that are associated with word i by a certain cue q,
then the associative strength between the words is S − ln(n). Because S stays constant
and is assumed to be about 2 (Anderson et al., 2004, 1042), with an increasing number
of words that exhibit the cue q the fan increases, the associative strength decreases and
in consequence activation declines. This in turn lowers the probability that the word
i will be retrieved and increases the retrieval time for i. Given the assumption that
English exhibits three grammatical genders, masculine, feminine and neuter for all NPs.
For retrieving one of the NPs in (18), gender is not a strong cue since all three NP are
masculine: Sji = 2 − ln(3) = 2 − 1 = 1. For retrieving the NP the boy in (19), on
the other, hand gender is a much stronger cue since it is the only masculine element:
Sji = 2 − ln(1) = 2 − 0 = 2. At the same time the attentional weights in these examples
are 1/3 and 1/1 respectively, because in (18) all three NPs may be activation sources
that provide cues, whereas in (19) only the boy is an activation source with respect to
the cue masculine. This illustrates that the more competitors are present, the less a
cue is worth. An illustrative formulation of the attentional weight and the associative
strength is given in (18-a) and (19-a) respectively.
(18)

The boy showed the brother to the father.
P
P1
(2 − ln(3)) = 0.3 + 0.3 + 0.3 = 0.9
a.
Wj Sji =
3
j

(19)

j

The boy showed the book to the mother.
P
P1
a.
Wj Sji =
(2 − ln(1)) = 2
1
j

j

Anderson et al. (2004) assume that retrieval will only be successful if activation is above
threshold.
To recapitulate, establishment of linguistic relations depends mainly on three aspects:
the type of relation, type of the partaking entities and distance between these elements.
Examples of types of relation are modification, where the modifying element is dependent
on the modified element or integration of arguments into verbs to form a proposition,
where the verb is dependent on the arguments and the arguments are dependent on the
verb. I assume that these different types of relation may include different sets of subprocesses. But all processes necessarily require retrieval of the partaking elements because
only successfully retrieved elements can be accessed by the central production system
through the buffer. The type of the partaking elements is important for the general
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decision which relations can be established and the formal and conceptual properties of
the partaking elements influence the retrieval process as outlined above. The distance
between elements of a linguistic relation is an intricate concept. It first provides a spatial
and/or temporal distance between the participating elements. This distance is caused
by intervening material. The more material is intervening, the more interference effects
are expected. Two different types of interference can be distinguished: Time based interference effects of decayed base-level activation through interveners and similarity based
interference effects caused by co-occurring elements that share cues needed for the retrieval process. In this account it is obvious that there exists a high interdependence
between the elements since any entity or process can act as an intervener or distractor
for another entity which itself may act as an intervener or distractor.

2.5. Summary
At first glance it may seem somewhat eclectic to speak abstractly of entities and relations and selecting only those that are needed at a time. In principle I agree. That
is especially a problem that holds for metrics such as the On-line property to ultimate
property ratio (OP-to-UP ratio), proposed by Hawkins (2004) or the above mentioned
deep structure metrics (Yngve, 1960; Chomsky & Miller, 1963; Frazier, 1985). Counts
of any deep structure metrics depend crucially on the X-bar structure they assume, for
example, if they use empty intermediate projections or not. The same holds for the
OP-to-UP ratio. It is crucial which properties are taken as the ultimate properties that
need to be assigned to a given structure. Hawkins (2004) does not give an exhaustive list
of relevant properties. But once the properties have been selected, the metrics provide
you with a tool to compare these structures according to these selected aspects. It is
up to the researcher to decide which factors are of importance and which are not, but
this problem is not unique for processing accounts and not even for linguistic research.
Linguistic observations that function as processing motivated descriptions, such as the
implicational hierarchies, are not just ad-hoc assumptions but provide falsifiable predictions. In a manner of everything else being equal we expect that with lower positions on
the implicational hierarchies there should be an increasing processing load that could be
observed in increasing reading/reaction times or other physiological effects. The formulation in terms of ACT-R provides even more detailed predictions about the expected
effects and helps to understand the interdependent nature of linguistic structure.
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In the generative tradition syntactic islands were viewed as examples of the autonomy
of syntax (Deane, 1991) and were taken as impossible patterns that simply need to be
ruled out grammar. But a lot of systematic variation can be observed both within and
between languages. That leads to the hypothesis that syntactic islands could simply be
an accumulation of several factors that impede the proper processing of these structures
up to a level where they seem to be completely unacceptable. From this hypothesis
follow three predictions: First, it should be possible to isolate factors that influence
the processing of syntactic islands. Second, facilitation of processing should correlate
with an increase of acceptability. Third, acceptable examples of syntactic islands should
exhibit more of these facilitating factors in proportion to their degree of acceptability.
In the following sections I will give an overview over selected generative Island accounts, show that Island effects extend to semantics and pragmatic, and compare the
presented accounts. Afterward I will provide psycholinguistic evidence, which investigates the influence of filler, distance, and gap sites on the processing of filler gap
dependencies, especially Islands. Finally I will provide a crosslinguistic survey of Island
violating structures that matches the processing based hypothesis above.

3.1. Generative Accounts of Syntactic Islands
The aim of generative grammar is to describe an infinite set of sentences by an finite
set of rules. The crucial point however is not only the generation of infinitely many
sentence but also that the generated sentences are only those that actually occur. For
this purpose rules might be constrained.

3.1.1. A History of Island Accounts
A-over-A Principle One of the first rules that constrains transformations to prevent
them from producing ungrammatical sentences is the A-over-A Principle 1 formulated
by Chomsky (1964c).
(1)

1

A-over-A Principle (AOAP)
What it asserts is that if the phrase X of category A is embedded within a larger
phrase ZXW which is also of category A, then no rule applying to the category
A applies to X (but only to ZXW).
(Chomsky, 1964c, 931)

I will follow Ross (1967) in calling it the A-over-A Principle but it is also cited as A-over-A Condition
(e.g. Chomsky, 1973; Hofmeister & Sag, 2010)
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But Chomsky (1964a) realized that the formulation was too strong. There are cases in
which one could move a wh-element, an NP, out of an NP, as in (2). And it is even too
weak, such that it permits ungrammatical structures like (3).
(2)

a. Whoi would you approve of [N P my seeing ti ]?
b. Whati are you uncertain about [N P giving ti to John]?
c. Whati would you be surprised by [N P his reading ti ]?
(Chomsky, 1964a, 46, footnote 10)

(3)

Nicolas saved banks and lost the election.
a. *Whati did Nicolas [save banks] and [loose ti ]?

Island Constraints Because the AOAP is too strong, it must either be modified or
replaced by some weaker principle(s). Ross (1967) chose the latter option. Instead
of having one powerful constraint that covers all cases the AOAP accounted for, he
proposed several principles. Two of them he considers to be universal. The first is the
Complex NP Constraint in (4) that prevents relativization or questioning of elements of
complex nouns. These are nouns that govern a sentence, i. e. relative clauses as in (5)
or that-clauses as in (6) (complement clauses).
(4)

The Complex NP Constraint (CNPC)
No element contained in a sentence dominated by a noun phrase with a lexical
head noun may be moved out of that noun phrase by a transformation.
(Ross, 1967, 127)

(5)

Phineas knows a girl who is jealous of Maxime.
a. *Maximei who Phineas knows a girl who is jealous of ti is drunk.
b. *Whoi does Phineas know a girl who is jealous of ti ?
(cf. Ross, 1967, 124, ex. 4.14 and 4.15)

(6)

I believed the claim that Otto was wearing this hat.
a. *The hati which I believed the claim that Otto was wearing ti is red.
b. *Whati did I believe the claim that Otto was wearing ti ?
(cf. Ross, 1967, 126, ex. 4.17 and 4.18)

The second is the Coordinate Structure Constraint in (7). It prevents the extraction out
of conjuncts of coordinate structures, such as relativization as in (8-a) or questioning as
in (8-b).
(7)

The Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC)
In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may be moved, nor may any element
contained in a conjunct be moved out of that conjunct.
(Ross, 1967, 161)

(8)

Henry plays the lute and sings madrigals.
a. *The lutei which Henry plays ti and sings madrigals is warped.
b. *Whati does Henry play the lute and sing ti ?
(cf. Ross, 1967, 160)
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The individual constraints of Ross (1967) cover the empirical data more accurately
than the AOAP. They correctly predict example (2) to be grammatical and example (3)
to be ungrammatical.
Subjacency Chomsky (1973) proposed the idea of (successive) cyclic movement. It
constrains the domain in which an element can be moved. Cyclic movement is restricted
by a single principle that he calls the Subjacency Condition, given in (9).
(9)

The Subjacency Condition
A cyclic rule cannot move a phrase from position Y to position X or conversely
in:
. . . X . . . [α . . . [β . . . Y . . . ] . . . ] . . . X . . .
where α and β are cyclic nodes.
(cf. Chomsky, 1977, 73)

Cyclic nodes for English were N P and S̄. These assumptions correctly rule out the
extraction of elements in the configurations in (10).
(10)

a.
b.
c.
d.

S̄-S̄
*Whoi do you believe [S̄ that [S̄ that Lisa likes ti ] makes John jealous]?
S̄-NP
*Of whomi do you think [S̄ that [N P the brother ti ] plays cricket]?
NP-S̄ (CNPC)
*Whati did you hear [N P the rumor [S̄ that John stole ti ]]?
NP-NP
*Whoi has Lisa seen [N P John’s [N P brother’s ti ]]?

From the idea of cyclic movement follows the wh-Island. Given the assumptions that whelements only move into COMP positions, must not skip any COMP position and that
no COMP position can be occupied by two wh-elements it follows that wh-movement out
of interrogative clauses is prohibited as exemplified in (11). After moving the subject
interrogative who into COMP2 , the object interrogative what cannot be moved into
COMP1 because it would either doubly fill or skip the COMP2 position.
(11)

a. *What did you tell him who saw?
b. [S̄ COMP1 [S you told him [S̄ COMP2 [S who saw what]]
(Chomsky, 1973, cf. 281)

Only the assumption made for cyclic movement accounts for the wh-Island. As shown
in (11-b) long movement of the object interrogative what into COMP1 would not violate
subjacency because it crosses only one S̄ node. Additionally, subjacency is unable to
account for the argument/adjunct asymmetry in (12).
(12)

a. Whati did John read [N P a book about ti ] in the backyard of his house?
b. *Whati did John read a book in [N P the backyard of ti ]?
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Barriers To cover such asymmetries, subjacency was modified and included in the
Barrier Theory (Chomsky, 1986). Instead of constraining cyclic movement by cyclic
nodes, movement was constrained by barriers. A barrier is a category XP (maximal
projection) that is in a specific hierarchical configuration as defined in (13) and (14):
(13)

γ is a BC [blocking category] for β iff γ is not L-marked and γ dominates β.
(Chomsky, 1986, 14)

(14)

γ is a barrier for β iff (a) or (b):
a. γ immediately dominates δ, δ a BC for β;
b. γ is a BC for β, γ 6= IP
(Chomsky, 1986, 14)

The concept of Barrierhood is fairly complex, so I will consider it step by step. Only
blocking categories (BC) are potential barriers. L-marking means θ-marking by a lexical
category. So arguments are typically not BCs. Typical blocking categories are all kinds of
adjuncts, the VP and the IP. According to (14-b) adjuncts and VPs become barriers but
the IP only if it directly dominates a barrier (usually VP), as stated in (14-a). Barriers
do not block movement directly, i.e. derivationally. Rather movement chains, which
are instances (representations) of cyclic movement, are again subject to a subjacency
principle as stated in (15). This subjacency principle is based on the concept of barriers
as defined in (16).
(15)

In a chain (α1 , . . . ,αn ), every link (αi ,αi+1 ) must be, that αi+1 is (1-)subjacent
to αi .
(cf. Chomsky, 1986, 30)

(16)

β is n-subjacent to α iff there are fewer than n + 1 barriers for β that exclude
α.
(Chomsky, 1986, 30)

Chomsky (1986) distinguishes three cases of n-subjacency: 0-subjacency is the optimal
case where a link does not cross a barrier at all, 1-subjacency where one barrier is
crossed, and >2-subjacency. Any link that crosses two or more barriers “should yield
a considerable decrement in acceptability”(Chomsky, 1986, 30). So we can state two
crucial improvements: First, subjacency applies relative. There are no fixed syntactic
categories that block movement, in contrast to bounding nodes. With the formulation
of barriers by inheritance (see (14-a)) it is possible that an IP acts as a barrier for α but
not for β, as shown in (17). Here β is L-marked by the verb because it is a complement,
a sister of V. As a consequence VP is not an inherent barrier for β and IP cannot be
a barrier by inheritance. α on the other hand is not L-marked by Y. Hence YP is an
inherent barrier and IP becomes a barrier by inheritance with respect to α. (In the
following I indicate inherent barriers with [#XP . . . ] and barriers by inheritance by [+XP
. . . ].)
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(17)

IP
YP
Y

α

+ IP
I’

I

I’

# YP
VP

β

Y α

V

I

VP
β

V

The second improvement is that the concept of n-subjacency is able to account for graduation of acceptability. This reformulation of the subjacency helps to rule out sentences
according to the Conditions on Extraction Domains (CED) by Huang (1982), given in
(18). It is based crucially on the concept of proper government defined in (19). Essentially the CED states that extraction out of subjects and extraction out of adjuncts, as
in (20-a) and(20-b) respectively, is prohibited.
(18)

Condition on Extraction Domain (CED)
A Phrase A may be extracted out of a domain B only if B is properly governed.
(Huang, 1982, 505)

(19)

Proper Government
α properly governs β iff α θ-governs, Case-marks, or antecedent-governs β.
(Chomsky, 1986, 22)

(20)

a. *the songwriteri who [+IP [#N P songs of ti ] are played in the radio]
b. *which Songi did [+IP they leave [#P P after listening to ti ]]

Regarding the CNPC violations only the subset with relative clauses can be accounted
for, see (21-a). Because complement clauses, as in (21-b), are L-marked, they are no
blocking categories and hence no barriers. In consequence the governing NP the claim is
no barrier by inheritance and because it is a complement, it is L-marked and therefore
cannot be an inherent barrier. This is in line with the intuition that CNPC violation
with complement clauses are more acceptable than those with relative clauses but the
predicted grammaticality of the former is undesirable.
(21)

a. *Which womani did Harry met [+N P the man [#CP who loved ti ]]?
b. *Which spyi did Harry make [N P the claim [CP that you met ti ]]?

Chomsky (1986) considered that in all cases of CNPC violation a barrier must be crossed
because adjunct extraction out of the complement clause of the complex NP in (22-a) is
not allowed. This is indicated by the indices of the trace. Only the interpretation with
the matrix clause trace is valid. This contrasts with complement clauses of verbs, as in
(22-b), in which adjunct extraction is fine.
(22)

a. howi/∗j did John announce ti [ a plan [ to fix the car tj ]]
b. howi did John tell you [to fix the car ti ]
(cf. Chomsky, 1986, 35)
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Therefore Chomsky (1986) proposed that an NP assigns oblique case to its CP complement. Thereby the CP becomes an inherent barrier but somehow doesn’t inherit its
barrier status to the immediately dominating NP. This stipulated barrierhood of complement CPs should account for the degraded acceptability of sentences like (21-b) and
the impossibility of the embedded reading in (22-a). In sum, the theory doesn’t account
well for CNPC violations. Consider next wh-Islands in (23). In both sentences the embedded CP becomes a barrier by inheritance, because the IP is not L-marked. So both
sentences are 1-subjacent and should be grammatical, but again this is undesired.
(23)

a. *Whati do you wonder [+CP [IP wherej John found ti tj ]]?
b. *Whati did you ask [+CP [C whether][IP John bought ti ]]?

Compare the sentences in (24). They seem more acceptable than their finite counterparts
in (23). To account for this difference Chomsky (1986) stipulates that the most deeply
embedded tensed IP2 becomes an inherent barrier. That would yield the desired results
and the wh-island violations in (23) cross two barriers. But this is simply an ad-hoc
stipulation without independent motivation.
(24)

a.
b.

Whati do you wonder [+CP [IP wherej to find ti tj ]]?
Whati did you ask [+CP [C whether][IP to buy ti ]]?

To sum up, wh-Islands, as in (23) and (24), are not explained by this theory.
The Empty Category Principle A further principle that bases on the barrier theory
is the Empty Category Principle in (25) (Jaeggli, 1980; Chomsky, 1981; Kayne, 1981;
Lasnik & Saito, 1984)3 .
(25)

The Empty Category Principle (ECP)
A nonpronominal empty category must be properly governed.
(Lasnik & Saito, 1984, 240)

The ECP is a constraint on representations, more precisely “this principle is filter [(26)]
applying to the output of the LF component”(Lasnik & Saito, 1984, 285) which rules out
all structures that contain traces with a [−γ] feature, i. e. traces that are not properly
governed.
(26)

*[ . . . t[−γ] . . . ]
(Lasnik & Saito, 1984, 285)

It is a more general principle that explains extraction asymmetries covered by the CED.
In contrast to the CED, the ECP not only rules out extraction out of adjuncts but
also prohibits movement of whole adjuncts in certain cases. For example it rules out
2

In a parametric account languages either have the most deeply embedded IP or CP as barriers.
Languages of the latter type would allow for wh-Islands (see Rizzi, 1978; Sportiche, 1981; Chomsky,
1986).
3
First proposed by Chomsky (1981, section 4.4).
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wh-Islands violations with adjunct movement as in (27). The chain between the matrix
COMP how and the embedded traces tj is blocked because tj is not properly governed.
Both adjuncts ti and tj are neither θ-governed nor case marked. Additionally, tj is also
not antecedent governed because the embedded COMP position is filled by when. In
contrast ti is antecedent governed by the coindexed matrix COMP how. Hence chainj is
blocked by the ECP and chaini is interpretable.
(27)

a.
b.

Howi/∗j did Jasper tell you ti [when to play the bass tj ]?
Howi/∗j did Jasper found out ti [which notes to play tj ]?

Minimalist Account Also resting on the barrier framework Chomsky (1986) stated the
Minimality Condition (28) which defines a local restriction on the relation of government.
(28)

The Minimality Condition
a. α does not govern β in (28-b) if γ is a projection of δ excluding α
b. . . . α . . . [γ . . . δ . . . β . . . ]
(cf Chomsky, 1986, 42)

This concept of a locality constraint led to two subsequent approaches: the Minimal
Link Condition (Chomsky, 1995) and Relativized Minimality (Rizzi, 1990, 2001).
The Minimal Link Condition, as defined in (29), is a constraint on derivations. The
idea is that ungrammatical structures are not uninterpretable or deviant, i. e. ruled out
by some principle, but they are not generated at all.
(29)

Minimal Link Condition (MLC)
K attracts α only if there is no β, β closer to K than α, such that K attracts
β.
(Chomsky, 1995, 311)

Chomsky (1995) noted the resulting problems of not accounting for graded acceptability and ruling out only quite severe island violation4 . The MLC only makes predictions
regarding the superiority condition (Chomsky, 1973) or the crossing effect (Chomsky,
1986). But because it is a feature based account, it allows no prediction for Islands in
which less than two wh-elements are involved, such as CNPC violations. Sabel (2002)
provides an account for syntactic Islands in a minimalistic framework, which is based on
the following principles: MLC (29), Attract F (30), Closeness (31) and Minimize Chain
Links (32).
(30)

4

Attract F
K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking relation
with a sublabel of K.
(Chomsky, 1995, 297)

“As is well known, the superraising violation is far more severe than the Wh-island violation involving
arguments, and there are many related problems that have been the topic of much investigation.
[. . . ] The conclusions here shed no further light on them.” (Chomsky, 1995, 297)
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(31)

Closeness
β is closer to the target K than α if β c-commands α.
(Chomsky, 1995, 358)

(32)

Minimize Chain Links (Chomsky & Lasnik, 1993, 546)
Make the shortest movement (i. e., do not skip potential landing sites).
(Sabel, 2002, 273)

Whereas the conditions in (29), (30) and (31) are not violable, Minimize Chain Links
(32) is an economy condition that can be violated. A violation of this economy condition
results in a *-marked trace. Crucial is data such as in (33). The MLC would rule out all
three sentences in (33) because the fronted wh-element skipped the landing site in the
embedded Spec-CP. As a consequence MLC fails to account for the less severe violation
in (33-a) in comparison to (33-b), (33-c).
(33)

a. ??[CP Whati do you [V P ti ” wonder [CP how John could [V P ti ’ [V P fix ti ]]]]]?
b. *[CP Howi do you [V P ti ” wonder [CP what John could [V P ti ’ [V P fix ti ]]]]]?
c. *[CP Whoi do you [V P ti ’ wonder [CP how [IP ti could fix the car]]]]?
(cf. Sabel, 2002, 274)

To solve this problem Sabel (2002) assumes multiple specifiers in the C-domain. Each
of the specifiers attracts a wh-element according to the feature it bears (in line with
Attract F ). The crucial step bases on the Uniformity Condition in Chains in (34). This
condition specifies which traces can be deleted at LF.
(34)

Uniformity Condition on Chains (UCC)5
a. A chain C is uniform with respect to P (UN[P]) if each αi has property P
or each αi has property non-P .
b. (i) A0 . . . (A0 ) . . . A (Operator-variable construction)
(ii) θ0 . . . (θ0 ) . . . θ
(Sabel, 2002, 281)

Sabel (2002) concludes that (33-b) and (33-c) are ungrammatical because they both
have a *-marked trace in the embedded Spec-C position. Since the base position, the
intermediate trace position and the landing site in matrix Spec-C are all non-θ positions,
the trace cannot be deleted at LF. This results in a severe ECP-like violation. In
(33-a) the base position is a θ-position. Hence the intermediate traces must be deleted
and at LF only an operator-variable pair (whi , ti ) remains. The “weak Subjacencylike violation is caused by a deleted *-marked trace, i.e., by a *-marked trace that
is not present at LF”(Sabel, 2002, 279). Sabel’s account even allows for fine grained
acceptability predictions. It permits a three-way distinction between no *-marked trace,
a deleted *-marked trace and a *-marked trace that is present at LF. Furthermore Sabel
(2002, 289) assumes that an increasing number of *-marked traces causes “differences in
ungrammaticality”.
5

Based on (Chomsky, 1995, 387 f., fn. 75).
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He accounts for language specific differences of extraction out of wh-islands in assuming
that languages vary in respect to the base position of subjects and objects. Extractions
from θ-positions are allowed, whereas extractions from non-θ-base positions are deviant.
Sabel (2002) states that CED-Islands (adjunct/subject Islands) and CNPC violations
cannot be accounted for by the MLC/Attract F alone. Keep in mind that the CED states
that nothing can be extracted out of a non-complement. Sabel (2002) reformulates this
as the Barrier definition in (35), which specifies that every node that merges with a
non-head is a barrier.
(35)

Barrier (Sabel, 2002)
A category A may not be extracted from a subtree T2 (Xmax ) of T1 if T2 was
merged at some stage of the derivation with a complex category (i.e., with a
non-head).
(Sabel, 2002, 292)

Projections of head-complement configurations are called uniform domains. Proper
movement is not allowed to leave this domain, otherwise it leaves a *-marked trace. Only
direct objects can move up to the highest C-domain without leaving the percolation path,
i. e. only direct objects are allowed to be extracted out of embedded clauses. Adjuncts
generally violate the ECP and this is why the violation is judged to be stronger than
that of argument extraction (Sabel, 2002, cf.). But to exclude CNPCviolations with
a complement clause, Sabel (2002) must assume that the complement clause is not
a phrase structural complement of the noun (36-a), otherwise extractability would be
predicted because the *-marked trace t’ in Spec-CP must be deleted at LF. To account
for more severe violations with relative clauses, as in (36-b), Sabel (2002) assumes that
the C-domain of relative clauses differ from other C-domains. Relative clauses do not
provide multiple specifier positions. This assumption is supported by the observations
that languages of the world may allow for multiple wh-questions but no language allows
for multiple relativization.
(36)

a. *What did you hear [N P a rumor [CP *t’ that John had read t]]?
b. *Which book did John have [N P a friend [CP to whom [to read *t]]]?
(Sabel, 2002, 304)

In sum, Sabel (2002) provided an account that covers wh-Islands and argument/adjunct
asymmetries and a principled explanation for gradual acceptability. But his account of
CNPC violations requires the same stipulation as Chomsky (1986), namely that complement clauses in CNPC structures are not full/normal θ-marked phrase structure complements. The account roots on the primary distinction between θ- and non-θ-positions
to derive Island effects.
Relativized Minimality Relativized Minimality (henceforth RM) was developed by
Rizzi (1990) and improved by Rizzi (2001) and Starke (2001). As mentioned it is a
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locality constraint which is based on the minimality condition6 (cf. (28)). RM states
that every chain relation that is to be established between two linguistic elements must
take place in a Minimal Configuration as defined in (37).
(37)

Minimal Configuration (MC)
Y is in a Minimal Configuration (MC) with X iff there is no Z such that
a. Z is of the same structural type as X, and
b. Z intervenes between X and Y
(Rizzi, 2001, 90)

Like the MLC, Relativized Minimality is a relative constraint. It applies relative to the
feature specification of the participants. In configuration (38) all participants must share
the same feature [+α] in order for Z to be an intervener with respect to X and Y (cf.
MLC (29) and Attract F (30)).
(38)

. . . X[+α] . . . Z[+α] . . . Y[+α] . . .

But in contrast to the MLC, the RM is a constraint on representation with a metaphorical
concept of movement. In this framework wh-island are explained by ruling out chains
in which one wh-element intervenes between the head and the foot of another wh-chain
as shown in (39-b). This accounts for head movement, A-chains (e. g. super raising and
agreement) and A’-chains (Rizzi, 2001).
(39)

a. How[+wh],i do you wonder that I could find this treasure t[+wh],i ?
b. *How[+wh],i do you wonder who[+wh] could find this treasure t[+wh],i ?
c. *How[+wh],i do you wonder that I couldn’t[+neg] find this treasure t[+wh],i ?

The observation that operators such as negation in (39-c) and adverbs also block extraction leads to the following generalization: Features divide into Feature Classes, which
are hierarchically organized in Feature Trees as in (40) (Starke, 2001, chapter 1).
(Starke, 2001, 7)

(40)

6

Quantifier

θ

SpecificQ

iθ

A

The first version of the Relativized Minimality in Rizzi (1990) rests on the concepts of government
and c-command:

(i)

Relativized Minimality: X α-governs [head or antecedent governs] Y only if there is no Z
such that
a.
Z is a typical potential α-governor for Y,
b.
Z c-commands Y and does not c-command X.
(Rizzi, 1990, 7)
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Because wh-elements, adverbs and negation operators all bear features of the same
feature class (Quantifier ), these elements are correctly predicted as interveners. Given
the hierarchical organization of features as displayed in the abstract tree in (41), three
main cases of configurations (see (42)) arise in a set-theoretic description (Belletti &
Rizzi, to appear):
(41)

α

γ

β
(42)

Identity relations
a. identity: *. . . X[+α] . . . Z[+α] . . . Y[+α] . . .
b. inclusion: . . . X[+α,+β] . . . Z[+α] . . . Y[+α,+β] . . .
c. disjunction: . . . X[+α] . . . Z[+γ] . . . Y[+α] . . .

Identity is ruled out because Z is an intervener with respect to α. Disjunction is fine
because Z is no intervener with respect to α because it only bears γ. Inclusion is also
fine because Z is only an intervener with respect to α but not with respect to β.
With this tool it is possible to account for different island phenomena: Wh-Islands
simply reduce to identity, in that a quantifier moves over a quantifier (Q-over-Q) as
have been shown in (39-b). Furthermore the amelioration of wh-Islands with a more
specific which-NP is predicted as a case of inclusion (SQ-over-Q) as exemplified in (43).
(43)

?Which problem[SQ],i do you wonder how[Q] to solve t[SQ],i ?
(cf. Belletti & Rizzi, to appear, 2)

It also accounts for the specificity effects 7 in (44). An intervening specific DP reduces
the acceptability of a wh-extraction in (44-b). This is a case of identity, in which a more
specific subclass intervenes. In (45) Z is an intervener with respect to SQ, which is a
subclass of Q, hence Z is necessarily Q and consequently an intervener for wh-elements.
(44)

(45)

a. who did you want to buy a picture of?
b. ?*who did you want to buy the picture of?
(Starke, 2001, 26)
*. . . X[+Q] . . . Z[+SQ] . . . Y[+Q] = *. . . X[+Q] . . . Z[+Q] . . . Y[+Q]

To derive argument/adjunct asymmetries and strong Islands like the CNPC Starke
(2001) needs some additional assumptions. He states that all verbal modifiers (Adverbs
and Arguments) receive θ-roles except elements with structural case. These θ-roles are
7

(i)

Starke (2001) notes with reference to Enç (1991) that specificity and not definiteness is the crucial
factor because the effect is not triggered by non-specific definites (see (i-a)) but by specific indefinites,
as in (i-b).
a.
Who did they announce the death of?
b. ?*Who did you want to buy a certain picture of?
Starke (2001, 26)
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structurally represented by a functional projection θP that terminates all functional sequences. A structural description of a configuration with structural case is given in (46)
and a description of inherent case is given in (47).
(46)

TP
VP

KP
Ks

DP
N

(Starke, 2001, 42)
(47)

TP
T

θv P
θn P
θ

VP

KP
Ks

DP
N

(Starke, 2001, 42)
The Q-morpheme, which is located somewhere below KP , is morphologically bound,
at least in languages like English. As a consequence every movement must pied-pipe a
θ-phrase. Arguments with structural case are transparent for movement because they
exhibit no θ-phrase that acts as an intervener, as shown in (48-a). If an object with
structural case is extracted out of an embedded clause, the object moves to the CP in
order to pied-pipe the θP of the embedded clause and moves further to the left periphery
of the matrix clause. Again no other θ intervenes, as shown in (48-b).
(48)

a.
b.

What[+θ],i did you read [DP [−θ] a book about t[+θ],i ]?
Who[+θ],i do you think [CP [+θ],i that John likes t[−θ],i ]?

Any violation of a strong Island is therefore a relativized minimality effect caused by a
θ-over-θ movement as shown for the CNPC violation in (49).
(49)

*Who[+θ],i did you make the claim[+θ] [CP [+θ],i that John likes t[−θ],i ]?

In similar fashion adjuncts and arguments with inherent case are always strong Islands
because they are θ-marked, as displayed in (50). As a consequence they cannot be
extracted out of an embedded clause nor can any element be extracted out of them.
(50)

*How[+θ],i do you think [CP [+θ] that John drinks wine t[+θ],i ]?
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In sum, relativized minimality provides a principled account for argument/adjunct
asymmetries, wh-Islands and CNPC violations. Furthermore, with the concept of feature
trees, it provides a mechanism to explain Island amelioration effects, such as an increase
of acceptability with which-NP fillers.
Two problems remain concerning the presented accounts: First, the grammaticality
is dependent on the configuration of phrase structure categories and their respective
features alone. But example (51), a relativization out of a relative clause, shows that
acceptable English sentences can violate the CNPC or correspondent constraints. Also
the German CNPC violation in (52) is fairly acceptable. The existence of such counter
examples shows that mere phrase structure is not sufficient to describe Island phenomena
adequately. More counter examples will be given in the following sections, especially in
section 3.3.
(51)

Then you look at what happens in languagesi that you know ti and [languagesj
[that you have [a friend [who knows tj ]]]].
(Kuno, 1976, 423)

(52)

In welche Länderi hat Frau Müller die Absicht geäußert, dass sie ti reisen
in which countries has Ms Müller the intention expressed that she travel
möchte?
want
‘Which countriesi did Ms Müller express the intention that she wanted to travel
ti ?’

Second, to account for argument/adjunct and subject/object asymmetries the proposals of Barriers (Chomsky, 1986), Relativized Minimality (Rizzi, 1990, 2001; Starke,
2001) and the Minimalist account of Sabel (2002) crucially rest on the concept of θ-roles.
I will not discuss details of θ-theory here, but I want to highlight that θ-theory is not
a purely syntactic concept but involves semantico-conceptual aspects. In the following
subsection I will show how discourse pragmatics have influenced syntactic theories and
present some semantic phenomena that parallel syntactic Island effects.

3.1.2. The Role of Discourse Pragmatics: The Notion of D-Linking
To account for scope phenomena of wh-in-situ elements, Pesetsky (1987) introduced
the concept of D(iscourse)-linking. That allows him to separate two behaviours of whelements at LF. He proposes that one group of wh-in-situ elements move at LF to a
higher Comp-position and another group of wh-in-situ elements gets bound by a Q
morpheme, which is located in Comp-positions of interrogative clauses. He doesn’t
provide a proper definition of D-linking, but mentions that ‘which-phrases are discourselinked (D-linked), whereas who and what are normally not D-linked”(Pesetsky, 1987, 107,
original emphasis). He adds that for D-linked phrases a limited set of respective referents
must be available in the discourse to speaker and hearer. It is important to note that
even bare wh-elements like who and what can be D-linked through phonological stress
or proper context. Pesetsky (1987) assumes that non-D-linked wh-elements behave like
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quantifiers and move at LF. D-linked phrases, in contrast, are not quantifiers and get
bound by the Q-morpheme. As evidence he takes the absence of the Superiority Effect
(nested dependency) with D-linked phrases, Island sensitivity in Japanese, a wh-insitu language, and exceptions from obligatory wh-fronting in East European languages.
Following Pesetsky (1987) we can state that LF movement is not a purely syntactic issue
but at least in part dependent on semantics and discourse pragmatics.
The contrast between bare wh-elements and which-NPs with respect to extractions
out of wh-Islands was noted even before Pesetsky (1987), by Rizzi (1978) for Italian
and by Maling & Zaenen (1982) for English. Both remark that the acceptability of the
extraction depends on the weight of the extracted phrase, see (53).
(53)

a. ?*What don’t you know who wrote?
b. Which article don’t you remember who wrote?
(Maling & Zaenen, 1982, 277, fn. 3)

Originally proposed for wh-in-situ phenomena, the concept of D-linking became important also for formal accounts of overt movement. Rizzi (1990) distinguishes two types of
A’-dependencies: one that is established through (movement) chains and hence is subject
to Relativized Minimality, i.e. respects Islands. The other is established through binding.
Both the dislocated element and the variable (trace) share a referential index and are not
subject to Relativized Minimality, i.e. can violate Island constraints. In this account only
elements with referential θ-roles8 receive referential indices. Cinque (1990) refines this
theory and restricts the set of elements that can undergo long wh-movement (violating
Island constraints) to those elements that receive a referential theta-role and are used
strictly referentially which means “refer to members of a preestablished set”(Cinque,
1990, 8). He assumes that the elements must have intrinsic referential properties that
allow D-linking. These intrinsic properties can be lexically specified as with the whichNP/who contrast. Cinque (2010) argues that Islands can be divided into two groups,
strong Islands, which block both successive cyclic movement (government chains) and
binding relations, and weak Islands, which only block successive cyclic movement but
allow for binding.
More generally, weak Islands are sometimes also called selective Islands. These Islands
show an argument/adjunct asymmetry, i. e. they select for extraction, whereas strong
Islands, also called unselective Islands, block dependencies of every kind (Drubig, 1994).
Typical weak Islands are wh-Islands and sentential complements of factive verbs and
manner-of-speaking verbs. Strong Islands are configurations according to the CNPC or
8

Rizzi (1990) distinguishes between referential and nonreferential θ-roles. These correspond to the
notions of argument and quasi-argument (Chomsky, 1981, 325), which is a
“distinction between argument (referential expressions potentially referring to participants
in the event) and quasi-arguments (expressions that receive a theta role but do not refer
to a participant, such as the subject of atmospheric predicates and the nominal parts
of idioms). We can thus distinguish argumental or referential theta roles (agent, theme,
patient, experiencer, goal, etc.) and quasi-argumental, nonreferential theta roles (manner,
measure, atmospheric role, idiosyncratic role in idioms, etc.)”(Rizzi, 1990, 86).
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the Coordinate Structure Constraint. However, this distinction shows some problems.
Pesetsky (1987) uses examples of Japanese CNPC-violations to show that D-linking
allows for binding at LF. But according to Cinque’s account, complex NP’s should not
allow for binding. A closer look at the literature on the distinction of strong versus
weak islands, the type of involved extraction asymmetries and the inducing factors of
these islands shows that the “proposals are less and less syntactic” as Szabolcsi (2006)
puts it. I will not go into greater detail here but just sketch one more issue (for a
overview see Szabolcsi, 2006). I already mentioned the argument/adjunct asymmetry
while introducing the CED (Huang, 1982), (intrinsic) referentiality (Rizzi, 1990; Cinque,
1990) and D-linking (Pesetsky, 1987) above. A further extraction asymmetry is discussed
for individual readings vs. amount readings (Frampton, 1999; Szabolcsi & Zwarts, 1993).
An example of this asymmetry is given in (54). As Frampton (1999) argues only the
individual reading in (54-a) is available, whereas the amount reading in (54-b) is blocked
by the wh-Island.
(54)

How many booksi does Bill need to find out whether Bertrand Russell owned
ti ?
a. Individual Reading: how many books are there that Bill needs to find out
whether Bertrand Russell owned
b. Amount Reading: *what is the number x such that Bill needs to find out
whether Bertrand Russel owned x many books
(Frampton, 1999, 55)

In principle the account of Frampton (1999) is very similar to Rizzi (1990) and Cinque
(1990) in that only θ-marked traces can undergo long wh-movement. But he assumes
that in order to be bound by its antecedent a trace of long wh-movement must be an
individual variable, that is “a name-like variable ranging over a set determined by the
quantifier” (Frampton, 1999, 57).
In essence it can be recapitulated that the refinement of Island accounts in this subsection made use of semantic and discourse pragmatic properties to receive an appropriate
description of Island sensitive behaviour.

3.1.3. No Escape from Semantics: (Invisible) Scope Islands
In this subsection I will present some semantic phenomena that are closely related to
syntactic Island phenomena. Rizzi (1982) and Langobardi (1991) report that the scope
of negation operators in French and Italian are sensitive to Island configurations. In
French the negative quantifier personne ‘nobody’ must be accompanied by the negative
particle ne. If personne is the object of the embedded clause, ne can be cliticized onto the
embedded verb, as in (55-a), or onto the main verb, as in (55-b). If personne occupies the
subject position of the embedded clause, ne can only be cliticized onto the embedded
verb (55-c). A matrix negation results in unacceptability (55-d). Hence a negative
particle can only license a negative element in an object position of an embedded clause
but not in a subject position. The embedded subject seems to constitute an Island for the
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relation of the two negative elements. This subject/object asymmetry is likewise found
in patterns of wh-movement in (56) that are covered by the Condition on Extraction
Domain (Huang, 1982).
(55)

French
a. J’ai exigé
qu’ils
n’arrêtent personne.
I:have required that:they neg:arrest nobody
‘I have required that they arrest nobody.’
b. ?Je n’ai
exigé
qu’ils
arrêtent personne.
I neg:have required that:they arrest nobody
‘I have required that they arrest nobody.’
c. J’ai exigé
que personne ne soit
arrêté.
I:have required that nobody neg be.sbjv arrest
‘I have required that nobody will be arrested.’
d. *Je n’ai
exigé
que personne soit
arrêté.
I neg:have required that nobody be.sbjv arrest
‘I have required that nobody will be arrested.’
(Rizzi, 1982, 119 f.)

(56)

French
que la police arrête ti ?
a. Quii exige-t-il
who require-∅-he that the police arrest
‘Whoi does he require that the police arrest ti ?’
b. *Quii exige-t-il
que ti soit
arrêté par la police?
who require-∅-he that be.sbjv arrested by the police
‘Whoi does he require that ti be arrested by the police?’
(cf. Langobardi, 1991, 151)

Italian also exhibits negative doubling. Negative elements like niente ‘nothing’ must cooccur with sentential negation non ’not’. Example (57-a) shows that matrix negation
can license the negative element niente in a double embedded sentence. But (57-b)
where the negative element is embedded in a complex NP, is unacceptable (Langobardi,
1991). It seems that the licensing relation of the two negative elements in (57-b) is
blocked by the CNPC.
(57)

Italian
a. Non credo
che sia
possible che ci consenta di fare niente.
Not believe.1sg that is.3sg possible that us allows to do nothing
‘I do not believe that it is possible that he allows us to do anything.’
b. *Non credo
alla possibilità che ci consenta di fare niente.
Not believe.1sg to:the possibility that us allows to do nothing
‘I do not believe the possibility that he allows us to do anything.’
(Langobardi, 1991, 155)
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Similar observations are made by Drubig (1994). He investigates minimality or Island
effects in cases of Association with Focus (AwF). He remarks that,
“there is considerable evidence that the effects are actually caused by a combination of two different factors which interactively determine the pattern
of locality violations that can be found in complex NPs. [. . . ] Once we
have acknowledged the possibility that we are dealing with the combined
effect of two separate constraints we can attempt to determine the extent
to which each factor contributes to the overall effect. The result is that
Subjacency is apparently the weaker component of the two, which seems
to suggest that Subjacency is a relatively strong factor when operative at
S[urface ]S[tructure], and a relatively weak factor when constraining LFphenomena. The strength of the CNPC violations is primarily caused by
an overriding specificity effect, which seems to be caused by an independent
condition [. . . ].” (Drubig, 1994, 42)
In the following chapters of this thesis I will take a somewhat similar perspective. Even
if I do not argue for a generative account, I will support the general assumption that the
unacceptability of Island configurations is due to several factors that work in an additive
fashion. Drubig (1994) provides examples of Island-effects with Negative Polarity Items
(NPI), such as any, inside a relative clause and a complement clause of a complex
NP, given in (58) and (59). Similar to negative doubling, NPIs must be licensed by a
negation operator, in these cases the matrix clause negation. The Island effect appears to
be sensitive to the specificity of the complex NP. In accord with the hypothesis of Drubig
(1994) that specificity is the stronger factor in these cases, we observe a contrast in (58)
and (59) that cannot be due to the CNPC or Subjacency alone. If the relation between
the negative licensor and the NPI would be constrained by the CNPC or Subjacency,
these principles should also apply in (58-a) and (59-a), but only an increase in specificity
as in (58-b) and (59-b) results in a considerable contrast. Moreover, it is not a simple
definite/indefinite asymmetry. Whereas with a relative clause in (58-b) a definite NP
results in unacceptability, definiteness is not blocking the relation between the negation
and the NPI inside the noun’s complement clause in (59-a). Here a genitive construction
(59-b) is needed to result in unacceptability (cf. footnote 7).
(58)

a. John never reads books which have any pages missing.
b. *John never read the book which has any pages missing.
(cf. Drubig, 1994, 42) (originally taken from May, 1985, 145)

(59)

a. Waldo didn’t report the possibility that anyone might leave.
b. *Waldo didn’t report Bill’s suggestion that anyone might leave.
(Drubig, 1994, 42; (59-a) originally from Ladusaw (1980))

Drubig (1994) observes a similar contrast with AwF, caused by the specificity of the
Island inducing NP in (60). The capitals mark stress, which indicates focalization.
Crucial in these and the following examples involving AwF is the association of the
main clause negation with the focus phrase and its coordinated alternative, ending up
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with the reduced contrastive pattern: not Chomsky but Quine vs. *Chomsky but Quine
(cf. Drubig, 1994, 28ff.).
(60)

a. ?John didn’t review books that were written by CHOMSKY, but by QUINE.
b. *John didn’t review the books that were written by CHOMSKY, but by
QUINE.
(Drubig, 1994, 43)

The Specificity Effect is not restricted to Island configurations as shown by the famous
picture-examples paradigms with NPIs in (61) and AwF in (62). Example (63) shows
that it is not only restricted to scope phenomena, but extends to wh-extraction.
(61)

a. John didn’t take pictures of any students.
b. *John didn’t take those pictures of any students.
(cf. Drubig, 1994, 44)

(62)

a. John didn’t look at pictures of BOYS, but of GIRLS
b. *John didn’t look at those pictures of BOYS, but of GIRLS
(cf. Drubig, 1994, 44)

(63)

a. Who do you see pictures of ?
b. *Who do you see those pictures of ?
(Drubig, 1994, 44)

Already Ross (1967) observed that the acceptability of CNPC violations is influenced
by additional factors, such as specificity. He notes that the use of certain verbs may allow
a violation of the CNPC, see (64-a) vs. (64-b). Ross (1967, 139) adds that the variant
with the lexical verb in (64-b) “can be made even more ungrammatical by prefixing the
noun claim with some possessive modifier” as in (64-c). Oppositely he observes that
“many speakers feel that while [(64-a)] may not be fully grammatical, sentences like [the
one] in [(64-d)], whose only significant difference from [(64-a)] lies in the definiteness of
the article on the sentential noun, are completely grammatical” (Ross, 1967, 139)9 .
(64)

9

a. ?The money which I am making the claim that the company squandered
amounts to $400,000.
b. *The money which I am discussing the claim that the company squandered
amounts to $400,000.
c. **The money which I am discussing Sarah’s claim that the company squandered amounts to $400,000.
d. The money which I have a feeling that the company will squander amounts
to $400,000.
(Ross, 1967, 139 f.)

It should be added, that while I agree with Ross (1967) that the crucial difference between (64-a) and
(64-d) is the definiteness (specificity) of the sentential noun, they didn’t constitute a minimal pair.
In the latter sentence a different verb and a different noun is used resulting in a completely different
light verb construction. Additionally tense differs in the main and in the subordinate clause.
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Ross (1967) proposes an alternative structural analysis for the light verb constructions to
exclude them from the CNPC. But even with the assumption of a different phrase structure analysis for light verb constructions the specificity difference between the sentences
remains to be explained.
Despite the similar behaviour of scope phenomena and wh-extraction, notable differences exist between these two dependency relations. As mentioned above, wh-Islands are
considered weak islands, which show an argument/adjunct asymmetry with respect to
wh-extraction. AwF, on the other hand, exhibits no such behaviour (Drubig, 1994). Example (65) shows that AwF with arguments and adjuncts inside a wh-Island are equally
acceptable.
(65)

a. ?? John doesn’t wonder who saw MARY but JANE
b. ?? John didn’t tell you when to fix the car SLOWLY, but QUICKLY.
(cf. Drubig, 1994, 41)

Similar differences are observable for Factive Islands, i. e. complements of factive verbs.
Examples (66-a) and (66-b) show that argument extractions and matrix clause adjunct
extractions are acceptable for both, non-factive (believe) and factive (know, admit) verbs.
But extraction of an embedded adjunct is only possible with a non-factive verb, as shown
in (66-c).
(66)

a.
b.
c.
(cf.

Whoi does John believe/know/admit that John visited ti ?
Whyi does Mary believe/know/admit [that John visited his mother] ti ?
Whyi does Mary believe/*know/*admit [that John visited his mother ti ]?
Drubig, 1994, 45)

Again AwF differs from Islands. Even AwF with an argument inside a factive Island is
excluded, as shown in (67-b) whereas, it is fine with a non-factive verb (67-a).
(67)

a. He doesn’t believe that they invited his WIFE, but his DAUGHTER.
b. *He doesn’t know that they invited his WIFE, but JANE.
(cf. Drubig, 1994, 45)

Again the same pattern holds for NPIs. Licensing of an embedded NPI is fine with a
non-factive verb, as in (68-a), but unacceptable with a factive verb, as in (68-b), where
the NPI is in argument position10 .
(68)

a. He didn’t think that they had invited anybody.
b. *He didn’t know that they had invited anybody.

In sum we have seen that, first, there are relations irrespective of (overt) syntactic
movement that are sensitive to Island environments, such as the relations between a
10

These asymmetries of NPIs and AwF constitute serious problems for Relativized Minimality analysis
of Starke (2001). Because NPIs and AwF are sensitive to specificity, they must be an instance of
covered Q- or SQ-movement. But as such they should be ungrammatical in wh-Islands and not
sensitive to factive verbs (cf. section 3.1.1).
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negation operator and a focused element (AwF), NPIs or negative elements in French
and Italian. Second, specificity may influence relations such as wh-extractions and scope
relations. And third, it was shown that Island sensitivity applies relative to a certain
relation. In the terminology of strong and weak Islands: it is the case that Factive Islands
constitute weak Islands for wh-movement but strong Islands for AwF and NPI-licensing.

3.1.4. Conceptual Issues: Constraining Derivations or
Representations?
One issue we have to address in detail is what the above accounts really constrain.
This is merely a conceptual matter. It is not trivial to distinguish in which respect
they differ but I think the most important aspects are: The type of framework used for
describing linguistic structure, either derivational, representational, or mixed. It is also
relevant on which type the constraints are applied. This aspect I will call a theory’s
Structural Description Type. The second aspect is the property of being either a relative
or an absolute constraint, a theory’s Flexibility. The last aspect is concerned with the
consequences of constraint violation. Violations can either be categorial or gradual, the
Granularity.
In order to identify the structural description types of the relevant accounts, these
types must be defined. Generally we can distinguish two main concepts, representational
theories and derivational theories. For the present purposes a representation can be
understood as a structural description of a linguistic object (cf. (69)).
(69)

Representational Theories
According to Brody (2002) a purely representational theory consists of a set of
principles and constraints that determine the well-formedness of the interface
level (LF).

As the following classification will show, representation and derivations are not mutually
exclusive concepts but overlap more or less:
(70)

Derivational Theories
According to Brody (2002) a purely derivational theory consists of an ordered
series of operations with input and output. He proposes a three way distinction
of derivational theories. A derivational theory is:
a. nonrepresentational if the output of the derivational operations (merge)
consists of opaque objects. An object is considered opaque if its internal
elements and composition (hierarchical structure) are not accessible for the
formulation of any further rule or operation.
b. weakly representational if the objects of derivational stages remain transparent (i.e. representations). Elements that have already been assembled
by a derivational operation at an earlier stage can be accessed by later
principles.
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c.

strongly representational if the output is transparent for operations (weakly
representational) and additionally there are constraints that operate on
these generated, transparent objects.
(cf. Brody, 2002, 351)

As Brody (2002) claims, an adequate derivational theory must be at least weakly representational in the above sense. Let’s consider the argument concerning distance dependencies (move/chains). Movement of an already assembled element can only apply
if syntactic objects remain transparent for later operations. Assuming a nonrepresentational theory, in (71) at the stage in which a and x are merged to {α,{a,x}} neither b, c,
y nor z are accessible for any rule including movement. The problem appears even if we
assume move to be a repeated merge operation with an interpretive linking operation.
At least at LF a representation is needed.
(71)

α
a

x

b

c

y

z

Frampton & Gutman (2002) provide an approach of a crash-proof derivational theory
that eliminates the need of filters on the interface representations. But their suggestions
rest on local conditions that are used to choose the desired derivational steps. This
account is thus also at least weakly representational in the above sense because it must
access intermediate representations. Another way to account for distance dependencies
would be an adaption of an index percolation as proposed by Sabel (2002). At every
point of merge, in addition to the label (projected category), a sequence of features is
added to the new category (72).
(72)

α [+DEF,+SG,+TENSED,+DEF,+SG]

a [+DEF,+SG,+TENSED]
b [+DEF,+SG]

c [+TENSED]

Lilly

likes

x [+DEF,+SG]
y [+DEF]

z [+SG]

the

dog

In the end one would need an evaluation device that checks if the feature sequence meets
all conditions. Additionally, one could make the list even more informative by adding
hierarchical information to the feature list, as in (73).
(73)

α [((+DEF,+SG),(+TENSED)),((+DEF),(+SG))]
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This results in a duplication of the structural description of the tree in (72) without
the terminals. In the end we can state that, in order to allow for distance dependencies/move/chains, the theoretical apparatus must be at least weakly representational.
Again this means that the already generated structure must be accessible for later operations (cf. (70-b)).
The AOAP, the Island Constraints and the Subjacency Condition, Barriers, the CED
and Relativized Minimality are all at least strongly representational in the above sense
because they formulate restrictions on generated objects. The ECP is a purely representational filter device as noted by Lasnik & Saito (1984) and the same holds for the UCC
Chomsky (1995); Sabel (2002). The Minimal Link Condition must at least be weakly
representational to access elements of earlier derivational stages. But to account for the
discussed Island effects it must be supported by a form of the ECP or the UCC, which
are both purely representational constraints at the interface level. In sum, all discussed
Island accounts are at least strongly representational. This is not surprising. Distance
relations are determined by the structural properties of all items that are involved, i. e.
the dependent elements as well as the intervening elements. As argued above, access to
representations is necessary to account for distance dependencies (move/chains). So every account that needs to constrain certain types of these dependencies must formulate
constraints on representations. This leads to the conclusion that every account must be
strongly representational in order to properly account for Island phenomena.
Turning now to the Flexibility of the accounts. I will distinguish two types, absolute
and relative. An account is absolute if it specifies a configuration that constrains all
relations irrespective of the type of the elements that are involved in these relations, i. e.
the definition of the constraint is insensitive to the type of relation it constrains. A relative account on the other hand specifies a condition relative to the involved elements. In
this case, one relation between two elements could be blocked whereas another relation
is allowed. Relevant types of relations are different types of distance dependencies or
movement/chain relations, such as question formation, relativization, topicalization, etc.
Further types of relations can be distinguished according to properties of the partaking
elements, such as the referentiality or definiteness of the dislocated or fronted element.
The Island Constraints are absolute constraints with specific syntactic categories and
their structural relations. They constrain relations between all elements inside an Island configuration and outside of it. A similar case is the Subjacency Condition. It
specifies not a single configuration but rules out any relation that crosses at least two
cyclic nodes. The choice of cyclic nodes can vary from language to language, but once
fixed the resulting prohibition holds for all relations (transformations). In this sense
Subjacency is absolute. So is the CED, which also defines a configurational constraint
irrespective of the partaking elements. The ECP is also an absolutive condition because
it sets the same requirement for all (nonpronominal) empty categories. In contrast, the
AOAP only restricts the extraction of a category A out of a category of the same type.
Extraction of all other categories, different from A, is allowed. Thus it constitutes a
relative constraint sensitive to the type of involved elements. The notion of Barrier is
also a relative constraint as illustrated in (17). The Minimal Link Condition and the
Relativized Minimality specify locality conditions relative to specific types of relations.
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In contrast to the ECP, the UCC is relative. It is explicitly stated that uniformity is only
defined relative to a certain property. In the previous discussion we have seen that there
are certain observations that can only be captured by relative accounts that are sensitive
to the type of the established relation. These observations are subject/object/adjunct
asymmetries, the semantic Island effects, such as the specificity effect, the asymmetry
of individual/amount readings and the effect of D-linking. In section 3.3 I will discuss
crosslinguistic observable differences between relativization, topicalization and questioning. In sum an appropriate account of Island phenomena must be relative.
At last I will divide the accounts into two groups according to their Granularity,
namely binary and gradual 11 . The granularity divides sentences into groups differing in
the degree of how they belong to a given language, in a way that is to be defined12 . For
the present purpose it is sufficient to take binary as a differentiation between sentences
that belong to a language and sentences that do not. A gradual distinction allows for one
or more classes to appear in between. Most of the accounts use a simple dichotomy in licit
and illicit structures. This holds for the AOAP, the Island Constraints, the Subjacency
Condition, the ECP, the CED and the MLC. The Uniformity Condition on Chains as well
as Relativized Minimality were originally formulated in a binary manner but can also
be used to generate gradual differentiation. In the account of Sabel (2002) graduation
emerges through accumulation of *-marked traces and their deletion at LF. Relativized
Minimality can be interpreted in a similar fashion. In the extended version (Starke,
2001; Belletti & Rizzi, to appear) three main cases of feature specification arise, namely
identity, inclusion and disjunction, as illustrated in (42). Identity and disjunction are the
prototypes of the ends of a scale that would correspond to grammatical /ungrammatical
for example. Inclusion, on the other hand, could be gradual. Because inclusion is
dependent on feature specification, it is possible that in a certain configuration, one
element A shares more features with an intervener Z than with another element B. In
this manner B is more disjunctive than A in respect to Z, as shown in (74).
(74)

Gradual Concept of Inclusion
identity: ∗ . . . X[+α,+β,+δ] . . . Z[+α,+β,+δ] . . . Y[+α,+β,+δ] . . .
..
.
inclusion:

disjunction:

. . . B[+α,+β,+δ]
. . . A[+α,+γ,+δ]
. . . X[+α]

. . . Z[+α,+β] . . .
. . . Z[+α,+β] . . .
..
.
. . . Z[+γ] . . .

Y[+α,+β,+δ] . . .
Y[+α,+γ,+δ] . . .
Y[+α] . . .

Such an account could model interference effects as discussed in Anderson et al. (2004);
Vasishth & Lewis (2006). The more associative cues are shared by two items, the
stronger will the interference effect be. As I will discuss in detail in chapter 4, more
11

In principle one could differentiate between continuous and categorial approaches but since all the
mentioned approaches fall into the categorial class such a differentiation would be useless in the
present discussion.
12
Concepts of grammaticality and acceptability will be discussed and defined in chapter 4.
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than two degrees of “acceptability” are needed for conceptual reasons. Such a need for
more than two differentiations is also reflected by the use of the notion marginal that
is frequently used in frameworks such as the ones above to differentiate for example
between unmarked wh-extraction out of matrix clauses, object extraction out of weak
Islands and adjunct extractions out of Islands. Therefore appropriate accounts must be
gradual.
In sum, the above discussion revealed that to account properly for the asymmetries
and effects that are present in the literature, any theory must be (strongly) representational, relative and gradual. An overview of the presented accounts and their respective
properties is given in table 3.1.
Account

AOAP
Islands
Subjacency
Barriers
ECP
UCC
CED
MLC
RM

Structural Type (Representational )

Flexibility

Granularity

non-R

weakly R

strongly R

purely R

absolute

relative

binary

gradual

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
X
–

X
X
X
X
–
–
X
–
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
–
X

–
X
X
–
X
–
X
–
–

X
–
–
X
–
X
–
X
X

X
X
X
–
X
X
X
X
X

–
–
–
X
–
(X)
–
–
(X)

Table 3.1.: Evaluative overview of the proposed generative Island accounts. AOAP =
A-over-A Principle; ECP = Empty Category Principle; UCC = Uniformity
Condition on Chains; CED = Condition on Extraction Domains; MLC =
Minimal Link Condition, RM = Relativized Minimality.

3.1.5. Summary
The discussion of generative Island accounts revealed that the reliance on bare phrase
structure configuration is not enough to exclude Islands from grammar. I have shown
that beyond syntactic phenomena, Island effects extend to semantics and discourse pragmatics. In a detailed consideration, it became clear that any accurate theory must meet
three criteria, it must be (strongly) representational, relative and allow for gradual grammaticalness.
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3.2. Processing Related Accounts of Syntactic Islands
The basic idea of processing accounts is that many factors may facilitate or impede linear
processing of linguistic structure. In configurations like islands, several factors gather
together and result in structures that are difficult to process. These difficulties can be
avoided by controlling these processing factors. This in turn may depends on language
specific properties.
In this section I will present work that investigated several linguistic factors in Island
environments and independent of Islands. Following the tradition in psycholinguistic
literature, I will use the term Filler Gap Dependencies (FGD) for the relation between
the surface position of a wh-element (filler) and the position where it is supposed to be
interpreted (gap), i. e. the generative base position. The discussion is tripartite into the
beginning of a FGD, the filler, the region between the filler and the gap that constitutes
the distance and contains the interveners, and the end of a FDG, i. e. the gap site.
Finally, a discussion of some functionalist approaches follows.

3.2.1. Filler: Properties of Dislocated Elements
Probably the most extensively investigated processing factor of Filler Gap Dependencies is the realization of the filler. Since the claim of Pesetsky (1987) that D-linked
wh-elements exhibit a different discourse status, it was investigated whether that is
provable. Frazier & Clifton (2002) conducted experiments to check if D-linked phrases
differ from non-D-linked phrases with respect to antecedent binding of pronouns. In two
questionnaires participant chose D-linked fillers significantly more often as antecedents
for pronouns than their non-D-linked counterparts (see (75-a)). In a self paced reading
study with two segments, one containing the filler and the other containing the pronoun
as in (75-b), they found that reading times of the second segment was significantly faster
for sentences with a D-linked filler in the first segment. Resumptive pronouns inside an
island were rated significantly more acceptable with a D-linked filler, as in (75-c), in
written and in auditory presentation.
(75)

a.
b.
c.

Rick knew whoi /which brotheri Janice sang a song to before hei went to
sleep.
{Rick knew whoi /which sisteri Josh sang a song to} {before shei went to
sleep.}
Whoi /Which studentsi did the teacher wonder if theyi had gone to the
library?

Hofmeister (2008) conducted a series of experiments to investigate the relation between
the filler phrase and the retrieval process at the gap site. The basic idea is that the more
informative the filler phrase is, the easier/faster it will be integrated at the gap site.
I will present his account in some detail because I will test predictions of Hofmeister
(2008) in the experiments below. He states the Memory Facilitation Hypothesis given
in (76).
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(76)

Memory Facilitation Hypothesis (MFH)
Given two linguistic expressions that can each be felicitously used to describe
some discourse entity e, the expression that encodes more syntactic and semantic
information will facilitate the retrieval process initiated at all subsequent (overt
or covert) mentions of e, all else being equal.
(Hofmeister, 2008, 4)

He defines relative informativity of two expressions as in (77).
(77)

Relative Informativity
An expression x1 is more informative than an expression x2 if the semantic
and syntactic information encoded by x2 is a proper subset of the information
encoded by x1 .
(Hofmeister, 2008, 5)

Basically the more informative the filler phrase is, the easier/faster it will be integrated
at the gap site. The definition in (77) resembles the account of (Starke, 2001) and Belletti
& Rizzi (to appear) and their notions of identity and inclusion (see section 3.1 above).
The strongest and most expected contrast appears between a bare wh-element (e. g.
what, who) and a which-NP (e. g. which car ). It is obvious that the latter type is at
least a proper semantic subset of the former since what can refer to all inanimate nouns
whereas which car only refers to cars which is a proper subset of inanimate entities.
Hofmeister (2008) observed that which-NP type fillers resulted in faster reading times
at the (underlined) regions containing the retrieval site (ti ) in CNPC violations as in
(78-a) and in Wh-Island violations as in (78-b). The reading times for the critical regions
in the which-NP condition did not significantly differ from non-Island violating baseline
conditions. Sentences with which-NP fillers also received significantly higher ratings in
controlled acceptability judgments.
(78)

I saw whoi /which convicti Emma doubted the report that we had captured
ti in the nationwide FBI manhunt.
b. Whoi /Which employeei did Albert learn whether they dismissed ti after the
annual performance review?
(cf. Hofmeister, 2008, 65/76)

a.

Hofmeister (2008) reports similar effects also for non-Island environments such as nested
dependencies in (79-a) and cleft-sentences in (79-b). He even found evidence that this
retrieval effect is not only due to the structural difference of the filler but also to the
semantic specificity as in (79-c) and the stereotypical predictability as in (79-d).
(79)

a.
b.
c.

What/Which Poll /Which political Poll i did the reporter that Scooter avoided
discuss ti during an evening news segment.
It was a communist/an alleged communist/an alleged Venezuelan communist i who the members of the club banned ti from ever entering the premises.
The lieutenant could not remember which person/which soldier the commander who was deeply respected ordered to scout the area ahead.
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d.

The diplomat contacted the dictator /the ruthless military dictator /the lovable military dictator i who the activist looking for more contributions encouraged ti to preserve natural habitats and resources.

Similar results are also reported by Hofmeister et al. (2007) for multiple wh-questions.
They investigated the influence of wh-filler type on the superiority effect, which is a
configuration of crossed Filler Gap Dependencies as shown in (80). In their experiments
which-NP fillers caused higher acceptability ratings than bare wh-filler and shorter reading times on the respective verbs, which are assumed to be retrieval sites. Additionally,
the type of the wh-elements had a significant influence on answer accuracy. Intervening which-NP lead to higher answer accuracies than intervening bare wh-phrases. If
the intervening phrase was a which-NP, then which-NP fillers received a higher answer
accuracy than bare wh-filler13 .
(80)

a.
b.
c.
d.
(cf.

Mary wondered whati who read ti .
Mary wondered which booki who read ti .
Mary wondered whati which boy read ti .
Mary wondered which booki which boy read ti .
Hofmeister et al., 2007, 195)

The study of Boxell (2012) investigates the effect of wh-filler type on two different
extraction sites. He also contrasted which-NP phrases with bare wh-fillers. The corresponding gaps were contained in a verbal complement clause, as in (81-a), or inside an
interrogative clause as in (81-b).
(81)

a.
b.

The manager wondered whoi /which gentlemani the secretary claimed [CP
(ti ) that the new salesman had pleased ti ] in the meeting.
The manager wondered whoi /which gentlemani the secretary’s claim [P P
about the new salesman] had pleased ti in the meeting.

In a self-paced reading study, Boxell (2012) observed shorter reading times for the segments that/about in the which-NP condition than in the bare wh-phrase condition.
Overall segments that mark a clause boundary (that) showed slower reading times than
segments that mark a PP boundary (about)14 . Boxell interprets these findings as reactivation of fillers at clause boundaries. He also reports rather surprising facts for the
reading times of the embedded verb pleased, the expected retrieval region. This segment
was read faster in constructions containing a verbal complement clause (cf. (81-a)).
But contrary to the studies reported above, the verb was read slower in the which-NP
condition compared to bare wh-fillers.
13

Hofmeister et al. (2007) report the result of several experiments. The items of these different experiments deviate in some respects from those in (80). For reasons of space I presented only this
paradigm which suffice for understanding. For more detailed information the reader is referred to
the cited work.
14
These comparisons only were significant in the by-subject analysis. As such they should be taken with
caution especially if we regard the low F-value of the by-item analysis: “F2 (1,17)=0.638”(Boxell,
2012, 165).
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Whereas the results of Frazier & Clifton (2002) support the categorical distinction
of the D-linking approach, Hofmeister’s 2008 account describes the distinction between
D-linked and non-D-linked fillers as a subset of a more general effect: More informative
fillers facilitate reactivation at retrieval sites. The results of Boxell (2012) seem to
support the Memory Facilitation Hypothesis only partially or may indicate that things
are a little more complicated.

3.2.2. Distance and Interveners
In analogy to the informativity of wh-fillers, the type of intervening DPs may have an
influence on the processing of the surrounding FGD. Warren & Gibson (2002) found that
the referential status of DPs has a significant influence on the processing in sentences.
They investigated differences due to pronouns, proper names, definite and indefinite DPs.
In relative clause constructions as in (82-a) and in complement clause constructions (see
(82-b)) reading times for the underlined regions, i. e. embedded clause adverb and verb,
and main clause verb, were significantly slower in the pronoun condition than with a
definite DP subject. In a second self paced reading study Warren & Gibson (2002)
tested a more refined distinction of DP-types, as given in (83). The manipulation of
the relative clause subject showed a numerical effect on reading times increasing from
pronouns, proper names, definite DPs to indefinite DPs. But only the greatest difference,
between pronouns and indefinite DPs, was significant. This may show that the effect
caused by the DP type in this environment is rather small, even though it can possibly
interact with other processing effects.
The woman who you/the boy had accidentally pushed off the sidewalk got
upset and decided to report the incident to the policeman standing nearby.
b. The woman knew that you/the boy had accidentally pushed the girl but
gave him/you a long lecture anyway.
(cf. Warren & Gibson, 2002, 95)

(82)

a.

(83)

The consultant who we/Donald Trump/the chairman/a chairman called advised
wealthy companies about tax laws.
(cf. Warren & Gibson, 2002, 101)

Such an interaction between the type of an intervening DP and a surrounding filler
gap dependency is reported by Hofmeister (2008) and Hofmeister & Sag (2010). In the
self-paced reading study involving CNPC violations, which was mentioned above, they
manipulated the type of the Island inducing DP as shown in (84).
(84)

I saw who/which convict Emma doubted the report/a report/reports that we
had captured in the nationwide FBI manhunt.

The two underlined regions, the complementizer that and the embedded verb captured,
showed significant effects of DP-type manipulation. In both regions the effect was due
to significantly longer reading times of the definite the report and plural DP reports in
contrast to the indefinite DP a report. This effect in turn is much more prominent in
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the condition with a bare wh-filler. At first glance this seems like a contradiction to the
findings of Warren & Gibson (2002) where indefinites were read slowest. But this may
be an instance of two competing processing preferences. Whereas definite noun phrases
are easier to integrate at the verb in (83) because of their greater specificity, they also
constitute stronger intervener for crossing Filler Gap Dependencies in (84) because of
interference effects (Lewis, 1996; Vasishth & Lewis, 2006). This is supported by the
observation that the intervener effect is stronger with a less specific wh-phrase.
A similar line of reasoning is pursued by Kluender (2004). He argues that subject
relative clauses and subject wh-questions are preferred over object relative clauses and
object wh-questions. This is due to the longer distance between the filler and the corresponding gap, exemplified in (85).
(85)

a.
b.

Whoi do you think ti has made millions of dollars?
Whoi do you think that Peter invited ti .

That is supported by findings of German subject/object asymmetries in reading times
(Fanselow et al., 1999) and ERPs (Fiebach et al., 2001). Furthermore Kluender (2004)
shows that complex subjects are difficult to process even in declarative sentences. If these
complex subjects are combined with a Filler Gap Dependency it results in Subject Island
effects such as the Sentential Subject Constraint. Moreover Kluender (2004) argues for
a hierarchy ranging from zero realization > pronouns > full DPs > complex subjects
with a corresponding increase of processing load down the hierarchy. (86) illustrates the
contrast between an overt subject in a finite subject clause in (86-a) and a zero subject
in an infinitival subject clause in (86-b).
(86)

a. *Whoi does [that she can bake ginger cookies for ti ] give her great pleasure?
b. Whoi does [∅ being able to bake ginger cookies for ti ] give her great pleasure?
(cf. Kluender, 2004, 491)

Whereas zero subjects in languages like English are prototypically accompanied by an
infinitival verb, pro-drop languages like Spanish allow for zero subject in finite clauses.
Du Bois (1987) argues that almost all languages tend to omit subjects and exhibit what
he calls a preferred argument structure (see also the discussion in Newmeyer, 2003). The
number of interveners normally increases with levels of embedding of a FGD. We can
distinguish two basic types of embedding: left/right branching and center embeddings.
The latter causes a greater processing load because the embedded clause acts as an
intervener for surrounding dependencies. Increasing memory load, which corresponds to
levels of center embeddings were reported from a memory recall experiment by Miller
& Isard (1964). Gibson & Thomas (1999) reported another memory based phenomenon
the Missing VP Effect. In an acceptability judgment, doubly nested center embeddings
in which the second VP were omitted as in (87-b) were rated as good as the control
sentence in (87-a), which contained all VPs. Omitting one of the other VPs resulted in
significant lower acceptability ratings.
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(87)

a.

b.

The ancient manuscript [that the graduate student [who the new card catalog had confused a great deal V P 1 ] was studying in the library V P 2 ] was
missing a page V P 3 .
The ancient manuscript [that the graduate student [who the new card catalog had confused a great deal V P 1 ] ∅ V P 2 ] was missing a page V P 3 .

More direct and compelling results come from Kluender & Kutas (1993). They compared acceptability ratings and ERP data for different complementizers (that, if and
who/what) within different sentence types: yes/no-questions with subject or object questions (see (88-a), (88-b) and (88-c)) and multiple constituent questions with embedded
subject or object Filler Gap Dependencies (see (88-d) and (88-e)).
(88)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Can you believe that his coach clocked him at under four minutes a mile at
his last training session?
Couldn’t you decide if you/who should sing something for grandma at the
family reunion?
Do you wonder if they caught him/whok they caught tk at it by accident?
Whoi did you decide that you/?if you/*who should sing something for ti at
the family reunion?
Whati do you suppose that caught him/?if they caught him/*whok they
caught tk at ti by accident?

Lower judgments of acceptability (who/what<if<that) corresponded to higher N400
amplitude responses to complementizers (who/what>if>that). They also report a consistent effect of left anterior negativity from filler to gap site, which indicates the processing load necessary to hold a filler in working memory. These findings were accompanied
by lower acceptability ratings for long Filler Gap Dependencies that were interpreted as
higher processing costs. As expected, these two factors interacted in both methods. Thus
the study provided evidence for the differential processing of the complementizer due
to their semantic content, a processing difference of holding a filler in working memory,
and an interaction of these both effects.
Konieczny (2000) presents results that cast doubt on the general validity of locality in
processing. In a self paced reading study, he observed that German sentence final verbs
were read significantly faster if they followed a relative clause as in (89-a). Reading times
even decreased with increasing relative clause length. Konieczny (2000) suggest that the
faster reading times are due to a process of type reduction: In verb final languages every
encountering of an argument restricts the set of possible verbs to follow. An intervener
provides time to finish this type reduction operation and as such facilitates processing
of the verb. He adds that the intervening relative clause may provide information that
constrains the class of verb and thus anticipate the verb to come. This doesn’t match
locality based approaches (Gibson, 1998, 2000; Hawkins, 2004) which predict that with
increasing relative clause length processing would be facilitated by relative clause extraposition as in (89-b) (cf. section 2.1).
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(89)

a.

b.

Er hat das Buch, [das Lisa gestern gekauft hatte], hingelegt.
He has the book, that Lisa yesterday bought had, laid down
’He has laid down the book that Lisa had bought yesterday.’
Er hat das Buch hingelegt, [das Lisa gestern gekauft hatte].
He has the book laid down, that Lisa yesterday bought had
’He has laid down the book that Lisa had bought yesterday.’

Similar result of this Antilocality Effect or Anticipation Hypothesis were also observed
by Vasishth & Lewis (2006). They report shorter reading times for embedded verbs
(underlined) with increasing interveners (in parenthesis) in self-paced reading studies
in Hindi, also a verb final language. In their first study they used subject and object
relative clause constructions with a clause like adverb phrase as intervener as displayed
in (90-a) and (90-b). In their second study they manipulated the type of intervener:
adverbs, PPs and relative clauses.
(90)

Vo kaagaz jisko us larke-ne (mez-ke piiche gire.hue) dekhaa
saw
that paper which that boy-erg table-gen behind fallen
bahut puraanaa thaa.
very old
was
’That paper which that boy saw (fallen behind a/the table) was very old.’
b. Vo larkaa jisne us kaagaz-ko (mez-ke piiche gire.hue) dekhaa
saw
that boy who that paper-acc table-gen behind fallen
bahut jigyaasu thaa.
very inquisitive was
’That boy who saw that (piece of) paper (fallen behind a/the table) was
very inquisitive.’
(Vasishth & Lewis, 2006, 776)

a.

They provide a different explanation than Konieczny (2000). Their model relies on
two concepts: activation decay and interference. The access and recall of elements
in real time processing is dependent on their activation level. The activation of an
element proceeds by a boost and a following decay. Repeated activation increases the
boost and mitigates the decay. Interference on the other hand can attenuate activation.
Interference is based on similarity along some dimension. The more elements share
the same (retrieval) cue Q, the smaller is the associative strength of the elements (see
section 2.4 for details). Vasishth & Lewis (2006) assume that interveners coactivate
the verb and hence facilitate the access of the verb as it is encountered. Their idea of
coactivation relies on ideas of phrase structure parsing. For example, if an NP object
node is created it must be attached to a VP node. This attachment causes coactivation
and facilitates subsequent processing of the verb. Interference effects occur if more than
one elements is processed that exhibits the same feature (such as [± animated] or [±
definite]). Vasishth & Lewis (2006) repeated the experiment with the material in (90) but
manipulated the two argument NPs that both bear ([±human]). With these materials
they observed no reading time difference on the verb due to presence or absence of
intervener. They suggest that this lack of a significant effect is due to similarity based
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inference caused by the co-occurrence of the [±human]-feature on the argument NPs. I
will come back to the issues of coactivation and interference later in the discussion of
the experiments.
The results in this section showed that types of DPs have an influence on the processing
of subsequent elements even without a FGD, that FGDs constitute a processing burden
probably due to memory load and that this processing burden is influenced by the
number and type of intervening elements. This is a more general observation of which
the specificity effect is only special case.

3.2.3. Gaps versus Resumptives
So far we mainly regarded dependencies with an empty gap. But as noted concerning
the Accessibility Hierarchy in section 2.3 a second strategy exists. It is possible to mark
the gap site overtly with a resumptive pronoun. This resumptive pronoun matches,
depending on the language, the questioned referent in features like case, number and
gender. Whereas some languages, like Hebrew, allow for alternation of gaps and pronouns (Hawkins, 2004) in other languages, like English, they seem to be quite restricted.
But as shown in (91) at least in English, resumptives are assumed to rescue Islands
(Haegeman, 1994).
(91)

a.

the man whoi [IP they think [CP that [IP [CP when [IP Mary marries himi ]]
then everyone will be happy]]]
b. *the man whoi they think that when [IP [CP Mary marries ti ]] then everyone
will be happy
(Haegeman, 1994, 410)

Alexopoulou & Keller (2003, 2007) investigated the acceptability of resumptive pronouns in contrast to gaps in different environments and levels of embeddings in Greek,
English and German. The environments were: a non-embedded control condition (92-a),
questions without complementizers (92-b), with embedded that-clauses (92-c), wh-Island
violations (92-d), and CNPC violations with extraction out of a relative clause (92-e).
(92)

a. Whoi will we fire ti /himi ?
b. Whoi does (Jane think) Mary claim(s) we will fire ti /himi ?
c. Whoi does (Jane think that) Mary claim(s) that we will fire ti /himi ?
d. Whoi does (Jane think that) Mary wonder(s) whether we will fire ti /himi ?
e. Whoi does (Jane think that) Mary meet(s) the people that will fire ti /himi ?
(Alexopoulou & Keller, 2007, 117)

They report that in all three languages resumptives are at least as good as gaps and
therefore cannot ameliorate Island violations. Additionally, acceptability ratings for sentences containing gaps decreased with number of embedding. An effect of embedding
was found for all types except for the CNPC violation. Resumptives were generally were
judged lower or equal than their gap containing counterparts. In all but the CNPC violations embedded clauses with resumptives were more acceptable than the non-embedded
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control condition with a resumptive. Alexopoulou & Keller (2003, 2007) take this as
evidence for a two way distinction in strong and weak Islands. Similar results were reported by Hofmeister & Norcliffe (submitted). They also tested the difference between
gaps and resumptives in long and short dependencies as shown in (93-a) and (93-b)
respectively.
(93)

a.

Mary confirmed that there was a prisoneri who the prison officials had
acknowledged that the guard helped ti /himi to make a daring escape.
b. The prison officials had acknowledged that there was a prisoneri that the
guard helped ti /himi to make a daring escape.
(cf. Hofmeister & Norcliffe, submitted)

Resumptives received lower acceptability ratings than gaps and the difference was much
smaller in the condition with longer distance. In addition Hofmeister & Norcliffe (submitted) conducted a self-paced reading study which revealed that resumptives in the
short distance had no effect on reading times. In the long distance however, the resumptives lead to significantly faster reading times on subsequent words compared to
the gap condition. That leads to the conclusion that only in difficult contexts do resumptives cause a processing facilitation. This matches the observation that languages
grammaticalize resumptives in positions low on the accessibility hierarchy as noted in
2.3.

3.2.4. Functional Approaches and Discourse Structure
Deane (1991) provides a range of paradigms to show that the acceptability of extraction
patterns is not only due to syntactic phrase structure configuration but that it correlates
with semantic and pragmatic factors. He suggests that a part-whole relation between the
extracted element and the extraction site, as in (94-a), facilitates extraction. Dissolving
this relation by changing the lexical content of the gap containing NP in (94-b) results in
unacceptability. A similar observation can be made with verbs that allow for a stereotypical or plausible interpretation, as in (95-a), versus verbs with a less stereotypical
interpretation as in (95-b).
(94)

a. Which cari did you like [the gears in ti ]?
b. *Which car did you like [the girl in ti ]?
Cattell (1979, 169)

(95)

a. Which book did you see pictures of?
b. *Which book did you destroy pictures of?
(Deane, 1991, 7)

But as Kuno (1987) showed, the deviance disappears with an appropriate context (cf.
(96)).
(96)

A: Right after Chairman Mao died, they started taking pictures of Committee
members off the walls.
B: Who did they destroy more pictures of, Chairman Mao or Jiang Qing?
(Kuno, 1987, 24)
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Deane (1991) described these observations as semantic framing. Semantic frames
may be understood as stereotypical co-occurrence restrictions. Deane (1991) suggested
that semantic frames encode common knowledge, i. e. knowledge that can be taken for
granted. He points out that “[v]ariations of this sort strongly suggest that semantic
framing is the essential variable, for as the verbs are made less stereotypical, the acceptability of extraction drops off”(Deane, 1991, 22). This may be summarized as follows:
Extractions are more acceptable the more predictable the semantic relation between
the filler and the gap is, either based on common knowledge as in(95-a) or based on
contextual knowledge as in (96). In order to unify the following functional accounts of
extraction phenomena, dominance (Erteschik-Shir & Lappin, 1979), topic (Kuno, 1987)
and informational focus (Takami, 1988), Deane (1991) proposes his theory of cognitive
attention: Extraction is linked to attention. Extraction is a relation between an extracted NP (filler) and a matrix phrase (gap). To relate these two items, both must be
attended at the same time. The filler must be topical (in the sense of Kuno (1987)) and
the gap-site must be focal (in the sense of Takami (1988)) or dominant (in the sense
of Erteschik-Shir & Lappin (1979)). Attention refers to a cognitive model of activation
levels of concepts in a semantic network. The higher the activation, the more salient
the concept is for cognitive processing.
Goldberg (2006, 2009) and Ambridge & Goldberg (2008) follow a similar line. They
distinguish between Topics, the part which the sentence is about, the potential Focus
Domain, the part of the sentence which is being asserted, and Backgrounded Elements.
Backgrounded elements are neither topics (but may be parts thereof as in the case of
Subject Islands), nor are they part of the focus domain. Their hypothesis is:
(97)

Backgrounded constructions are Islands (BCI)
(Goldberg, 2006, 135)

As a test for backgroundedness Goldberg (2006) proposes the negation test. If a proposition is asserted, it will be negated by the negation of the sentence. If the negation has no
influence on the proposition, it is presupposed, or not asserted, and hence backgrounded.
(98)

CNPC violation
a. She didn’t see the report that was about him.
→ The report was about him. (presupposed)
(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 364)

(99)

Complements of manner-of-speaking verbs15
a. She didn’t shout that he left.
→ neither He left nor He didn’t leave.
(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 365)

15

In contrast to the claim of Ambridge & Goldberg (2008), Goldberg (2006) stated that complements
of manner-of-speaking verbs are said to be pragmatically presupposed.
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Ambridge & Goldberg (2008) tested if the negation of verbs caused a negation of the
complement clause to use it as a measure of backgroundedness. They used three types
of verbs: factive verbs (realize), manner-of-speaking verbs (whisper ) and bridge verbs
(believe) as in (100).
(100)

Whati did Jess realize/whisper /believe that Dan liked ti ?
(cf. Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 371)

They found a strong correlation between the negation test (backgroundedness) and acceptability ratings and concluded “that information structure constraints play an independent role in addition to effects of processing”(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 383). This
is the crucial difference to the account of Deane (1991). He states explicitly that “any
connection to discourse is incidental, mediated by the processes controlling the distribution of attention” (Deane, 1991, 41). To recapitulate again, the concept of activation
that Deane (1991) proposes is almost identical to the activation concept that is used
by Vasishth & Lewis (2006) and bears close resemblance to the account of Hofmeister
(2008). The more activated an element is, the easier it can be processed and retrieved.
Therefore I agree with Deane (1991) that concepts of discourse or information structure
may usually overlap with regions that contain filler phrases or gap sites. But in contrast
to the account of Goldberg (2006) and Ambridge & Goldberg (2008), this is only mediated through processing and it is not a causal relation. I will provide some examples to
support this argument.
Drubig (1994) shows that Islands are insensitive to matrix negation, as in NPI licensing
(101-a) and Association with Focus (101-b).
(101)

a.
b.

*John neveri reads [the books which have anyi pages missing].
*John didn’ti review [the books that were written by CHOMSKYi , buti
by QUINEi ].
(Drubig, 1994, 42/43)

The negation test indeed reveals that the embedded clauses are presupposed and hence
backgrounded. But the two elements in (101-b) carry prosodic prominence to mark their
status as focused elements. Because they are focused, they cannot be backgrounded and
hence they should not be Islands. The negation test also fails to identify wh-Islands
as shown in (102) and it would also falsely predict that the German example in (103)
constitutes an Island.
(102)

*Whati did you see whether John stole ti ?
a. You didn’t see whether John stole the car.
→ neither he stole the car nor he didn’t steal the car
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(103)

Woi hast du gesagt, hat er seinen Mörder ti getroffen?
where have you said
has he his
murderer met
‘Where did you say that he has met his murderer?’16
a. You didn’t say that he has met his murderer in the garden.
→ he has met his murderer in the garden

To sum up, discourse and information structure are considered to be secondary phenomena but not primary causes of extractability.

3.2.5. Summary
In this subsection I have presented several studies that investigated the influence of individual factors on the processing of Filler Gap Dependencies. Experiments revealed
that it is necessary to distinguish at least two different types, i. e. bare wh-filler and
which-NP filler. These are probably just two instances of a more detailed typology ranging on informativity. More informative fillers are more likely to be taken as antecedents
of pronouns, speed up retrieval process at expected gap sites, and cause higher acceptability judgements. Furthermore, I presented results that show that holding a filler
active caused measurable processing effort from the first encountering of the filler until
reaching the gap site. This processing effort is dependent on the number and the type
of intervening elements, especially DPs. These intervening effects are a more general
case of the specificity effects mentioned in section 3.1. Processing at the gap site could
be facilitated by an overt marking with resumptive pronouns. In the last subsection
I argued that functional approaches that rely on information structural notions bear
no direct relation to structural properties such as extractability. Information structural
properties are dependent on sentence processing and hence epiphenomena.

3.3. A Crosslinguistic Perspective
In this section I will illustrate that Island constraints can hardly be taken as linguistic
universals because some languages systematically allow for extraction out of Island configurations. Most relevant are again wh-Islands and CNPC violations. I will show that,
despite crosslinguistic variation of Island violability, languages exhibit exactly those patterns that are expected on the basis of the psycholinguistic results that were discussed in
the previous section: Extracted elements (filler) are preferably more specific/informative
and interveners tend to be less prominent, that means zero-elements, pronouns, or indefinites.
Saah & Goodluck (1995) report evidence from Akan, a Kwa language belonging to the
Niger-Congo family that is spoken in Ghana. In contrast to English, in Akan it is possible
to extract out of interrogative clauses (wh-Island), as in (104), relative clauses (CNPC),
as in (105), and out of temporal adjunct clauses (Adjunct Islands/CED), as in (106).
16

Example taken from a German television series: Der Alte. Mord unter Brüdern, first aired on the
21.09.2012, 20:15 on ZDF (public German Television Station).
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Saah & Goodluck (1995) conducted an acceptability judgment task with a written and
an aural presentation that included the sentence types below in a declarative version as
in the (a)-examples, a topicalized version as in the (b)-examples and with wh-extraction
as in the (c)-examples. They also tested a control group of English native speakers with
corresponding English sentences.
(104)

Akan – Object extraction out of a interrogative clause
a. ObidAe sE henA nA OfAA
AdAkA no.
3sg:asked that who foc 3sg:took box the
‘She asked who took the box.’
b.

AdAkA no, obidAe
sE henA nA OfAe.
box
the 3sg:asked that who foc 3sg:took
‘The box, she asked who took.’

c.

DEn nA obisAe
sE henA nA OfAe?
what foc 3sg:asked that who foc 3sg:took
‘What did she ask who took?’
(Saah & Goodluck, 1995, 394)
(105)

Akan – Object extraction out of a relative clause
a. Me huu onipA ko A otwAA AhomA no.
I saw person sp rel 3sg:cut rope the
‘I saw the person that cut the rope.’
b.

AhomA no, me huu onipA ko A otwAAe.
rope
the I saw person sp rel 3.SG:cut
‘The rope, I saw the person that cut.’

c.

DEn nA, wo huu onipA ko A otwAAe?
what foc you saw person sp rel 3sg:cut
‘What did you see the person that cut?’
(Saah & Goodluck, 1995, 393)
(106)

Akan – Object extraction out of an temporal adjunct clause
a. AmA kAnee Graphic AnsA nA OrekyerEw lEtE no.
Ama read Graphic before she:wrote letter the
‘Ama read the Graphic (newspaper) before she wrote the letter.’
b.

LEtE no, AmA kAnee Graphic AnsA nA OrekyerEw.
letter the Ama read Graphic before she:wrote
‘The letter, Ama read the Graphic (newspaper) before she wrote.’
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c.

DEn nA AmA kAnee Graphic AnsA nA OrekyerEw?
what foc Ama read Graphic before she:wrote
‘What did Ama read the Graphic (newspaper) before she wrote?’
(Saah & Goodluck, 1995, 394)
They found that Island violations in Akan were rated significantly more acceptable
than corresponding structures in English. Thus these finding support the intuition
that Akan allows for extraction out of supposed universal Islands. Within these three
configurations declarative sentences got the highest ratings, question formation got the
lowest ratings and topicalization ranges on an intermediate position. But because Saah
& Goodluck (1995) only reported mean values per condition and offered no statistical
test of the variation within the groups, it remains unclear if this numerical difference
reaches significance.
Since Engdahl (1980), Swedish is known to be a language that doesn’t exhibit Island constraints or at least allow for a range of violations17 . Engdahl (1980, 91) states
that “Swedish allows both relativization [(107-a)], question formation [(107-b)], and
topicalization [ (107-c)] out of indirect questions without any noticeable difference in
acceptability between the constructions.”
(107)

Swedish
a.
I går
såg jag en filmi som jag redan glömt vem som regisserat
yesterday saw I a movie that I already forgot who that directed
ti / *deni .
it
‘Yesterday I saw a moviei that I already forgot who that directed ti / *iti .’
b.

vem som regisserat ti / *deni .
Vilken filmi kunde du inte minnas
it
which movie could you not remember who that directed
‘Which moviei could you not remember who that directed ti /*iti ’.

c.

Elvira Madigani är jag inte säker på om Bo Widerberg regisserat ti /
Elvira Madigani am I not sure
if Bo Widerberg directed
*deni .
it
‘Elvira Madigani , I am not sure if Bo Widerberg directed ti / *iti .’
(Engdahl, 1980, 91)
In Swedish even violations of the CNPC are permitted, i. e. extractions out of noun
complements, as in (108-a), and out of relative clauses as in (108-b). Whereas the former
are “perfectly grammatical”(Engdahl, 1982, 161), the latter are “more ‘marked’ than
17

In the literature about Swedish and Norwegian the term satsflätor ’sentence plait’ has been established. These ‘are complex sentences where a part of an S has been moved from one sentential
constituent into another one”(Allwood, 1982, 16). For further reading on satsflätor see Allwood
(1982) and work cited therein.
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extractions out of embedded questions”(Engdahl, 1982, 158). Allwood (1982) mentions
that the degree of acceptability of CNPC violations vary and are in part due to regional
differences. Despite the fact that Swedish allows for violations of the CNPC, it patterns
with the processing factors that were discussed in section 3.2 above: Allwood (1982) and
Andersson (1982) agree that there is a strong preference for extractions to take place out
of subject relative clauses. This is in accord with the assumption that subject relative
clauses are the easiest to process (Hawkins, 2004). Further Allwood (1982, 24) points
out that an “initial factor in the acceptability of movement from complex NP’s is the
definiteness of the extracted NP. Demonstrative NP’s are much better than indefinite
ones” as shown in (108-b). This parallels findings of facilitated retrieval for more specific
filler phrases.
(108)

Swedish
a. Den tjänsteni räknade ingen med möjiligheten att Svensson skulle
that position counted no one with possibility:def that Svensson would
söka
ti .
apply.for
‘That positioni non one counted on the possibility that Svensson would
apply for ti .’
(cf. Engdahl, 1982, 161)
b. Den flickani > en flickai känner jag en pojke som har kysst ti .
that girl:def a girl know I a boy who has kissed
‘That girli > a girli I know a boy who has kissed ti .’
(cf. Allwood, 1982, 24)

Engdahl (1980, 95) reports that extraction out of Swedish relative clauses “depend[s]
mostly on the definiteness of the head noun but also on other factors”18 . In this position,
between filler and gap, less specific elements are more acceptable, exemplified in (109).
This resembles a preference for lighter intervener and the specificity effect.

18

My informant prefers a sentence with a case marked left dislocated element as in (i). In such sentences
my informant agrees with the acceptability rating of Engdahl (1980) regarding the definiteness of
the head noun.

(i)

Swedish
Honomi känner jag ingen > ?en flicka > *flickan som tycker om ti .
Him
know I no one ?a girl
girl.def that likes
‘Himi I know no one > ?a girl > *the girl that likes ti .’
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(109)

Swedish
Johani känner jag ingen > ?en flicka > *flickan som tycker om ti /
John know I no one
a girl
girl:def that likes
*honomi .
him
‘Johni I know no one > ?a girl > *the girl that likes ti / *himi .’
(Engdahl, 1980, 95)

The examples from Engdahl (1980) show that gaps are preferred over resumptives. She
notes, however, that, with deeper embedding of the gap sites, chances increase that a
resumptive will appear. As expected, this is independent from Island violations (cf.
section 3.2.3). In sum it can be said that, in Swedish, wh-Island violations are more
acceptable than CNPC violations and that extractions out of noun complements are
more acceptable than extractions out of relative clauses. The latter seem to respect the
Accessibility Hierarchy and are sensitive to definiteness effects. In fact Engdahl (1982),
Ejerhed (1982) and Andersson (1982) argue that the Swedish patterns are not describable
in purely structural terms, but are at least in part due to processing capabilities.
Norwegian mostly patterns like Swedish. Here too, violations of the wh-Island constraint, as in (110-a), and the CNPC, as in (110-b), are possible. Again extractions out
of subject relative clauses are preferred (Christensen, 1982).
(110)

Norwegian
a. Lingvisteri vet jeg ikke hvilke forfatterek Petter kan snakke med ti
linguists know I not which authors
Peter can talk
to
om tk .
about
‘Linguistsi , I do not know which authorsk Peter can talk to ti about tk .’
b.

Lingvisteri er det ikke mange forfatterek Petter kan snakke med ti om
Peter can talk
to
about
linguists is it not many authors
tk .

‘Linguistsi , there are not many authorsk Peter can talk to ti about tk .’
(cf. Christensen, 1982, 78 f.)
The same holds for Danish, as reported by Erteschik-Shir (1973). It also allows for
extraction out of interrogatives, as in (111-a), and subject relative clauses. In the latter
extraction is further conditioned by the definiteness of the head noun as shown in (111-b).
(111)

Danish
a. Den mand spurgte han hende om
hun virkelig troede paa.
that man asked he her whether she really believed in
‘He asked her whether she really believed in that man.’
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b.

Peter kender jeg en mand > *manden der kan lide.
Peter know I a man
man:def who likes
‘I know a man > *the man who likes Peter’
(Erteschik-Shir, 1973, 73/66)

In Italian, relativization of embedded indirect question, as in (112), are fine whereas
extraction of interrogative pronouns, as in (113), vary in acceptability but are far more
unacceptable (Rizzi, 1982).
(112)

Italian
Tuo fratelloi , a cuii mi domando che storie abbiano raccontato ti ,
your brother, to whom I wonder which stories have.3pl told
era molto preoccupato.
was very troubled
‘Your brotheri , to whomi I wonder which stories they told ti was very troubled’
(cf. Rizzi, 1982, 50)

(113)

Italian
a. *Chii ti domandi chi ha incontrato ti ?
Who you wonder who has met
‘Who do you wonder who met?’
b. ??Chii non sai che cosa ha fatto ti ?
Who not know what
has done
‘Who don’t you know what did?’
(cf. Rizzi, 1982, 51)

Rizzi (1982) notes that wh-Island violations with interrogative pronouns improve if the
initial wh-phrase is replaced by a which-NP filler19 , as shown by the contrast in (114).

19

“There is at least one significant difference between structures of the type [(113)] and double wh
questions like [(i)]: the former are considerably improved if the wh phrase which is extracted is
made ’heavier’. [. . . ] While double wh questions cannot be significantly improved in this way”
(Rizzi, 1982, 70, fn. 5).

(i)

Italian
??Non so
ancora chi ha fatto che cosa.
not
know-1.Sg yet
who has did what
‘I do not yet know who did what.’
(Rizzi, 1982, 51)
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(114)

Italian
a. ??A chi
non ti
ricordi quanti
soldi hai
dato
to whom not yourself remind how.much money have.2sg given
’To whomi don’t you remember how much money you gave ti ’
b.

A quale dei tuoi figli non ti
ricordi quanti
soldi hai
to which of your sons not yourself remind how.much money have.2sg
dato
given
‘To which of your sonsi don’t you remember how much money you gave
ti ?’
(Rizzi, 1982, 70, fn. 5)
Whereas Rizzi (1982) claims that Italian obeys the CNPC, Cinque (2010) considers
extractions out of relative clauses in (115), parallel to the Scandinavian ones, acceptable.
(115)

Italian
Ida, di cui
non c’è
nessuno che sia mai stato innamorato, . . .
Ida, of whom not there is nobody that was ever been in.love
‘Ida, whom there is nobody that was ever in love with, . . . ’
(cf. Cinque, 2010, 83)

He remarks that similar sentence are also acceptable in other Romance languages, like
French and Spanish (cf. (116)).
(116)

a.

French
a personne qui puisse s’opposer
ti , . . .
Jeani , à quii il n’y
Jean to whom it not:there is nobody who could refl:oppose
‘Jean, whom there is nobody that could oppose, . . . ’
b. Spanish
Idai , de quieni no hay nadie que se
haya
enamorado ti
Ida of whom not is no one that refl has.sbjv fallen.in.love
alguna vez, . . .
any
time
‘Ida, whom there is nobody that was ever in love with, . . . ’
(cf. Cinque, 2010, 84)

Rudin (1988) reports that in Bulgarian relativization out of wh-Islands is acceptable,
even out of double embedded interrogative clauses, as in (117-a). Like in Italian questioning of an element inside an interrogative clause as in (117-b) is worse than relativization
and questions improve with more specific (D-linked) wh-phrases, as shown in (117-c).
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(117)

Bulgarian
a. Vidjah edna kniga, kojatoi se čudja
[koj znae [koj prodava
saw.1sg a
book which wonder.1sg who knows who sells
ti ]].
‘I saw a book which I wonder who knows who sells.’
b. *Kakvo se čudiš
koj znae koj prodava?
what wonder.2sg who knows who sells
‘What do you wonder who knows who sells?’
c. ?Koja ot tezi knigi se čudiš
koj znae koj prodava?
which of these books wonder.2sg who knows who sells
‘Which of these books do you wonder who knows who sells?’
(Rudin, 1988, 457)

In Romanian it is possible to question and to relativize out of wh-Islands (cf. (118-a)),
but “as in Bulgarian, it is more difficult to construct acceptable examples with interrogative Wh-movement” (Rudin, 1988, 458) as in (118-b). In fact, Comorovski (1996, 164)
states that “in Romanian, questioning out of wh-complements gives grammatical results
only if the extracted wh-phrase is D-linked”, as illustrated by the contrast in (119).
(118)

Romanian
a. Mariai , cu carei ştiu
cek crezi
cǎ am
discutat
Maria with whom know.1sg what think.2sg that have.1sg discussed
tk ti nu mai
vorbeşte de fapt de mult timp cu mine.
not anymore talk
in fact since much time with me
‘Mariai , with whomi I know whatk you think I discussed tk ti has in fact
not been talking with me for a long time.’
b.

Pentru care clauzǎi
vrei
sǎ afli cinek tk nu a decis ı̂ncǎ
not has decided yet
for
which paragraph want.2sg to learn who
cem va
vota tm ti ?
what will.3sg vote
‘For which paragraphi do you want to learn whok tk has not decided yet
whatm he will vote tm ti ?’
(cf. Comorovski, 1986, 172 f.)
(119)

Romanian
Despre carei > *cei ştii
cinek tk i
- a povestit ti ?
about which
what know.2sg who
to.him has told
’Which onei > *whati do you know who told him about ti ’
(cf. Comorovski, 1996, 164)
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Sabel (2002) notes that a similar asymmetry can also be found in German. Topicalization (cf. (120-a)) is more acceptable than questioning of elements inside a wh-Island
as in (120-b).
(120)

German
a. ??Radiosi fragt sich Hans wiek Fritz ti tk repariert hat.
radios asks refl Hans how Fritz
fixed
has
‘Radios, Hans wonders how Fritz has fixed.’
b. *Wasi fragt sich Hans wiek Fritz ti tk repariert hat?
what asks refl Hans how Fritz
fixed
has
‘What does Hans wonder how Fritz has fixed.’
(cf. Sabel, 2002, 305)

We can summarize that the discussed languages exhibit uniform behaviour with respect to certain asymmetries. First, we can observe crosslinguistic asymmetries with
respect to the dependency type out of (wh-)Islands (cf. Cinque, 1990): Relativization
out of wh-Islands is far more acceptable than question formation in Italian (Rizzi, 1982),
Scandinavian languages (Icelandic, Swedish, Norwegian and Danish; Maling, 1978), Bulgarian and Romanian (Rudin, 1988). A similar asymmetry was observed in the numerical
differences of the Akan data, in which topicalization received (numerically) higher ratings than interrogative sentences (Saah & Goodluck, 1995), and for German wh-Island
violations (Sabel, 2002). Second, in languages that allow for question formation across
Islands more specific types of wh-phrases (which-NP, D-linked filler, heavy wh-phrases)
are preferred or even required. More generally, extracted phrases are preferred to be
specific. Third, extractions out of relative clauses are strongly preferred for, or only
possible out of, subject relative clauses. These are assumed to constitute the type of
relative clause that is easiest to process (Keenan & Hawkins, 1987; Hawkins, 2004).
Forth, intervening elements such as the head nouns of relative clauses tend to be nonspecific. This can be attributed to referentiality and retrieval based accounts. The more
specific or accessible the left dislocated element is, the more acceptable the resulting
extraction pattern becomes because it can be retrieved more easily. The more processing resources are consumed by the material that intervenes between the filler and the
gap, the less acceptable the whole sequence is. In effect, less indefinite NPs, pronouns
and dense structures, such as subject relatives, are preferred. Again this is in line with
the proposed processing account. In sum it can be said that the crosslinguistic patterns
show exactly the behaviour that is expected according to the processing based results
in section 3.2 and pose serious problems for the generative accounts in section 3.1.
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3.4. Summary
In this chapter I presented an chronological overview of the development of generative
Island accounts. It became clear that mere phrase structure is not sufficient to describe Island phenomena adequately, but that semantic and pragmatic properties must
be considered. In a summary I argued that any adequate account must be (strongly)
representational, relative and involve more than two degrees of grammaticalness. In the
second section a range of studies were discussed which revealed that in processing of
filler gap dependencies three major factor can be identified. First, the specificity of the
filler: a more specific filler facilitates retrieval at the gap site and increases acceptability.
Second, distance between filler and gap site imposes a processing burden on human processing. Distance is constituted by intervening elements. A higher number of interveners
and more specific elements impede sentence processing, especially retrieval of dislocated
elements. Third, overt marking of the gap by resumptive pronouns facilitates retrieval in
sentences with serious processing load. A crosslinguistic survey revealed that languages
exhibit variation of Island violability. Languages that allow for violation of Islands
showed exactly the patterns that are predicted by the conclusion of the psycholinguistic
results. Violation is facilitated by more specific fillers, shorter distance between filler
and gap, and by less specific interveners. Thus this chapter provides strong support for
the Processing Theory of Linguistic Structure as outlined in chapter 2 and highlights
serious problems for (generative) grammar-based theories of Islands.
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In this chapter I will discuss concepts such as grammaticality, acceptability, well-formedness, ill-formedness, deviance and the like. I will use grammaticalness as an umbrella
term that I will define later on. In the first section I will show that theoretical terms
related to this issue are used loosely, non-defined and non-differentiated in linguistic
literature. Consequently it is difficult or even impossible to tear apart what exactly
is meant by the authors. Further I will discuss how concepts like grammaticality were
rooted in relation to a general theory of linguistics and what they denote. I will illustrate
certain problems with such a taxonomy and define some basic concepts. Finally I will
discuss the concept of acceptability in detail since it plays an important role for the
discussion of the acceptability study in section 5.1.

4.1. Terminological Confusion
In this section I will provide quotes of linguistic publications to show how confusing
the use of terms for grammaticalness is. Consider first the following quoteby Goldberg
(2009, 109, emphasis C.F.):
“Grammaticality judgments should correlate with the degree of “backgroundedness,” when length and complexity are held constant (see Ambridge and
Goldberg 2008).”
The cited article reveals that the authors report results of “acceptability judgments”
(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 357, emphasis C.F.) and that they
“compare the viability of the following proposals: a) a formal “subjacency”
account, b) an account that predicts acceptability to be determined by semantic comparison to a high-frequency formula, and c) the hypothesis that
discourse properties of the constructions involved determine the relative acceptability of long-distance dependencies.” (Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008,
358, emphasis C.F.)
At this point we can state that the term grammaticality judgments is used synonymously
to acceptability judgments and both denote controlled evaluation studies. Concerning
some informal judgements, Ambridge & Goldberg (2008) write:
“The complements of manner-of-speaking verbs are also predicted to be islands except in special contexts in which the manner is taken for granted.
But as noted above the judgments of illformedness in these cases are somewhat subtle.” (Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 367, emphasis C.F.)
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Either judgments of illformedness is synonymous to grammaticality judgments/acceptability judgments or it denotes informal judgments, in which collection doesn’t involve
empirical methodology. But the following quote of Goldberg (2009) provides evidence
that (un)acceptability and ill-formednessare used synonymously. Consequently, grammaticality judgments, acceptability judgments and judgments of illformedness are all
synonymous and denote controlled studies as well as informal judgments.
“We know that there is an extra processing load involved when arguments
appear in displaced positions relative to their canonical expression [. . . ]. This
processing burden combines with the information structure clash to result in
unacceptability. Thus the ill-formedness of wh-words within backgrounded
constructions is mitigated in wh in-situ languages.”(Goldberg, 2009, 109,
underlining C.F.)
(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008) state that “[t]he first questionnaire collected acceptability
judgments” and that “each participant rated the grammatical acceptability”(Ambridge &
Goldberg, 2008, 370, emphasis C.F.). For the same experiment (Ambridge & Goldberg,
2008, 371) write that it consists of “judgments of grammatical acceptability”. Now also
judgments of grammatical acceptability join the list of synonymous judgment-terms. In
parallel, the data of these judgments are denoted by acceptability, grammatical acceptability and ill-formedness. The participants of the reported experiment were instructed
to
“rate each of the sentences below for how acceptable [they] find them. 7
= Perfect (completely acceptable), 1 = Terrible (completely unacceptable).
[. . . ] Acceptability is a sliding scale and not a yes/no judgment—people tend
to differ in their judgments of how acceptable sentences are.” (Ambridge &
Goldberg, 2008, 372).
So there is no doubt that the authors where interested in “whether subjects gave significantly higher ratings of grammatical acceptability”(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 374).
But in the caption of their figure 2, which illustrates the results of their judgment study,
they write that “[h]igher scores indicate greater ungrammaticality ”(Ambridge & Goldberg, 2008, 374, emphasis C.F.).
Regarding the terminology of Ambridge & Goldberg (2008) and Goldberg (2009), I conclude that the authors make no distinction between grammaticality judgments, acceptability judgments, judgments of grammatical acceptability, and judgments of illformedness. These terms were not only used synonymously for the same task, namely controlled
judgment tasks, but it is more than tempting to assume that they also use these terms
for informal judgments. Analogously, acceptability, grammatical acceptability, grammaticality, and ill-formedness are used indistinguishable for results of judgment tasks and
for predictions of theories.
A different terminology is provided by Kimball (1973) as illustrated by the following
quote:
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“In generative grammar there is a traditional distinction between sentence
acceptability, having to do with performance, and sentence grammaticality,
having to do with competence.
[. . . ]
In grammar there is a distinction between those sentences which are rejected by speakers on grounds of grammaticality versus those rejected for
performance reasons. Thus, there is a quadripartite division of the surface
structures of any language: (a) Those sentences which are both grammatical
and acceptable, e.g. ‘It is raining’; (b) those sentences which are grammatical
but unacceptable, e.g. ‘Tom figured that that Susan wanted to take the cat
out bothered Betsy out’; (c) those which are ungrammatical but acceptable,
e.g. ‘They am running’; and (d) those which are both ungrammatical and
unacceptable, e.g. ‘Tom and slept the dog’.
Part of the problem facing linguists, in particular psycholinguists, is to find a
characterization of the processing of linguistic experience, i.e. performance,
adequate to distinguish unacceptability from ungrammaticality.” (Kimball,
1973, 15f., emphasis C.F.)
Kimball (1973) stresses the distinction between the terms grammaticality and acceptability. But a closer inspection of his examples is needed to get a better understanding
of what acceptability means. The (a)-example is uncontroversial and hence uninteresting
for present purposes. Intuitively, (b) is not as good as (a) and it is difficult to understand
what the meaning of (b) is. (c) is worse than (a) and I doubt that English native speakers would judge it as acceptable but they may assign an interpretation to it. (d) is the
worst of the examples and again not interpretable. Hence I assume that, with respect to
these examples, the notion of acceptable is best understood as meaning comprehensible.
The last position that I will present is not only interesting with respect to terminology
but also because of the polemical character that this contribution offers. The intention
of Stefanowitsch (2006) is to argue that there is no need to rely on acceptability judgments but to draw negative evidence by corpus linguistic methods. He also distinguishes
acceptability and grammaticality:
“A linguistic structure may give rise to introspective judgments of unacceptability for a number of reasons, of which ungrammaticality (or, more, generally, failure to conform to general linguistic rules) is just one. What that
reason is must be determined independently of the acceptability judgment.”
(Stefanowitsch, 2006, 73, emphasis C.F.)
But his use of acceptability judgments seems to be restricted to informal acceptability
judgments that doesn’t involve empirical methods and statistical analyses. Otherwise
it would be highly controversial to claim that “unlike acceptability judgments, negative
corpus evidence meets the standards of scientific research” (Stefanowitsch, 2006, 70). He
also made a remark that is interesting in the light of the discussion of Kimball’s (1973)
notions:
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“In other words, while I argue against the use of acceptability judgments as
a linguistic method, I do not argue against the use of interpretation. There
is good reason for this distinction, which I am not the first to point out: interpreting utterances is a natural human activity, judging their acceptability
is not.” (Stefanowitsch, 2006, 73)
But because Stefanowitsch (2006) didn’t provide any criteria to test whether an utterance can be assigned an interpretation or not, he replaced the unwanted, subjective,
introspective and unscientific notion of acceptability by the new subjective, introspective
and unscientific notion, which he calls interpretable.
The presented passages showed that terms of grammaticality were used imprecisely
and synonymously and that the denotation varies drastically between authors. Here
I have presented only three contributions but it is easily imaginable what a greater
sample would reveal. This result is concussive because grammaticalness belongs to the
key concept in linguistic research.

4.2. Grammaticality: Problems of a Binary Dichotomy
In his seminal work Chomsky (1975) developed a concept of a linguistic theory. It is
rooted in the assumption that the core of language is linguistic knowledge, a cognitive
ability. But because the linguistic knowledge is inaccessible to the researcher, linguists
must rely on native speakers’ intuitive judgments of utterances. A grammar models
possible sequences and rules out impossible ones, and in this way, projects a corpus of
regular sequences of a language. This corpus must match the intuitive judgments of native speakers. As in the following quote, a general linguistic theory must be constructed
that contains precise definitions of theoretical primes:
“The point is simply that the twofold program of linguistic research has as
distinct but interrelated goals the construction of a general theory, in which
terms like “grammatical” are defined, and the construction of grammars
validated in part by the demonstration that they follow from the theory. This
dual program is significantly achieved only when it provides a systematic and
integrated account of a good deal of linguistic behaviour, an explanation of
linguistic intuition, etc.” (Chomsky, 1975, 96)
Thus grammar models follow from the general theory and are evaluated by comparing
their output with linguistic behaviour or intuitions. Consequently, if grammar is unable
to account for linguistic behaviour (corpus data, physiological measurements) or intuitions (acceptability judgments), either the data must be disregarded as fallacious, or
the grammar or theory has to be changed (Chomsky, 1975, 103). Although I agree with
Chomsky (1975) concerning the general architecture of linguistic theory, I will discuss
some conceptual considerations regarding grammaticalness in more detail.
Three main problems arise from a binary distinction of possible sequences in grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. The first one I will call the issue of adequate
mapping.
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“ The fundamental aim in the linguistic analysis of a language L is to separate
the grammatical sequences which are the sentences of L from the ungrammatical sequences which are not sentences of L and to study the structure
of the grammatical sentences. The grammar of L will thus be a device that
generates all of the grammatical sequences of L and none of the ungrammatical ones. One way to test the adequacy of a grammar proposed for L is to
determine whether or not the sequences that it generates are actually grammatical, i. e. acceptable to a native speaker, etc. [emphasis C.F.] We can take
certain steps towards providing a behavioural criterion for grammaticalness
so that this test of adequacy can be carried out.” (Chomsky, 1957, 13)
According to Chomsky (1957) grammatical sentences are those that are accepted by
native speakers. Here we will run into trouble with matching the concepts of grammaticality and acceptability. If we assume, according to the quote above, that a sequence is either grammatical or ungrammatical, we end up with a set G that consists of two exclusive subsets Gin and Gout . This separation is assumed on grounds
of a (rule based) grammar. If we further assume that acceptability is gradual1 , i.e.
that we can say a sequence B is more acceptable than a sequence C which is in turn
more acceptable than a Sentence D, we end up with a proset A that consists of preordered subsets A1 , . . . , An , where 1 < r < n and A1 ≥∗ Ar ≥∗ An . Wherein α ≥∗
β means that α is equally or more acceptable than β. If we want to test the adequacy
of the distinction between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences we have to choose
a rather arbitrary division of the preordered subset of A, as in (1).
(1)

a.
b.

A1 , . . . , Ar 7→ Gin
Ar+1 , . . . , An 7→ Gout

This problem of mapping subsets of A onto G cannot be avoided by introducing further
subsets of grammaticality. The distinction is rather unproblematic in cases of totally
acceptable utterances or totally unacceptable sentences (word salad). But whenever an
utterance turns out to be an uncertain case, such an approach runs into trouble. And
because the number of possible sentences is infinite, an infinite number of uncertain
cases exists.
I will present three approaches that have tried to solve this problem. To account for
gradual deviance of utterances, Chomsky (1964b) proposed a formal system that consists
of a m-level hierarchy of categories, called formatives. Each higher level of formatives is
a specification of the preceding level. The first level only consists of one category, on the
next higher level nouns and other categories are distinguished, on the next higher level
abstract and concrete nouns are distinguished. This formative system can be applied
to structures generated by grammar. Now the deviance (degree of grammaticalness) of
an utterance can be described according to the level of formatives that deviates from
1

This assumption is commonly accepted as evidenced by the range of acceptability contrasts pointed
out in the theoretical literature (cf. section 3.1). The acceptability judgement in section 5.1 will
provide further evidence.
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the grammatical utterance. Katz (1964) pointed out that this system of formatives is
not adequate. He prooves that there are infinitely many utterances S’ that would be
predicted to receive a lower degree of grammaticalness than S” but contains a less severe
violation than S”. Ziff (1964) proposed an approach that tries to cover ungrammatical
but understandable sentences. He assumes a set of rules that define the shortest path,
i. e. a transformation of a deviant utterance to a non-deviant/grammatical one. But
Katz (1964) showed that the rule system proposed by Ziff (1964) would create infinitely
many non-sense strings. Katz (1964) described a theory of semi-sentences, i. e. ungrammatical strings that are understood by speakers. Semi-sentences are derived by
transfer rules, which are variants of proper transformations of the grammar. The resulting semi-derivations are interpreted in terms of their comprehension set, which consists
of all strings that are derived by the same rules, either transfer rules or corresponding
transformations. Katz (1964) states “that a semi-sentence is ambiguous n ways if and
only if its comprehension set contains n sentences none of which is a paraphrase of any
other sentence in the set, and no more than such sentences” (Katz, 1964, 411). But
Cohen (2002) argues that this ambiguity measurement is either no support in assigning
degrees of grammaticalness, or it fails to assign degrees of grammaticalness because even
well-accepted strings can be more ambiguous than ungrammatical ones.
Each of these three accounts tries to derive ill-formed sequences from grammatical,
well-formed prototypes. Chomsky (1964b) focused solely on the measurement of the
structural deviation of ill-formed sequences whereupon he did not constrain the class of
features that are allowed in the hierarchy and assumed syntactic features (transitivity)
as well as semantico-conceptual features (abstract vs. concrete nouns). Ziff (1964) and
Katz (1964) tried to explain the interpretation of ill-formed sentences by rule-based
reference to their well-formed counterparts. Problematic for these accounts is that they
presuppose a clear cut distinction between well-formed and ill-formed sentences, trying
to divide the latter into understandable and non-sense strings. In accordance with
Cohen (2002), I will assume that grammaticality and comprehensibility are independent
properties.
After dismissing approaches that tried to capture the uncertain cases by using comprehensibility, I will provide one further argument against a binary mapping of acceptability
and grammaticality: Differentiation of acceptability can be observed for acceptability
judgments of constructions that are traditionally considered grammatical (Kluender &
Kutas, 1993) and of structures that are traditionally considered to be ungrammatical
(Featherston, 2008). This makes clear that there is a strong discrepancy between acceptability judgments and a concept of grammaticality as defined above. If grammaticality
models acceptability we expect only variation between two groups of sequences, but
neither variation within grammatical sentences nor within ungrammatical sentences.
Therefore acceptability judgements cannot adequately be modeled by grammaticality.
The second issue of the binary distinction is the disregard of semantics. With reference to his famous sentences in (2), Chomsky (1975, 96) concluded that “any semantic
reference is irrelevant to formulating or resolving the problem” of reconstructing speakers’ intuition. From the fact that both sentences in (2) are nonsensical but only (2-b)
is grammatical he concludes that meaning and grammar are independent (cf. Chomsky,
1957, 17).
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(2)

a. furiously sleep ideas green colorless
b. colorless green ideas sleep furiously
(Chomsky, 1975, 95)

But as Hill (1961) states, spelling became an important issue in the discussion of grammaticality. Grammaticality can only be assigned with respect to a certain meaning that
is in part symbolized by phrase structure categories. Consider the example of Hill (1961),
in (3). Here again both sentences are nonsensical but only (3-a) is grammatical.
(3)

a. I saw a fragile whale.
b. I saw a fragile of.
(Hill, 1961, 1) (taken from Chomsky, 1957, 16)

Hill (1961) argued that (3-b) is clearly out if one assumes that of is a preposition but it
is as good as (3-a) if one assumes that of is a (maybe unknown) noun. So a precondition
for a division into grammatical and ungrammatical sentences even in such clear cases
takes for granted that the elements are recognized in a specific way. As Hill (1961, 8)
summarizes, an ungrammatical sentence must meet two conditions: “The first of these
is that the underlying segmental morphemes and words are fully identified, and the
second is that the sequence in which these morphemes are presented is an impossible
one”. A further criterion of grammaticality is the intonational pattern (cf. Chomsky,
1957, 16). Grammatical sentences will be read with a normal sentence intonation but
ungrammatical sentences, such as (2-a), will be read with a falling intonation on each
word. This indicates that the reader takes each word to be a separate phrase, a list of
unrelated elements. Intonation patterns are an indication of the (proper) recognition
of the structure of a sequence. Chomsky (1957) further remarked that grammatical
sentences are easier to learn and to recall than ungrammatical ones. This probably
resembles a phenomenon that is known as chunking (cf. Miller, 1955; Simon, 1974). The
learning and recalling of a sequence of elements is facilitated if elements can be grouped
together to form fewer but more complex elements. In sum, the proper recognition of a
structure is a precondition of assigning grammaticality to it, and intonation patterns as
well as psychological performance are indices of a proper recognition of the underlying
structure. This argument can be pushed even further. In a somewhat trivial fashion we
can only decide if a sequence is grammatical with respect to a single underlying structural
description and not as a sequence per se. Sentence (4) is only grammatical in the analysis
that John is the subject of said and the girl is the subject of will leave. But the same
sequence will be ungrammatical with a structural analysis in which John is the subject
of will leave and the girl is the subject of said.
(4)

John said that the girl will leave.

I will leave undiscussed how much meaning must be presupposed in order to recognize
a structure properly, but I will turn to examples that clearly show that grammaticality
cannot be independent from semantics. In section 3.1.1 it was noted that the extracted
adjunct in (5) can only be interpreted as matrix clause adjunct and not as an adjunct
of the embedded clause.
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(5)

Howi/∗j did John announce ti [ a plan [ to fix the car tj ]]
(cf. Chomsky, 1986, 35)

In examples like this, statements of grammaticality can only be made if one presupposes
the meaning that the structure will receive. In this example it can be argued that the
structural difference of the two possible trace positions causes different interpretations.
The dependence on semantics turns out to be even more obvious in examples of pronoun
binding as in (6). Here it is neither a matter of the proper recognition of the syntactic
categories, nor of an invisible difference in structural transformations. This example is
ungrammatical, i.e. ruled out by the grammar simply for reasons of reference, which, in
my view, is undoubtedly a semantic aspect.
(6)

*Hei said that Mary kissed Johni .
(cf. Chomsky, 1981, 227, fn.45)

I consider examples like (6) as counterevidence to the claim that grammaticality is
independent from semantics.
The third issue is the matter of performance. As mentioned earlier the underlying assumption is that grammar is a cognitive competence. At the same time it is commonly
assumed that performance can have an influence on acceptability, as in cases of center
embeddings. Chomsky (1956a,b, 1957) has proven that English (and all other natural
languages too) is a non finite-state language that allows for (in principle) endless recursion. Center embeddings, such as (7), are declared as grammatical (acceptable) but at
the same time as psychologically unacceptable (cf. Miller & Isard, 1964, 294).
(7)

a.
b.

The man [who said [that a cat [that the dog chased] killed the rat]] is a liar.
(cf. Miller & Isard, 1964, 293)
The salmon [that the man [that the dog chased] smoked] fell].
(cf. Lewis, 1996, 94)

The unacceptability of sentences as in (7) is therefore not attributed to the linguistic
structure but to capacity of working memory. This is supported by studies that revealed
that center embeddings are more frequent in written than in spoken language and show
a strong preference for subject as opposed to object relative clauses (Karlsson, 2007). As
mentioned in section 3.2.2, incomplete and therefore ungrammatical center embeddings
do not exhibit lower acceptability ratings than their well-formed counterparts (Gibson
& Thomas, 1999). Accepting the fact that acceptability is at least in some cases independent of the grammaticality of a structure is simply stating a problem: How can we
decide in which cases acceptability is a criterion for grammaticality and in which cases
it is independent? To be more concrete, how can we know that the low acceptability of
English Island configurations is a matter of competence and not a matter of performance,
e. g. working memory limitations? Without a proper set of criteria to distinguish the influence of performance and competence on acceptability, argumentation in favour of one
or the other remains rather stipulative. A further aspect is that both factors may work
together. Grammatical and ungrammatical structures are both influenced by matters
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of performance and thus both groups show variation of acceptability within themselves.
In general it can be ruled out that anybody can judge the acceptability of a sentence
without processing it, i. e. producing (speak, write,sign,etc.) or receiving (hear, read,
etc.) it. I consider it to be impossible to give a reliable acceptability judgment for a
meta-description such as (8-b) of a structure as in (8-a).
(8)

a.
b.

John said that the girl will leave.
A matrix clause consisting of a proper name John as subject, a verb said and a complement
clause introduced by that. The complement clause consists of a definite noun phrase the
girl as subject and an intransitive verb in future tense which is composed of the auxiliary
will, followed by the lexical verb leave.

To remain in a generative terminology, one could say that competence is only accessible
through performance. To disregard the influence of processing factors on acceptability
leads to approximations of unknown precision.
In this subsection I have argued that the mapping of a binary grammaticality distinction and acceptability, as it is assumed in the generative grammar, exhibits three serious
problems. First, assignment of binary categories (un/grammatical) to a gradual scale
of acceptability is arbitrary as it comes to the edge. Second, semantics may influence
acceptability and consequently cannot be disregarded. And third, performance is nonseparable from acceptability. In sum, it became clear that acceptability or, more generally, speakers’ intuition, without a principled evaluation of the influence of processing,
provides inappropriate data for the construction of a syntactic competence grammar.

4.3. Acceptability Judgements: Types, Factors and
Problems
After separating acceptability from grammaticality, I will go on discussing which data
acceptability judgments offer and which potential problems come with it. First I will
distinguish two basic types of acceptability judgments, informal and formal ones.
Informal judgments lack control of potentially biasing factors. This mainly concerns
the judging person, the judged material and the method of judging. The main criticism
regarding informal judgments concentrates on two points: subjectivity and biases. Acceptability relies on intuition of speakers, i. e. it is always subjective. This subjectivity
is a primary cause for criticism. It has been pointed out that some intuitions may be
regarded as more reliable than the intuition of someone else (arguments from authority)
(Sampson, 2007). Another issue is that intuitions are not falsifiable (Featherston, 2007;
Jurka, 2010) (my idiolect gambit), i.e. there is no way of disproving if somebody judges
a given sentence acceptable. The crucial point of these arguments is: If intuitions vary
from person to person, we cannot take a single intuition as a valid generalization for the
language community. Two further arguments support the claim that linguists should not
be their own informants because they are not a good sample of the overall population.
Several studies investigated if and how judgments of linguists and non-linguists differ
(Spencer, 1973; Bradac et al., 1980; Da̧browska, 2010). These studies differ in respect of
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their methodology and the used material and I will not review them here. But it seems
that judgments of linguists differ at least in some cases from judgments of naive speakers (linguist bias). This is possibly due to extensive exposure to certain stimuli during
the linguistic experience. Such a satiation effect for non-linguist subjects is reported
by Snyder (2000) and Goodall (2011) (for criticism see Sprouse, 2007). The second argument for a critical treatment of linguists’ intuition is the observer bias (Da̧browska,
2010). Even the mere expectation can influence intuitive judgments (for further reading
on observer bias see Rosenthal & Fode, 1963; Cordaro & Ison, 1963).
Formal judgments, on the other hand, control for a range of factors to allow for
generalizations. The factors that have to be controlled can be divided in two groups:
subject-related factors and task-related factors (Schütze, 1996). Subject-related factors
are for example age, sex, handedness, language experience (L1,L2), dialect, literacy
and education even though not all these factors have been proven to have considerable
influence on acceptability judgments (Schütze, 1996). The second group consists of
task related factors that involve properties of the procedure and of the actual stimulus
material. The former includes the instructions, the mode of presenting the stimuli
(audible or written), length of the experiment and the actual judging method. The
material can differ in homogeneity of the experiment items, and a bad choice of the
complementary material (fillers) can result in statistical floor or ceiling effects (for a
more extensive overview see Schütze, 1996).
It became clear that acceptability judgments are very difficult data that depend on
a range of factors and many of them are even extralinguistic. These factors have to
be controlled to receive reliable results. But does that mean that we should abandon
informal judgments quite generally? The answer is no. Informal judgements are a cheap
and simple way to investigate a range of linguistic manipulations in short time and in
clear cases it is not necessary to conduct formal judgements. For a position that informal
acceptability judgments are not that bad see Sprouse & Almeida (to appear) and Sprouse
et al. (2011). They compared judgments from a linguistic textbook and a linguistic
journal with formal acceptability judgments and found a very high correlation. But
whenever there is disagreement in informal judgments or if differences in acceptability
are quite subtle, formal acceptability judgements provide a useful tool of investigation
that allow for generalizations.

4.4. Defining the Notions
In continuation of the preceding discussion, I will now provide definitions of the concepts of grammaticality and acceptability, which must be rigorously distinguished. Three
remarks should be given in advance: I will use the term property in the sense of an attribute. A property may be a categorical feature or a continuous characteristic. Second
I state explicitly that the assignment of any such property relies on a specific structural
analysis of the given entity for reasons that were discussed in section 4.2. In order to
avoid confusion with existing conceptions, I will prefix my definitions with Greek letters.
I define the term α-grammaticalness as a general cover term. It should be used to
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express that patterns belong to a language or not without relying on any theory or
methodology, say rather pretheoretical. It is the most general term and subsumes the
concepts of grammaticality and acceptability and is stated in (9).
(9)

α-Grammaticalness
α-Grammaticalness is the property of any given linguistic entity to belong to a
given language.

This notion is backed up by two classes of concepts: the concept of Grammaticality
which is based on formal grammar theory and the concept of Acceptability which is a
psychological concept.
α-Grammaticality as defined in (10) is a prediction of a grammar theory. A grammar
is taken as a finite set of rules that defines a maybe infinite set of well-formed structures.
All structures that are within that domain of definition are α-grammatical, all other
structures are α-ungrammatical.
(10)

α-Grammaticality
α-Grammaticality is a property of a linguistic entity (e.g. a sentence). It is defined as the possibility of describing the relations that hold between the elements
of the given entity based on the rules of a grammar theory. A linguistic entity
is α-grammatical to the degree to which the relations between the elements can
be described by a grammar theory.

Linguistic entities and their elements can be of various size and quality, for example
sentences and phrases in syntactic analysis, words and morphemes in morphological
analysis, syllables and phonemes in phonology, etc. The relevant units of description have
to be defined by the theory itself. The relations that hold between linguistic elements
can also be of various types, for example linear precedence, hierarchy, stress patterns,
scope, and the like. If a rule based grammar provides one valid structural description, the
entity is α-grammatical. A theory may assign different degrees of descriptive adequacy
to linguistic entities, such as n-subjacency in the Barrier Theory, or *-marked traces
in the account of Sabel (2002) (for both see section 3.1.1), or it distinguishes only two
degrees, α-grammatical (describable) and α-ungrammatical (non-describable).
Whereas different degrees of descriptive adequacy are part of the main grammar, I
presented accounts that modelled systematic deviance by a secondary rule system, such
as the formatives of Chomsky (1964b), semi-sentences (Katz, 1964) and shortest-paths
(Ziff, 1964). I will subsume these types of formal deviance or ill-formedness under the
term β-Grammaticality, as defined in (11).
(11)

β-Grammaticality
β-Grammaticality is a property of a linguistic entity that is α-ungrammatical.
It is defined as the relations between the given entity and a corresponding αgrammatical entity, describable by a secondary set of rules that is distinct from
grammar.
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An entity is β-grammatical if it deviates in a predictable way from a respective
α-grammatical entity. They can be seen as repair rules for a restricted set of αungrammatical entities. Consequently, β-grammaticality is dependent on the main
grammar that defines α-grammaticality.
The second class of concepts is based on psychological behaviour. As I have argued in
4.2, acceptability results from processing a linguistic entity. The intuitive judgment is the
result of the interaction of different processes which must be further investigated. Until
now, neither the number nor the relative ranking of factors that influencing acceptability
judgements is known. So the definition of α-acceptability given in (12) can only function
as a first approximation.
(12)

α-Acceptability
α-Acceptability is a property of a linguistic entity (e.g. a sentence). It is defined
as the possibility of recognizing relations that hold between the elements of the
given entity, based on intuition of native speakers. It can only be assigned
relative to another (possibly implicit) linguistic entity.

Even if this definition needs some refinement, it covers several important aspects.
First, acceptability is a gradual property that can only be expressed by contrast. This
is a general characteristic of evaluating gradual properties, e. g. the height of people.
Without a scale it only possible to judge someone’s height in comparison to another
person or to an implicit average. Second, it is based on the intuition of language users
(speaker) and therefore allows for variation between them. Third, I used the term
recognizing to include the fact that α-acceptability is not dependent on the structural
properties of the linguistic entity alone. As mentioned in section 3.2.4, one person may
judge the same entity as more acceptable if a suitable context is provided. In these cases
clearly not the properties of the linguistic entity have changed, but rather the state of
mind of the speaker. With a suitable context, they recognize relations, that they do not
recognize without it. Another aspect of the recognition process is that it may be affected
by psychological factors, such as working memory capacity and interference effects.
In sum, the proposed definitions clearly distinguish α-grammaticality and α-acceptability. Although both concepts rely on linguistic structure, α-grammaticality is a formal
description whereas α-acceptability is a psychological evaluation that is context dependent and subjective. I also clearly distinguished β-grammaticality, which describes rule
based deviation, from α-grammatical structures. It is hence dependent on a grammar
theory and can therefore not be compatible with α-acceptability.
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4.5. Summary
In this chapter I have exemplified that there is great variation in the understanding
of α-grammaticalness, although it is a central domain of linguistic theory. It was argued that α-grammaticality and α-acceptability must be taken as separate concepts and
that it is quite problematic to take α-acceptability as primary evidence for the structure of grammar. I have argued that the influence of processing phenomena and other
psychological effects on acceptability judgements has been widely neglected or underestimated. I have provided definitions that state the difference between α-grammaticality
and α-acceptability and have discussed problems and advantages of formal and informal
acceptability judgements.
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In this chapter I will present two experiments that investigate the influence of the filler
type on Island configurations: an off-line acceptability judgement that tests differences
in α-acceptability of four different sentence types with three different filler types each,
and a reading time study that focuses on the on-line processing for a subset of the
acceptability judgement material. Because both experiments use the same material, at
least in part, direct correspondence between reading times and α-acceptability, or the
lack thereof, could be detected.

5.1. Experiment 1: Acceptability Judgement
5.1.1. Method
The acceptability judgment1 was carried out in the thermometer judgement paradigm
(Featherston, 2008). This method has the advantages over Likert Scale and Magnitude
Estimation: It provides an open-ended, linear scale with personal intervals based on two
reference examples (see Featherston, 2009, for a detailed methodological discussion).
Participants were presented an anchor discourse and different stimulus discourses. The
anchor discourse consisted of a context sentence and two different questions. One question was worth 20 points and the other question was worth 30 points. The stimulus
discourses consisted of a context sentence and a corresponding question. Participants
should rate the question of the stimulus discourses with respect to the values in the
anchor discourse-questions. To enable comparability, the anchor discourse remained the
same during the whole experiment and for all subjects. The anchor discourse, displayed
in (1), was chosen on the basis of an informal pretest. The study was conducted via the
web using the PHP-based online tool OnExp 2 .
(1)

Die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof,
der an der Autobahn liegt,
the butchers, that in the slaughterhouse, that near the motorway is.located
arbeiten, haben die Anwohner über die Veränderungen informiert.
work
have the residents about the changes
informed
‘The butchers that work in the slaughterhouse that is near the motorway, informed the residents about the changes.’

1

I will refer to the method as acceptability judgement because it is an established name. Only the
resulting data will be termed α-acceptability judgements.
2
Accessible at http://onexp.textstrukturen.uni-goettingen.de
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a.

b.

Wen haben die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof,
der an der
Who have the butchers, that in the slaughterhouse, that near the
Autobahn liegt,
arbeiten, über die Veränderungen informiert? (30)
motorway is.located work
about the changes
informed
‘Who did the butchers that work in the slaughterhouse that is near the
motorway, inform about the changes?’
Was haben die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof,
der an der
What have the butchers, that in the slaughterhouse, that near the
Autobahn liegt,
arbeiten, die Anwohner informiert über? (20)
motorway is.located work
the residents informed about
‘What did the butchers that work in the slaughterhouse that is near the
motorway, inform the residents about?’

Participants were instructed to rate the relative naturalness or acceptability of the stimulus discourse-questions. It was explicitly noted that they should give more points to
questions that they like more or in which it is easier to understand what has been asked.
Participants should express their judgments in integers wherein zero and negative values
were also allowed3 . Every participant saw the same six training items to acquaint with
the task, thirty-six experiment items, and sixty-four filler items which all were items
of other experiments. In sum each participants saw one hundred stimuli which were
pseudo-randomised by OnExp.

5.1.2. Material
The items consisted of thirty-six pairs of declarative context sentences and corresponding
question sentences. The sentences varied in twelve experimental conditions (4 × 3 factor
design). The question was either a wh-extraction out of an embedded complement clause
(baseline), a wh-Islands violation, i. e. wh-extraction out of an embedded interrogative
clause (wh), a CNPC violation with a wh-extraction out of a complement clause of a
noun (cnpccomp), or a CNPC violation with a wh-extraction out of a relative clause
(cnpcrel). The context sentences for these four conditions varied with respect to the
presence or absence of the island inducing noun phrase and the choice of the complementizer, this in order to constitute appropriate contexts for the subsequent questions.
Within each of these conditions the fronted wh-phrase was either an interrogative pronoun (bare), a which-NP interrogative (which) or a which-NP interrogative with two
additional modifiers, i. e. an adverb followed by an adjective (adj). The experiment
was conducted in a Latin square design such that each participant saw each item in only
one of the twelve conditions and three lexicalizations per condition. Examples (2)-(5)
provide a sample item in all twelve conditions.

3

The whole instruction text is given in the appendix.
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(2)

baseline-bare/which/adj:
a. Nils wird verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der
Nils will betray that Jana the beguiler backed has, who on the
Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
escape was and acceptably known is
‘Nils will betray that Jana has backed the beguiler who was on the run and
is acceptably known.’
b. Weni / Welchen Betrügeri / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird
who which
beguiler which
acceptably known
beguiler will
Nils verraten, dass Jana ti gedeckt hat?
Nils betray that Jana backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which acceptably known beguiler will Nils betray that
Jana has backed?’

(3)

wh-bare/which/adj:
a. Nils wird verraten, ob
Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der
Nils will betray whether Jana the beguiler backed has, who on the
Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
escape was and acceptably known is
‘Nils will betray whether Jana has backed the beguiler who was on the run
and is acceptably known.’
b. Weni / Welchen Betrügeri / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird
who which
beguiler which
acceptably known
beguiler will
Nils verraten, ob
Jana ti gedeckt hat?
Nils betray whether Jana backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which acceptably known beguiler will Nils betray
whether Jana has backed?’

(4)

cnpccomp-bare/which/adj:
a. Nils wird die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der
Nils will the fact
betray that Jana the beguiler backed has, who
auf der Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
on the escape was and acceptably known is
‘Nils will betray the fact that Jana has backed the beguiler who was on the
run and is acceptably known.’
b. Weni / Welchen Betrügeri / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird
who which
beguiler which
acceptably known
beguiler will
Nils die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana ti gedeckt hat?
Nils the fact
betray that Jana backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which acceptably known beguiler will Nils betray the
fact that Jana has backed?’
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(5)

cnpcrel-bare/which/adj:
a. Nils wird die Identität verraten, die
den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf
Nils will the identity betray which the beguiler backed has, who on
der Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
the escape was and acceptably known is
‘Nils will betray the identity which has backed the beguiler who was on the
run and is acceptably known.’
b. Weni / Welchen Betrügeri / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird
who which
beguiler which
acceptably known
beguiler will
Nils die Identität verraten, die
ti gedeckt hat?
Nils the identity betray which backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which acceptably known beguiler will Nils betray the
identity that has backed?’

The context clauses are declarative versions of the questions followed by a coordinated
relative clause, which modified the NP that is questioned. One of the relative clause
conjuncts provides an adverb-adjective sequence (hinreichend bekannt) that is used in
the questions of the adj-condition. The sequence was included to avoid presupposition
effects for unmentioned facts in the questions. The second relative clause conjunct
provides a four word piece of information which serves as answer to the question. In one
half of the sentences, the adverb-adjective sequence was the first conjunct and in the
other half of the items it was the second conjunct. This answer sequence was necessary
for the self-paced reading study but may have also increased plausibility of the questions
in the experiment. The material was constructed to exhibit as few lexical and structural
variation as possible. wh differs from baseline only with respect to the complementizer
ob instead of dass. In the cnpccomp and in the cnpcrel-configuration the main
clause contains an additional noun phrase. These noun phrases differ in order to license
an embedded complement clause in the cnpccomp-configuration and a relative clause
in the cnpcrel-configuration. The embedded clause in the cnpcrel-configuration
contains a relative pronoun die that also functions as the subject of the embedded
clause instead of the proper name Jana. Several additional factors are controlled: The
questioned element is always a direct accusative object of the embedded verb. Main
clause verbs could either take a clausal complement in the baseline/wh-configuration
or a noun complement in the cnpccomp/cnpcrel-configuration. The subjects of the
main clauses are monosyllabic masculine proper names, and the subjects of the embedded
clauses are disyllabic feminine proper nouns, except in cnpcrel. Although it is assumed
that pronouns would facilitate the processing of (difficult) sentences, they were excluded
because of the difficulty to control for the resolution of their antecedents. The following
factors were balanced: Exactly half of the questioned NPs (Betrüger ) are masculine
animate and the other half are neuter inanimate. All island inducing NPs (die Tatsache/
die Identität) are definite singular, inanimate nouns. Half of them are masculine and half
of them feminine. Half of the embedded verb forms are perfect and half of them future
tense. Half of the items allowed for a possible misparse of the interrogative sentences.
In these sentences the interrogative phrase could initially be interpreted as the object
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of the matrix verb (e. g. Which beguiler will Nils betray . . . ). This applies only to
the baseline and the wh-configuration. Every lexeme, apart from function words and
wh-elements, were only used for one item.
Long wh-extractions out of dass ‘that’ clauses, such as used as control condition in
the baseline-configuration, have a disputable status in German. It is widely accepted
that there is a dialectal North-South contrast in the acceptance and frequency of long
wh-movement with higher acceptance and frequency in southern German dialects. This
was in fact confirmed by Fanselow & Weskott (2010) by the results of a sentence completion task. Fanselow et al. (2005) showed that frequency of usage by northern dialect
speakers can be improved by training to resemble southern German speakers. Hence
it is unlikely that the dialectal variation is due to grammatical differences but rather
to familiarization. The absolute status of the baseline sentences is rather irrelevant
because I am only interested in the relative differences between long wh-movement configurations and Island violations in acceptability and reading times. The greatest danger
is that the control condition is perceived to be as bad as the Island violations and no
differences could be detected (floor effect), but the results show that this is not the case.

5.1.3. Participants
Thirty six students from Berlin universities participated in this study. Three received
course credit and thirty-three were payed 7 Euro for participation. Age of the participants ranged from nineteen to thirty-five with an average of twenty-six. Twenty-one of
the participants were female and fifteen were male.

5.1.4. Predictions
The D-linking approach of Pesetsky (1987) and similar Relativized Minimality accounts
(Rizzi, 1990; Cinque, 1990; Rizzi, 2001; Starke, 2001) predict that wh-islands show
a categorical distinction between the α-ungrammatical bare wh-pronoun and the αgrammatical fillers which and adj. Furthermore, no difference in α-grammaticality is
predicted for the baseline sentences and both CNPC violations should be indistinguishably α-ungrammatical. The account of Sabel (2002, 288 f.) predicts that all German
Island violations should be indistinguishably α-ungrammatical because he claims that
even argument extraction in German takes place out of non-θ-positions. Filler types
should not influence α-grammaticality in the Island violations nor in the baselineconfiguration. Given the assumption that processing facilitation would result in higher
α-acceptability, we can infer the following expectations: According to the Memory Facilitation Hypothesis (Hofmeister, 2008), an α-acceptability ranking bare<which<adj is
expected and should be consistent for all sentence types. The activation based account
(Anderson et al., 2004; Vasishth & Lewis, 2006) also predicts facilitation of retrieval for
more specific filler phrases. Additionally, it predicts a difference between the CNPC
violations: The complement clause in cnpccomp should be easier to process because
it already gets activated when encountering the island inducing NP. The relative clause
in cnpcrel, on the other hand, is unpredictable and contains an additional distance
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dependency between the Island inducing noun and the relative pronoun. Hence it should
be harder to process. According to the findings of Alexopoulou & Keller (2003, 2007),
it is expected that weak Islands pattern with the baseline configuration and that both
strong Islands (CNPC violations) pattern together and remain insensitive to filler manipulation.

5.1.5. Results
Filler type and Island configurations
Judgments of all experiment stimuli (items and fillers) were standardized, i. e. transformed into z-scores4 per participant (cf. Featherston, 2009). All subsequent tests were
performed on these z-scores using the statistic software R (R. Core Team, 2012) and
the package plyr (Wickham, 2011). Only one outlier was removed prior to analysis. Its
value was probably a typo because it deviated 8 standard deviations from the mean of
the participants judgements.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed that there are significant main effects
of sentence type (F1 (3, 104) = 41.44, p = 2×10−16 ; F2 (3, 104) = 27.175, p = 4.67×10−13 ),
of filler type (F1 (2, 69) = 5.841, p = 0.005; F2 (2, 69) = 4.956, p = 0.010) and a significant
interaction of sentence type and filler type (F1 (6, 210) = 3.732, p = 0.002; F2 (6, 210) =
2.639, p = 0.017). The results are displayed in figure 5.1.
Closer examination with one way repeated ANOVAs and pairwise t-tests within each
sentence type confirmed that the effect of filler type is not uniform. In the baselineconfiguration the z-scores for the filler types didn’t show a significant effect (F1 (2, 70) =
3.096, p = 0.052; F2 (2, 70) = 1.446, p = 0.242). The wh-Island configuration (wh)
showed a significant effect of filler type (F1 (2, 70) = 9.313, p = 2.59 × 10−4 ; F2 (2, 70) =
8.11, p = 6.79×10−4 ). Judgements for the which-condition were significantly lower than
for both bare (t(214) = 3.637, p = 3.46 × 10−4 ) and adj (t(214) = 2.922, p = 0.004),
even after correction for multiple testing (α=0.017). Differences between bare and
adj were not significant (t(213) = 0.799, p = 0.425). The cnpccomp-configuration
also showed a significant effect of filler type (F1 (2, 70) = 6.02, p = 0.004; F2 (2, 70) =
6.185, p = 0.003). Although judgements for bare are numerically smaller than for
which (t(212) = 1.798, p = 0.074) that are in turn numerically smaller than for adj
(t(213) = 1.813, p = 0.071), only the difference between bare and adj reached significance (t(214) = 3.472, p = 6.24 × 10−4 ). No significant effect of filler type could be
detected in the cnpcrel-configuration (F1 (2, 70) =< 1; F2 (2, 70) =< 1).
Analyses of pairwise t-tests between the ISLANDS-groups revealed that baseline
received significantly higher ratings than the wh-Island configuration (wh) (t(591) =
7.132, p = 2.89 × 10−12 ), which in turn received significantly higher ratings than both
cnpccomp (t(645) = 3.254, p = 0.001) and the cnpcrel-configuration (t(643) =
3.408, p = 6.95×−4 ), even after Bonferroni correction (α = 0.008). No (significant)
4

Z-scores of ratings were calculated by subtracting the mean of the rating per participant and dividing
the result by the standard deviation of the participants ratings (cf. Baayen, 2008).
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difference between the cnpccomp and the cnpcrel-configuration could be detected
(t(645) = 0.119, p = 0.905).
Although there are significant differences between the sentence types, this groupwise
ranking is not strict. Whereas the wh-configuration is generally more acceptable than
the complex NP violations, this difference stems mainly from the high values for whbare and the low values of cnpccomp-bare and cnpcrel-bare, as displayed in
figure 5.1. Moreover, the judgements for the which-condition were almost the same in all
three Island violations: wh-which vs. cnpccomp-which (t(212) = 0.321, p = 0.748),
wh-which vs. cnpcrel-which (t(211) = 0.247, p = 0.805) and cnpccomp-which vs.
cnpcrel-which (t(213) = 0.081, p = 0.936).
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Filler Type
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BARE WHICH ADJ
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Figure 5.1.: Mean centered Z-scores of the acceptability judgements. Errorbars show
95% confidence intervals.

Misparse and Animacy
The results of both factors, Misparse and Animacy, have to be taken with great precaution because they are not crossed factors but covary with the lexical material of
the items. I will only report subjects analyses (F1 ) as results of a repeated measures
ANOVA, i.e. as within subject effects. F2 -values will only report between items effects of
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the means per item. Within item analyses are impossible because levels of the balanced
factors always correlate with the lexical material of the items.
As mentioned in section 5.1.2, misparse is only relevant for baseline and wh. 2-way
ANOVAs (filler type×misparse) for the single sentence types revealed that baseline did
not show a significant effect of Misparse (F1 (1, 33) = 3.169, p = 0.0843; F2 (1, 34) = 1, p =
0.324), whereas the wh-Island did (F1 (1, 33) = 8.660, p = 0.006; F2 (1, 43) = 1.126, p =
0.296) at least in the subjects analysis. A subsequent t-test revealed that in the baseline-which-condition, the misparse items received higher α-acceptability ratings than
the items that did not allow for misparse (t(103) = 2.9313, p = 0.004162). But the nonsignificance of the ANOVA indicates that there is great variation within subjects. In
the wh-bare-condition the items that allowed for misparse received significantly higher
α-acceptability ratings (t(103) = 2.465, p = 0.015), even after correction for multiple
testing (α = 0.017). The differences due to possible misparse are displayed in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2.: Mean z-scores showing the contrast of possible misparse in the baselineconfiguration and the wh-Island (wh). Errorbars show 95% confidence
intervals.
The second balanced factor, animacy of the wh-referent, had a considerable effect on
α-acceptability. Two-way ANOVAs (filler type×animacy) for the single sentence types
revealed that the effect of animacy was significant for baseline (F1 (1, 35) = 75.43, p =
2.96 × 10−10 , F2 (1, 34) = 93.42, p = 2.77 × 10−11 ), significant in the subjects analysis for
cnpccomp (F1 (1, 35) = 6.079, p = 0.019; F2 (1, 34) = 3.166, p = 0.0841) and cnpcrel
(F1 (1, 34) = 5.293, p = 0.028; F2 (1, 34) = 3.576, p = 0.067) but remained non-significant
for the wh-Island (wh) (F1 (1, 35) = 3.645, p = 0.065, F2 (1, 34) = 1.794, p = 0.189).
Subsequent t-tests showed that for all filler types in the baseline configuration αacceptability was significantly lower for animate wh-referents: bare (t(102) = 9.460, p =
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1.248 × 10−15 ), which (t(92) = 4.265, p = 4.85 × 10−5 ) and adj (t(99) = 4.700, p =
8.43 × 10−6 ), even after correction for multiple testing (α = 0.017). The effect in the
cnpccomp-configuration was caused by a difference in the which-condition in which
animate referents received significantly lower α-acceptability ratings (t(105) = 2.811, p =
0.006), even after correction (α = 0.017). In the cnpcrel-configuration, the greatest
difference was detected in the adj-condition, but it only reached significance before
correction (t(104) = 2.279, p = 0.025). In this configuration there was a trend towards
judging animate referents more α-acceptable than inanimate referents. The contrast of
α-acceptability judgements due to animacy of the wh-referent is displayed in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3.: Mean z-scores contrasted with animacy of the wh-referent. Errorbars show
95% confidence intervals.

5.1.6. Discussion
As argued in the previous sections, the correlation of grammatical structure and αacceptability is fairly complex. The baseline-configuration that is traditionally assumed to be α-grammatical is in fact rated more α-acceptable than the Island violations. Further, the wh-Island, which is assumed to be a weak Island, is judged more
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α-acceptable than the strong CNPC violations. Within the Islands no differences due
to filler type were detected for the cnpcrel and for the baseline-configuration given
the assumption that the numerically low ratings for baseline-which are due to the
singular influence of misparse.
Most surprising are the relatively low judgements of the which-conditions. In the whIsland configuration, ratings for which are significantly lower than for both other filler
types. In cnpccomp they are ranked between the other filler types and in cnpcrel
they are indistinguishable from bare and adj. The which-NP filler (which) was not
rated significantly more α-acceptable than the bare filler in any of the configurations.
In fact which was judged significantly less α-acceptable than bare in wh-Islands. This
contradicts the theory of D-linking (Pesetsky, 1987, 2000) and the Relativized Minimality accounts (Rizzi, 1990; Cinque, 1990; Rizzi, 2001; Starke, 2001). They correctly
predict the relative ranking of baseline and the CNPC violations and the insensitivity
to filler type of baseline and cnpcrel, but they fail to explain the sensitivity of cnpccomp to filler manipulation. In the wh-Island we can even find the reverse pattern.
Whereas it is predicted that the wh-Island violation with a bare wh-pronoun is as αungrammatical as the CNPC violations, it turns out that wh-bare is significantly more
α-acceptable than cnpccomp-bare. One may argue that the German ob ’whether’ is
not a true wh-element, but then it remains unexplained why the wh-configuration is
less acceptable than the baseline-configuration if both are α-grammatical and why the
wh-configuration is sensitive to the filler type whereas baseline is not. D-linking and
RM also both predict that which and adj pattern together, at least in wh-Islands. This
prediction also contradicts the data, which show a significant difference between which
and adj in the wh-Islands. The Minimalist account of Sabel (2002) only captures the
relative α-acceptability difference between baseline and the Island violations. But because he assumes that in German, extraction takes place from non-θ-positions, all Island
violations are predicted to be α-ungrammatical. In addition, wh-Islands and cnpccomp
should be equally α-ungrammatical because they both exhibit only one non-deletable *marked trace. The cnpcrel-configuration, on the other hand, is more α-ungrammatical
because relative clauses do not exhibit multiple specifiers. But according to my data,
α-acceptability for wh-Islands was higher than for CNPC violations and no overall difference between cnpccomp and cnpcrel could be detected.
The Memory Facilitating Hypothesis of Hofmeister (2008) can not be confirmed in its
simple form either. According to the MFH we would expect an α-acceptability ranking in
all groups with adj to be rated higher than which, and this in turn ranked higher than
bare. But the only group that exhibits this pattern is the cnpccomp-configuration.
Whereas no effect of filler type was found in baseline and cnpcrel, the wh-Island
provides counterevidence in showing significantly lower ratings for which than for bare.
It is reasonable to assume that in the wh-configuration an additional factor is at work
that increases acceptability of the bare-condition. This seems to be supported by the
fact that the wh-Island (wh) and the cnpccomp pattern alike in the which and adjcondition. From a processing perspective it could be argued that the difference between
cnpccomp and wh is that the former contains an additional discourse referent that
consumes memory capacity and this increases interference effects. Such effects cause
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the low α-acceptability of cnpccomp-bare. The interference effect and the processing
facilitation of informativity probably interact. In the wh-Island the which filler is more
specific than the bare wh-pronoun and consequently it increases memory costs as well as
integration costs for every subsequent discourse referent. Consequently, the which-NP
filler may be easier to retrieve, but, because wh-islands are comparably easy to process,
the increase in processing costs does not lead to an overall processing advantage. The
adj filler, on the other hand, is also more specific than the bare-filler and even more
specific than the which-filler. Although it is also more costly to process than the barefiller, its greater specificity results in an overall processing advantage at the retrieval
site, and therefore the adj-filler is more α-acceptable than the which-filler. In the
cnpccomp-configuration the bare-filler is penalized by interference effects that stem
from the additional discourse referent of the Island-inducing NP. Here every increase
of specificity of the filler phrase leads to higher α-acceptability, whereas again only the
difference between bare and adj leads to a significant improvement. In the easiest
(baseline) and in the most difficult (cnpcrel) sentence types, filler informativity
does not lead to an overall processing facilitation that is indicated by differences in αacceptability. The difference between baseline, wh and cnpccomp is neither captured
by the MFH, nor the activation based accounts. But that complementizers influence
sentence processing was shown by Kluender & Kutas (1993) even for non-Islands, as
discussed in 3.2.2.
The fact that the cnpcrel-configuration did not show any effects of filler manipulation resembles the results of Alexopoulou & Keller (2007), who report that α-acceptability
judgements of CNPC violations are rather insensitive to their experiment conditions
(gaps vs. resumptives) in comparison to wh-Islands. But the present results show that
such an insensitivity does not correlate with the traditional distinction of strong vs.
weak Islands because the cnpccomp-configuration was sensitive to filler manipulation.
So the generalization of Alexopoulou & Keller (2003, 2007) is too strong because it only
holds for CNPC violations with relative clauses, which was their only CNPC-type experiment material. Hence their distinction between grammatical violations, which cause
strong α-unacceptability and cannot be remedied, and weak violations, which are caused
by processing demands and may be remedied, must either be restricted to hold only for
cases of CNPC violations with relative clauses or abandoned altogether. I assume that
the different behavior of the CNPC violations in the present experiment is due to the
different status of the embedded clauses. Whereas the complement clause is expected
when the head noun is encountered, the relative clause is not. In an activation based
account the predictability of the complement clause facilitates processing because the
sentence structure is preactivated. The unpredictable relative clause, on the other hand,
leads to a comparable processing impairment, which may reach a threshold and results
in insensitivity for filler manipulation.
The analysis of the possible misparse revealed that the effect is rather weak and
not uniform. It seems that the lower ratings for which-condition in the baselineconfiguration stemmed from the low α-acceptability ratings of the subgroup in which
no misparse was possible. Additionally, wh-Islands showed a tendency that a possible
misparse resulted in higher α-acceptability. This leads to the assumption that structures
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that do not allow for rapid and easy integration of the filler into the matrix clause are
perceived less α-acceptable. From a parsing perspective it would be expected that
structures which allow for misparse would be less α-acceptable because they had to
be reanalysed. These effects should be further investigated. Though they show the
necessity to control for such properties of experimental items and support the claim
that acceptability judgements also depend on factors of linguistic performance.
The animacy of the wh-referent appeared to have considerable impact on α-acceptability. It must be mentioned that animacy always correlated with grammatical gender.
Animate referents were always masculine and inanimate referents were always neuter.
Animacy most likely adds to interference effects. It is expected that the strength of
the interference effect of animacy is dependent on the number of competing referents.
In baseline and wh, the inanimate referents should be preferred because all other
discourse referents (Nils, Jana) are animate. This preference should be at least less
strong in cnpccomp because an additional inanimate, and hence competing referent
(die Tatsache), is introduced. In cnpcrel this preference should be even weaker because it contains only one animate referent (Nils). In addition, we might expect a slight
preference for animate objects because the discourse referent, which was last encountered, and hence is most active, was inanimate (die Identität). It also functions as the
subject of the relative clause, as which it must be reactivated, and constitutes a strong
candidate for interference effect with inanimate referents. With exception of the whIslands, the principled prediction matches the α-acceptability pattern very well. Similar
predictions are also made by the Distinctness Principle of Schlesewsky & Bornkessel
(2004), which states that arguments must be maximally distinct. Fanselow et al. (2011)
also report an influence of animacy of the object on crossing effects in German multiple
wh-question. This indicates that the crucial property is animacy rather than grammatical gender because Fanselow et al. (2011) investigated only bare wh-pronouns (their
experiment 4). Another possible explanation may be given for the animacy effects: All
fillers were accusative objects of the embedded transitive verbs. Normally, objects of
transitive verbs tend to be inanimate (Comrie, 1989; Dowty, 1991). Consequently, sentences with inanimate wh-referents were judged more α-acceptable. This difference is
most present in quite α-acceptable structures (baseline) and disappears with decreasing α-acceptability. But such an explanation cannot account for the observation of the
inverse effect in the cnpcrel-configuration. Here animate wh-referents tend to be more
α-acceptable than inanimate wh-referents.

5.2. Experiment 2: Self-Paced Reading Study
5.2.1. Method
This experiment was conducted as a centered self-paced reading task (Just et al., 1982).
Participants read sentences word by word at their own pace on a computer screen, noncumulatively in a stationary window. They saw only one word at a time in the center
of the screen and could move on to the next word by pressing a button. I chose this
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paradigm rather than the often used moving window paradigm to avoid that participants
may get influenced by the display of the linear position.
For each item the participants saw a cross in the center of the screen, followed by a
declarative sentence, again a cross in the center of the screen, a question sentence, and
three immediately following answers which were located on the left hand side, in the
middle and on the right hand side of the screen. Punctuation was displayed with the
preceding segment, as shown in (6). After each answer selection subjects saw a response
on the screen, i. e. if their answer was right or wrong.
(6)

+ | Nils | wird | verraten, | dass | Jana | den | Betrüger | gedeckt | hat, | der |
auf | der | Flucht | war | und | hinreichend | bekannt | ist.| + | Wen | wird | Nils
| verraten, | dass | Jana | gedeckt | hat? |
den flüchtigen Betrüger

den müden Betrüger

den großen Dieb

The experiment was conducted in a lab room with a constant lighting. The experiment
computer was a AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core Processor with 2.0 GHz and 1022MB
RAM with a 19 inch LCD monitor. The experiment was run using the experiment software Presentation (Version 15.0). Text was displayed in black (rgb: 0,5,0), font Arial
and font size 21 on a light grey background (rgb: 215, 215, 215). For an input device we
used a modified 1.000 Hz keyboard. We removed all keys except the space bar and three
buttons in the top row, corresponding to the letters “Q” (left), “Z” (middle) and “Ü”
(right) on a German layout. The space bar was used to move on from one segment to
the next and with the letter keys participants selected the respective answers. Reaction
times were recorded for each segment except for the crosses.
Participants were instructed to read as fast as they could, in order to understand the
sentences and answer the questions correctly (the instruction text is given in the appendix). Every participant saw the same six training items to become acquainted with
the task and minimize the chance of extreme reading times in the beginning of the experiment. Every participant saw thirty-six experiment items and one-hundred-ten fillers
that also conformed to the context-question-answer pattern. One-hundred of these fillers
were items of other experiments. In sum each participant saw 146 stimuli, which were
grouped in five blocks of twenty-nine and thirty items. Between every block the participants could pause as long as they wanted. The item list for each participant was
pseudo-randomized using the program Mix (van Carsteren & Davis, 2006) with the constraint that two experimental items did never appear in succession. Experiments took
approximately forty minutes.

5.2.2. Material
The stimuli consisted of thirty-six pairs of declarative context sentences and corresponding question sentences. The sentences varied in six experimental conditions (2x3 factor
design). The questions were either a wh-extraction out of an embedded complement
clause (baseline) or a complex noun phrase violation (cnpccomp) with a wh-extraction
out of a complement clause of a noun. The context sentences for these two conditions
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varied in respect to the presence or absence of the island inducing noun phrase in order
to constitute appropriate contexts for the following questions. Within each condition the
fronted wh-phrase was either an interrogative pronoun (bare), a which-NP interrogative
(which) or a which-NP interrogative with two additional modifiers, an adverb followed
by an adjective (adj). Each participant saw each item in one of these six conditions and
six lexicalizations per condition following a Latin square. Examples (7) and (8) provide
a sample item in all six conditions:
(7)

baseline-bare/which/adj:
a. Nils wird verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der
Nils will betray that Jana the beguiler backed has, who on the
Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
escape was and acceptably known is
‘Nils will betray that Jana has backed the beguiler who was on the run and
is acceptably known.’
b. Weni / Welchen Betrügeri / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird
who which
beguiler which
acceptably known
beguiler will
Nils verraten, dass Jana ti gedeckt hat?
Nils betray that Jana backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which acceptably known beguiler will Nils betray that
Jana has backed?’

(8)

cnpccomp-bare/which/adj:
a. Nils wird die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der
Nils will the fact
betray that Jana the beguiler backed has, who
auf der Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
on the escape was and acceptably known is
‘Nils will betray the fact that Jana has backed the beguiler who was on the
run and is acceptably known.’
b. Weni / Welchen Betrügeri / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird
who which
beguiler which
acceptably known
beguiler will
Nils die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana ti gedeckt hat?
Nils the fact
betray that Jana backed has
‘Who/ Which beguiler/ Which acceptably known beguiler will Nils betray the
fact that Jana has backed?’

The material of this study was a proper subset of the material of the acceptability
study, so for a more detailed discussion the reader is referred to section 5.1.2. The only
additional material consists of the answer alternatives which were presented after each
question. All answer possibilities were sequences of a definite article, an adjective and
a noun. Each triple contained the correct answer that referred to the relative clause
of the context sentence, a wrong answer that contained the same determiner and the
same noun but a wrong adjective, and a third answer that only acted as distractor. Line
breaks were inserted after the adjective to avoid problems of displaying. A sample of
such an answer triple is provided in (9).
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(9)

Sample of answer possibilities of the self-paced reading task
correct
a.)

den flüchtigen
Betrüger
‘the fugitive beguiler’

related
b.) den müden
Betrüger
‘the tired beguiler’

distractor
c.) den großen
Dieb
‘the tall thief’

5.2.3. Participants
Fifty-one students of the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin participated in this experiment. Seventeen participants were undergraduate students of English and received
course credits for participation. One of them was excluded because of a bilingual
background and two others were excluded because they were left-handed. Additionally thirty-four participants were recruited via a participant data base and received 7
EUR for participation. In sum, data of forty-eight participants were analyzed. All selected participants were native speakers of German, right-handed, and of ages ranging
from eighteen to thirty-six.

5.2.4. Predictions
The Memory Facilitation Hypothesis of Hofmeister (2008) predicts a processing facilitation for more informative filler phrases which should be visible at least in the retrieval
region at the end of the embedded clause. The activation based account would also
predict that retrieval is facilitated by more specific filler phrases. But put together, this
facilitation is caused by a decreasing interference effect. Hence the processing facilitating effect of filler informativity should be greater in the Island condition because the
additional intervener increases interference effects. Under the assumption that grammatical constraints influence reading times, it would be expected that D-linked fillers
(which,adj) may pattern together and that reading times in cnpccomp differ categorically from baseline after encountering the Island inducing NP.

5.2.5. Results
The overall answer accuracy for the experiment stimuli (items and fillers) ranged between
74% and 98%. No participant was excluded on ground of the answer accuracy5 , but only
stimuli that were answered correctly have been regarded for analysis. The reading times
were log-transformed (natural logarithm) to reduce skewness of the data. According to
graphical data inspection, I removed all reading times greater than 2981 ms and smaller
than 55 ms which comprised the most extreme outliers. This affected 63 data points or
0.04% of the data. Residual reading times of all experiment stimuli (items and fillers)
were calculated for every participant (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986). Predictions for reading
5

With an answer probability of 1/3 from 146 trials even 40% correct answers have a probability of less
than 0.05.
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times depending on word length are achieved by a linear regression model with the logtransformed reading times as response variable and the length of characters per segment
as predictor variable for every participant. The difference between the predicted reading
times of the model and the actual measured reading time is the residual reading time.
Accordingly smaller residual reading times correspond to faster actual reading times.
Subsequently, I removed all residual reading times with 2.5 standard deviations from
zero and refitted the model. This affected 4071 data points or 2.6% of the data. In
the following I will only report analyses of the interrogative sentences and the answer
times of the experiment items. Statistical analyses were conducted using the statistic
software R (R. Core Team, 2012) and the packages nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2012) and
ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009).
Filler Type
To report effects of the filler type, I will divide the interrogative sentence in four main
regions: the region before the island inducing DP, the island inducing DP itself, the
region after the island inducing DP and the retrieval region following the gap site, as
shown in (10). The first region is identical in both configurations and therefore no differences are expected. The second region only appears in the cnpccomp-configuration
but is the same for all filler types. The third region is interesting because it consists of
the same words in both configurations but is expected to show the processing differences
induced by the complex NP. The last region is of special interest because it consists of
the two segments (verb and auxiliary) which are expected to show differences in retrieval
in correlation with different filler types.
(10)

Weni /Welchen Betrügeri /Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrügeri wird Nils |
(die Tatsache) | verraten, dass Jana | i gedeckt hat?

Mean residual reading times per segment are displayed in figure 5.4 for the baselineconfiguration and in figure 5.5 for the cnpccomp-configuration respectively.
The first region consists of the interrogative pronoun wen/welchen, the two modifiers hinreichend bekannten (only adj), the interrogative NP Betrüger (only which and
adj), the main clause auxiliary wird, and the main clause subject Nils. The interrogative
pronoun and the two modifier segments will not be regarded in this analysis.
Reading times for the interrogative NP Betrüger in both configurations (baseline and
cnpccomp) were numerically longer when it was preceded by modifiers (adj) compared
to the simple which-NP filler (which). However, this difference didn’t reach significance
(baseline: F1 (1, 47) = 2.208, p = 0.144; F2 (1, 35) = 3.183, p = 0.083, cnpccomp:
F1 (1, 47) < 1; F2 (1, 35) < 1). Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs (filler type × sentence type) for the two following segments showed a significant main effect of filler type
on the main auxiliary (F1 (2, 92) = 6.966, p = 0.002; F2 (2, 68) = 6.571, p = 0.002) and
on the main clause subject (F1 (2, 92) = 14.353, p = 3.75 × 10−6 ; F2 (2, 68) = 14.767, p =
4.72 × 10−6 ). In the baseline-configuration residual reading times on the main clause
auxiliary for adj were not significantly longer than which (t(536) = 2.338, p = 0.020)
but significantly longer than bare (t(529) = 3.017, p = 0.003) after correction for
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Figure 5.4.: Time curve of the mean residual reading times in the baselineconfiguration. Errorbars show 95% confidence intervals.
multiple testing (α < 0.017). On the main clause subject, residual reading times
for adj were significantly longer than for both which (t(536) = 2.657, p = 0.008)
and bare (t(529) = 4.164, p = 3.646 × 10−5 ) even after correction. On both segments the mean residual reading times for which were longer than for bare, but
this differences was not significant. In the cnpccomp-configuration residual reading
times of the main clause auxiliary for adj were longer than for which, which in turn
were longer than for bare. But even the greatest difference between bare and adj
(t(542) = 2.351, p = 0.019) didn’t remain significant after correction. At the main clause
subject, on the other hand, adj caused significantly longer residual reading times than
bare (t(536) = 3.209, p = 0.001) even after correction. Again the which-condition was
intermediate between adj and bare, but both differences were not significant. Because
at this point segments of the interrogative clauses in both configurations are identical in
each filler condition, all differences between baseline and cnpccomp must stem from
the different context sentences.
The second region consists of the determiner and the noun of the Island inducing DP.
This region was only present in the cnpccomp-configuration. At the determiner, the
pattern of the previous region continued. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA showed
a significant effect of filler type (F1 (2, 94) = 4.165, p = 0.019; F2 (2, 70) = 3.935, p =
0.024). Subsequent t-tests revealed that residual reading times for adj were longer than
for which (t(241) = 2.180, p = 0.030) and longer than for bare (t(241) = 2.572, p =
0.010), but only the latter remained significant after correction (α < 0.017). These
differences persist only numerically at the Island inducing noun. On this segment no
significant effect of filler type was observable (F1 (2, 94) = 1.69, p = 0.19; F2 (2, 70) =
2.369, p = 0.101).
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Figure 5.5.: Time curve of the mean residual reading times in the cnpccompconfiguration. Errorbars show 95% confidence intervals.
The third region consists of the main clause verb, the complementizer and the embedded clause subject. In the baseline-configuration the pattern of the first main
region continued. One-way repeated measures ANOVAs showed significant effects of
filler type on the main verb (F1 (2, 94) = 12.41, p = 1.65 × 10−5 ; F2 (2, 70) = 6.539, p =
0.003) and on the complementizer (F1 (2, 94) = 5.99, p = 0.004; F2 (2, 70) = 4.571, p =
0.014). On the main verb residual reading times for adj were longer than for which
(t(528) = 2.063, p = 0.040) and significantly longer than for bare (t(514) = 3.530, p =
4.523 × 10−4 ) after correction (α < 0.017). On the complementizer adj caused significantly longer residual reading times than both which (t(535) = 2.647, p = 0.008) and
bare (t(527) = 2.882, p = 0.004) even after correction. On both segments differences
between which and bare were not significant. At the embedded clause subject, the
numerical order of the filler conditions was the same but yielded no significant effect
(F1 (2, 94) = 2.445, p = 0.092; F2 (2, 70) = 1.486, p = 0.233).
In the cnpccomp-configuration the pattern unfolded differently. Numerically, the whichcondition exhibited the shortest residual reading times resulting in a which<bare<adjorder till the end of the sentence. But one way repeated measures ANOVAs didn’t show
significant effects of filler type on the first segment after the Island inducing noun, the
main clause verb (F1 (2, 94) = 2.343, p = 0.102; F2 (2, 70) = 1.775, p = 0.177), nor on the
complementizer (F1 (2, 94) = 1.542, p = 0.219; F2 (2, 70) = 2.408, p = 0.0974), nor on the
embedded clause subject(F1 (2, 94) = 0.993, p = 0.374; F2 (2, 70) = 1.477, p = 0.235).
The retrieval region consists of the embedded clause verb and auxiliary. In the
baseline-configuration, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of
filler type at the embedded verb (F1 (2, 94) = 6.107, p = 0.003; F2 (2, 70) = 3.321, p =
0.042). Residual reading times for adj were again significantly longer than for bare
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(t(525) = 2.806, p = 0.005). On the embedded auxiliary (F1 (2, 94) = 8.898, p =
2.89−4 ; F2 (2, 70) = 6.9, p = 0.002) adj was read significantly slower than both which
(t(524) = 3.150, p = 0.002) and bare (t(518) = 3.604, p = 3.437 × 10−4 ).
In the cnpccomp-configuration significant effects of filler type appeared again on the
embedded verb, at least in the subject analysis (F1 (2, 94) = 3.208, p = 0.045; F2 (2, 70) =
2.649, p = 0.078), and on the embedded auxiliary in both analyses (F1 (2, 94) = 3.575, p =
0.032; F2 (2, 70) = 4.56, p = 0.014). Subsequent t-tests revealed that on the embedded
verb residual reading times for adj were significantly longer than for which (t(529) =
2.506, p = 0.012). On the embedded auxiliary residual reading times for adj were significantly longer than for which (t(529) = 2.731, p = 0.007) but didn’t remain significantly
longer than for bare (t(523) = 2.217, p = 0.027) after correction (α < 0.017).
On all segments after the interrogative phrase, residual reading times for bare and
which didn’t show any significant differences. Even if these differences were not significant, it is interesting to note that while the bare condition was the fastest in the preIsland regions in both configurations and in the whole baseline-configuration, which
was numerically the fastest in the cnpccomp configuration in the whole post-Island
region and the only condition which was significantly faster than adj in the retrieval
region. The only segment in the baseline-configuration where reading times were so
similar that no significant effect of filler type could be detected was the embedded clause
subject. In the cnpccomp configuration, on the other hand, residual reading times
for the whole region from the Island inducing noun till the embedded verb exhibited
non-significant differences.
Sentence Type
Sentence type had no overall effect on the residual reading times. Suspicious differences between the sentence types could be detected only at two segments. These
are the matrix verb and the embedded verb in the bare condition. One-way repeated measures ANOVAs showed a main effect of sentence type for the matrix verb
(F1 (1, 47) = 7.409, p = 0.009; F2 (1, 35) = 3.24, p = 0.081) and for the embedded verb
(F1 (1, 47) = 4.985, p = 0.030; F2 (1, 35) = 3.85, p = 0.058) which both failed to reach
significance in the items analysis. Subsequent t-tests revealed that residual reading
times were non-significantly shorter in the baseline-configuration on the matrix verb
(t(503) = 1.908, p = 0.057) or on the embedded verb (t(524) = 1.8178, p = 0.070).
Contrasts of residual reading times of the two verbs are displayed in figure 5.6.
Misparse and Animacy
This subsection contains the analysis of factors that were balanced over the items and
have to be interpreted with great precaution. As in the analysis of the acceptability
judgement, I will only report subjects analyses (F1 ) as results of a repeated measures
ANOVA, i.e. as within subject effects. F2 -values will only report between items effects of
the means per item. Within item analyses are impossible because levels of the balanced
factors always correlate with the lexical material of the items.
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Figure 5.6.: Contrast of residual reading times of the matrix verb and the embedded verb
in the different sentence types. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Half of the items allowed for a misparse. The lexical frame of the verb either allowed to integrate the fronted filler as the object of the matrix verb or not. In the
present experiment this concerned only the items in the baseline-configuration. Only
the main clause subject (Nils) showed a significant effect of Misparse (F1 (1, 43) =
6.377, p = 0.015; F2 (1, 34) = 5.22, p = 0.029). Subsequent one-way ANOVAs revealed
that this effect was only due to the baseline-adj-condition (F1 (1, 216) = 4.859, p =
0.029; F2 (1, 43) = 9.925, p = 0.003) in which items that allowed for misparse correlated
with significantly shorter residual reading times than items that would not allow for
misparse (t(261) = 3.048, p = 0.003). No other segment or region showed a significant
effect of misparse.
Half of the items contained an animate wh-referent (who) and half an inanimate whreferent (what). Effects of animacy of the wh-referent can be observed at two regions, as
displayed in figure 5.7. At the embedded auxiliary (hat), a three-way ANOVA (sentence
type × filler type × animacy) showed a main effect of animacy (F1 (1, 37) = 4.968, p =
0.032; F2 (1, 34) = 3.115, p = 0.087) and an interaction of animacy and sentence type
(F1 (1, 41) = 4.251, p = 0.046; F2 (1, 170) = 3.573, p = 0.060), significant at least in
the subjects analysis. Closer inspection by two-way ANOVAs (filler type × animacy)
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revealed that this effect is caused solely by the baseline-configuration, in which a significant main effect of animacy could be detected (F1 (1, 43) = 9.760, p = 0.003; F2 (1, 34) =
7.022, p = 0.012) as opposed to the cnpccomp-configuration (F1 (1, 43) < 1; F2 (1, 34) <
1). The embedded auxiliary was read significantly faster if the referent of the wh-referent
was inanimate (t(782) = 3.003, p = 0.003). The effect was stable between filler types.
No interaction of filler type and animacy was found.
In the cnpccomp condition, on the other hand, an effect of animacy could be observed for the three-segment region consisting of Island inducing NP (Tatsache), main
verb (verraten) and complementizer (dass). A three-way ANOVA (segment × filler
type × animacy) showed a significant main effect of animacy (F1 (1, 31) = 4.584, p =
0.040; F2 (1, 34) = 4.162, p = 0.049). A subsequent t-test revealed that animate whreferents correlated with significantly shorter residual reading times for this region
(t(2381) = 2.485, p = 0.013). No effect of animacy was found in the baselineconfiguration (F1 (1, 37) = 2.159, p = 0.1502; F2 (1, 24) = 1.417, p = 0.2455), even though
only main verb and complementizer contributed to the test because this sentence type
did not contain Island inducing NPs.
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Figure 5.7.: Mean residual reading times contrasted with the animacy of the wh-referent.
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

Answer Times
Only correct responses were considered for analysis of the answer times. Answer accuracies per participant for the experiment items subset ranged between 78% and 100%.
Answer times were log-transformed (natural logarithm) to reduce skewness of the data.
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Prior to analysis all answer times greater than 10 sec were excluded, this affected 1
data point or 0.06% of the data. Answer times are displayed in figure 5.8. A two-way
repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of sentence type (F1 (1, 45) =
4.779, p = 0.034; F2 (1, 33) = 3.943, p = 0.055) and filler type (F1 (2, 91) = 8.933, p =
2.87 × 10−4 ; F2 (2, 67) = 2.843, p = 0.065), at least in the subjects analyses. Subsequent
t-tests revealed that answer times for adj were shorter than for which (t(1085) =
2.169, p = 0.030) and significantly shorter than for bare (t(1078) = 2.427, p = 0.015)
after correction for multiple testing (α = 0.017). Differences between bare and which
didn’t reach significance (t(1088) = 0.266, p = 0.791). Answer times for baseline were
shorter than for cnpccomp (t(1627) = 1.766, p = 0.078) although the t-test failed to
reach significance. Neither misparse nor animacy of the wh-referent had any significant
effect on answer times. There was also no effect of the experiment conditions on answer
accuracy. The accuracies per condition ranged between 93% and 95.5%.
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Figure 5.8.: Answer times of the self-paced reading study. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

5.2.6. Discussion
The fact that reading times between the baseline and cnpccomp did not differ after
encountering the matrix verb indicates that participants read both configurations alike
and did not stop parsing after encountering the Island structure.
The results show that the filler type has considerable influence on the reading times
of the subsequent sentences. I assume that this difference in reading times reflects a
difference in cognitive processing that is multifactorial. Interestingly, which-NP fillers
(which) patterned with the bare wh-pronoun. There was no segment where these two
conditions showed a significant difference. Generally both of these conditions were read
faster than the most informative adj-condition. The fact that reading time differences
disappeared at the embedded subject in both sentence types and reappeared at the
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retrieval region indicates that reading time differences between the filler types are not
the consequence of a tactic of the participant to simply memorize the filler for question
answering, which would result in greater memory load for adj. Rather, the observed
reading time differences are due to on-line sentence processing.
The most informative filler of the adj-condition caused longer reading times in the
matrix clause. This effect lasted until the embedded clause subject in the baselineconfiguration and until the Island inducing NP in the cnpccomp-configuration. In both
sentence types this effect reappeared in the supposed retrieval region, i. e. the verb and
the auxiliary of the embedded clause. I assume that these longer reading times in the
main clause are caused by a memory effect: The human sentence processor tends to keep
the filler phrase active for rapid integration at the gap site (cf. Kluender & Kutas, 1993).
During the whole matrix clause, this results in greater memory consumption for a more
informative filler. With encountering the matrix verb of the baseline-configuration,
the matrix clause gets chunked into a propositional unit and deleted from memory. This
process may spill over (Mitchell, 1984) onto the immediately following complementizer.
In the cnpccomp condition the advantage of bare and which over adj already disappeared with encountering the Island inducing NP. In this case the human processor is
confronted with an increase in memory load caused by the additional discourse referent.
This discourse referent also interferes with the already activated concepts of the filler and
the main clause subject. As in the baseline-configuration the matrix clause gets chunked at the matrix verb and this spills over onto the complementizer. The comparison of
the main verbs (figure 5.6) showed that reading times for bare-fillers, which were fastest
in the baseline-configuration, were slower in the cnpccomp-configuration. Both other
filler types showed almost no difference between the sentence types. This indicates that
the integration process at the main verb with an additional discourse referent gets more
impeded if the filler is less informative. Conditions with more informative fillers, such
as which and adj, seem to be more robust for integration of additional discourse reference. The type of filler thus had influence on the processing of the main verb although
the filler was not semantically integrated into the main verb. Two consequences arise
from this fact: First, the fact that the filler types had an effect shows that the fillers
are somehow involved in processing the main verb. This sensitivity of the main verb
may support the Active Filler Hypothesis (Frazier, 1987, 548), according to which the
processor tries to integrate fillers as soon as possible or it is grounded in interference
effects between the concept of the filler and the main clause arguments which had to be
integrated. It is noteworthy, the Dependency Locality Theory of Gibson (1998, 2000)
does not predict an influence of the filler type on the integration at the verb because the
filler does not locally intervene between the verb and the arguments. Second, this also
points towards a model that includes semantico-conceptual properties of discourse referents because checking for phrase structural parsing at the verb site would be the same
for all filler types. But the checking process must be sensitive to the internal structure
of the filler.
At the embedded verb the referent of the filler phrase has to be retrieved for the
integration process. Here again the most informative filler (adj) took the longest time
to get fully activated/integrated whereas the bare wh-pronoun and the which-NP filler
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were not significantly different. The fact that in the cnpccomp-configuration, only the
which-condition was read significantly faster than the slowest adj seems to indicate
that the more informative which-NP allows for a faster retrieval than the less informative bare condition. And the analysis of the reading times at the embedded verb (see
figure 5.6) shows a similar pattern as for the main verb. Reading times for the embedded verb in the bare-condition were slower in the cnpccomp-configuration whereas
(almost) no difference could have been detected for the which- and adj-condition. The
observation that the retrieval/integration process at the verb site and its spillover regions
are subject to interference effects of the discourse referents is supported by the observed
animacy effects. In the baseline condition both discourse referents, the main clause
subject (Nils) and the embedded clause subject (Jana), are animate. At the retrieval
site, i. e. at the embedded auxiliary (taken as the spillover region of the embedded
verb), the fillers were retrieved faster if their referents was inanimate. This matches
perfectly with the assumption that animate wh-referents interfere much stronger with
the subject-referents than inanimate ones and consequently cause longer time for retrieval. At the matrix verb only one discourse referent is a possible competitor, the matrix subject Nils. Hence possible interference effects due to animacy of the wh-referent
are assumably rather small. In the cnpccomp configuration, however, there are two
activated discourse referents when encountering the matrix verb: the animate matrix
subject (Nils) and the inanimate Island inducing DP (die Tatsache). The latter one
is assumably more activated because it was encountered as last and is a definite DP
(cf. section 3.2.2). Consequently, at the region including the matrix verb, reading times
were faster for animate wh-referents because in this configuration inanimate wh-referents
interfered with the inanimate Island inducing DP. At the embedded verb no effect of
animacy is observable. Maybe the effect of the different discourse referents is almost
equilibrated after activating another animate referent, the embedded subject (Jana).
These different effects of animacy for the different sentence types can not be captured
by an approach that predicts a preference for inanimate objects in transitive structures
(cf. section 5.1.6).
The possibility of misparse, i. e. to make the wrong assumption that the filler phrase
is the matrix clause object, had no effect on segments’ reading times. A significant
effect was only found for the main clause subject in the baseline configuration. This is
rather puzzling because at this point both configurations consisted of exactly the same
segments but no such effect was observed in cnpccomp. This effect then could only be
due to the different context sentences.
The results of the self-paced reading study do not confirm the Information Facilitation Hypothesis of Hofmeister (2008), at least not for German. Only providing a more
informative filler does not speed up the retrieval. Contrarily, the most informative filler
phrase (adj) exhibited the slowest reading times. But more informative filler phrases
(which and adj) seem to be more robust6 with respect to interveners or difficult intervening structures. In general the presented results are quite similar to those of Hofmeister
6

This is maybe a similar effect as the one reported by Boxell (2012), which he calls the stabilising
function of D-linking. But even if the observed effects may have the same cause, his conceptual
assumptions differ crucially from mine. Therefore his stabilising and the observed robustness of the
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(2008). At the retrieval regions (verbs), the baseline and cnpccomp-configuration did
not show differences in reading times for the condition with which-NP fillers. The crucial contrast to Hofmeister (2008) is that he reported longer reading times for the bare
wh-phrase than for the which-NP filler in the Island configuration. The analysis of the
embedded verbs showed a similar tendency: The embedded verb in cnpccomp-bare
exhibits slower reading times compared to the baseline-configuration. However, the
difference between cnpccomp-bare and cnpccomp-which is far from being significant. Additionally, Hofmeister (2008, experiments 4 & 5) reported decreasing reading
times for similar filler types such as the adj-condition, e.g. what/which poll /which political poll. Though the present study differed in several respects from the ones carried
out by Hofmeister (2008): First, I used a centered self-paced reading task instead of a
moving window paradigm. Second, the present study was conducted in German which
shows a verb final structure in embedded clauses. Maybe both factors lead to different
behaviours especially in the sentence final region. Third, in the present study subjects
read an appropriate context sentence and a real interrogative clause, whereas Hofmeister
(2007) provided an embedded interrogative clause without context7 . Because the context sentence led to a preactivation of the discourse referents and the respective sentence
structure, reading time differences due to activation processes might be diminished. Despite these dissimilarities the present study contained a more informative filler (adj),
which is also formally more complex. This filler type caused significantly longer reading
times in both sentence types. This observation leads to the hypothesis that not only the
conceptual structure but also the formal structure plays an important role in retrieval
processes. This may be explained in terms of the principles Minimize Form and Maximize On-line Processing of Hawkins (2004) (see section 2.1). While the ratio of form
and informativity for which-NPs is quite high, the extra form of the two modifiers in the
adj condition doesn’t bring that much information to equilibrate. For example, the bare
wh-pronoun only encodes the animacy of the referent and case8 , wen ‘who:acc’ vs. was
‘what’. The which-NP filler exhibits an additional word but also encodes information
about number, lexical meaning of the noun, which also includes grammatical gender, and
explicit case marking also for inanimate referents, e. g. welchen Betrüger ‘which:sg.acc
betrayer(m)’. So with one additional word a great amount of additional information is
encoded. The adj-filler, on the other hand, only encodes one additional lexical modification per word, e. g. (welchen) hinreichend bekannten (Betrüger) ‘(which:sg.acc)
acceptably known:acc.m.sg (betrayer(m))’. An overview of encoded information and
Form is given in table 5.1. This table illustrates the trade-off which may results from the
interplay of an impairment by increasing form and the facilitation by increasing informativity. This hypothesis also matches the observation of Hofmeister (2008), who found
a processing facilitation of which soldier vs. which person. In this case the increase of
lexical specificity comes without extra form and hence leads to overall processing facilpresent study cannot be unified.
Actually experiment 4 of Hofmeister (2008) also provided a context declarative sentence with a
corresponding interrogative question.
8
The inanimate interrogative pronoun was ‘what’ is homomorph for all cases in German whereas the
animate interrogative pronoun wer ‘who.nom’ exhibits explicit case marking.
7
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itation. Additionally, this hypothesis may explain the differences between the present
results and the ones of Hofmeister (2008). Because English has neither case inflection
nor a grammatical gender system for lexical nouns, the relation between encoded information and formal weight of the filler types differ from the German ones as exemplified
in the lower half of table 5.1. I make the simplest assumptions and take the number
of words as indicator for formal weight and take lexical and grammatical meaning as
comparable. These assumptions surely have to be refined.
Filler
Type

Example

Encoded Information

Number of
Encoded
Information

Number
of Words
≈ Form

bare

wen
‘who:acc’

animacy, case

2

1

which

welchen Betrüger1
‘which:sg.acc betrayer(m)’

animacy, case,
number, gender,
lex1

5

2

adj

welchen hinreichend3 bekannten2 Betrüger1
‘which:sg.acc acceptably
known:acc.m.sg betrayer(m)’

animacy, case,
number, gender,
lex1 , lex2 , lex3

7

4

simple

what

animacy

1

1

which

which poll1

animacy, number,
lex1

3

2

complex which political2 poll1

animacy, number,
lex1 , lex2

4

3

Table 5.1.: Relation of encoded information and formal weight of the filler types; English
examples are taken from Hofmeister (2008, 103); lexi indicates the lexical
information encoded by the coindexed element.
Overall, the answer times of adj were the fastest of all three filler conditions and
significantly faster than bare. Two explanations are plausible: First, answer times
can be interpreted as reflecting a sentence final wrap-up process, which is a global sentence interpretation (cf. Kluender & Kutas, 1993). More informative fillers facilitate the
global interpretation and consequently participants showed faster reaction times in the
decision task. The Second explanation is that the number of pieces of information that
is provided by the adj filler type facilitates the decision task because it logically restricts the set of possible answers. Whereas bare allows all answer possibilities, which
constrains the set to the correct and the related answers. The modifiers of adj excluded the answer with the matching modifiers of the context sentence. Hence only the
adj-condition allowed to answer the question without matching the answers with two
possibilities of the context sentence. This explanation therefore matches the observation
that only the difference between bare and adj was significant, but bare and which
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almost patterned alike. But, on the other hand, this explanation cannot account for the
difference in answer times between the sentence types. The wrap-up approach however
would predict that also global sentence interpretation is impeded by the additional discourse referent of the cnpccomp-configuration. In these terms it seems most plausible
that the difference between adj and bare/which is mostly due to the necessity of accessing contextual information in bare/which. This does not exclude the possibility
that wrap-up processes might also had an influence on the answer times. Differences in
answer times between the sentence types are solely due to the sentence final wrap-up
process. Whereas it would be logically possible to attribute this answer time contrast
to the α-ungrammaticality of cnpccomp, it remains conceptual totally unclear why
α-ungrammaticality, in absence of processing difficulties, should increase answer times.

5.3. General Discussion
At first glance it might seem as if there is no correlation between the results of the
acceptability judgement and the self-paced reading study. But in more detailed examination some remarkable parallels can be found. First, it must be stated that the
discussed grammatical Island accounts, the minimalist account of Sabel (2002) and Relativized Minimality (Rizzi, 1990; Cinque, 1990; Rizzi, 2001; Starke, 2001) could not
account for the relative α-acceptability between the sentence types. And even with reference to D-linking (Pesetsky, 1987), they are still not able to explain the differences of
α-acceptability within the sentence types, caused by the different types of fillers. The
only differences between sentence types that were correctly predicted are the contrasts
of the α-grammatical baseline and the Island violations. The only differences within
sentence types that were correctly predicted are within baseline and within cnpcrel,
in which no difference due to filler type could be observed.
A processing based explanation, on the other hand, can capture the α-acceptability
data more accurately and can be backed by the on-line processing results of the selfpaced reading study. The α-acceptability differences between the sentence types were
generally predicted. The lower α-acceptability of the wh-configuration was caused by the
complementizer ob ‘whether’. The impact of different complementizers on processing and
α-acceptability was shown by Kluender & Kutas (1993), even independent from Islands.
The difference of the CNPC violation and baseline/wh was due to the additional
discourse referent which enlarged the distance of the filler gap dependency and increased
interference effects. This is reflected by longer reading times at the main verb and at the
embedded verb in the bare-condition as well as by longer answer times for cnpccomp.
Concerning the α-acceptability within the baseline condition I concluded that filler
type had no influence on α-acceptability because this sentence type is rather easy to
process. The strong effect of animacy of the wh-referent supports the hypothesis that the
non-existence of filler type effects is not simply due to the α-grammaticality of baseline.
This effect showed exactly the tendency that is predicted by the activation based account
and it was also apparent in the reading times at the retrieval site. Hence α-acceptability
of α-grammatical structures may depend on processing factors. The variation of α-
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acceptability within the wh-Island can be covered by the processing account, as discussed
in section 5.1.6. The variation within the cnpccomp shows a linear correlation between
α-acceptability and increasing filler informativity. It was paralleled by the observation of
robustness of reading times at the verb sites due to sentence type. Again, the difference in
α-acceptability due to animacy of the wh-referent showed the tendency that is expected
under the processing account and it was also observable in the reading times at the main
verb.
This leads to the hypothesis that processing facilitation falls in at least two categories.
The overall informativity of a discourse referent leads to an advantage in sentence final
interpretation processes, whereas a high formal weight penalizes on-line processing. In
this way the adj-filler caused long reading times but showed robustness at retrieval sites
and increased α-acceptability for wh and cnpccomp. According to the principles Minimize Form and Maximize On-line Processing (Hawkins, 2004), any informativity that
minimizes interference effects and exhibits few form as possible will also lead to an online processing advantage. This is reflected by the which-filler that patterns in reading
times with bare but shows a similar robustness as adj. Animacy of the wh-referent
provides processing facilitation without any additional form. Consequently it has influence on both on-line processing, as observable in reading times, and on α-acceptability
due to facilitation of sentence final interpretation. For the cnpcrel-configuration it
needs to be stipulated that the robustness of filler informativity cannot compensate for
any processing difficulties. But again the processing approach predicted a processing
impediment caused by the unpredictability of the relative clause and by the additional
distance dependency compared to cnpccomp.
In the light of this analysis it can be concluded that the D-linking account appears to
be a rough generalisation that captures the increase of informativity and the resulting
processing advantage in a two way distinction. But the present results showed that there
are at least three degrees of filler informativity that have to be considered. Additionally,
D-linking effects are also observable without context, hence it is rather unlikely that it
is a discourse property.
The distinction between strong and weak Islands can be viewed in similar fashion.
First it was shown that CNPC violations with complement clauses are sensitive to processing facilitation. Hence the claim of Alexopoulou & Keller (2007) that Islands are
constituted by grammatical constraint cannot be maintained. Additionally, I reported
tendencies that the animacy of the wh-referent also has an impact on the α-acceptability
of CNPC violations with relative clauses. This supports the initial hypothesis that Islands are not due to grammatical constraints but the results of processing difficulties.
Even if that claim may be too strong for the amount of data, it can be said that all
types of tested Islands are sensitive to processing factors.
The Memory Facilitation Hypothesis of Hofmeister (2008) must be revised on grounds
of the present results. First, it must be added that there is a trade-off between informativity and formal weight. Only an increase of informativity that comes without extra
form leads to an overall processing advantage. And second, that the resulting advantage
is dependent on the environments, i.e. it is only effective if a certain processing load is
exceeded. In general the MFH may be captured by an activation based account that
predicts less interference effects with greater informativity.
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In sum, the experiments have shown that the proposed processing account provides
a (better) explanation for the variation in α-acceptability between and within sentence
types (Islands) as opposed to the discussed grammatical approaches. The results of the
two presented experiments exhibit striking correlations. The relation between processing
and α-acceptability appeared not to be a simple one. It was argued that more information generally seems to facilitate sentence final interpretation and thus α-acceptability,
whereas on-line processing is rather subject to the trade-off of information and form.
Recently Sprouse et al. (2012a) pointed out that they could not find any correlation
between α-acceptability judgments and working memory tests. For serious objections
and comments thereon the reader is referred to Hofmeister et al. (2012a), Sprouse et al.
(2012b) and Hofmeister et al. (2012b). I only want to add three points. First, the
processing model, that is rejected by Sprouse et al. (2012a) is different from the present
one. As exemplified in section 3.2 language processing is assumed to be highly interdependent. Therefore Island violations cannot be described as the addition of an
Island configuration and a filler gap dependency. Second, Sprouse et al. (2012a) assume
that a processing advantage, like working memory capacity, correlates directly with αacceptability. The previous analysis, however, suggested that the correlation between
processing and α-acceptability is much more complicated. Third, Sprouse et al. (2012a)
did not show that the working memory capacity, which they have tested, had an influence on on-line processing, such as reading times. In conclusion this discussion did
not contain striking arguments against the present account but highlights the need for
a detailed investigation of the nature of α-acceptability.
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In this thesis I have argued for a view that considers syntactic Islands not as a phenomenon of grammar but attributes its difficult status in languages to processing difficulty. I will briefly reconsider the presented arguments.
In chapter 2 I outlined an account which considers linguistic pattern formation as
the establishment of linguistic relations. The establishment is dependent on three basic
properties: the type of relation, the type of the partaking elements and the distance
between the elements. This was supported by a formulation of activation potentials in
the ACT-R theory. In the third chapter I recapitulated the history of generative Island
accounts. I showed that purely syntactic accounts are insufficient to account for Island
phenomena, and that semantic and pragmatic factors need to be included. Furthermore
I have shown that an adequate explanation must be strongly representational, relative
and gradual. I discussed several psycholinguistic studies which have discovered an understanding of isolatable factors that influence the processing of filler gap dependencies
and their interaction, within Islands as well as independent from them. A crosslinguistic
overview revealed that these psycholinguistic facts are consistently approved of, whereas
the variance of the discussed languages imposes a serious problem for grammar based
approaches to syntactic Islands. Chapter 4 focused on conceptual problems of mapping
grammar onto α-acceptability; α-acceptability judgements being the primary source of
evidence for grammatical Island accounts. I argued that α-grammaticality cannot be
adequately mapped onto α-acceptability and that the impact of semantics and performance (processing) on α-acceptability is only accounted for insufficiently. I provided
an overview of extragrammatical factors which are known to influence α-acceptability
and provided definitions of the terms α-grammaticality and α-acceptability to distinguish these concepts explicitly. The last chapter reported the result of two experiments,
an acceptability judgement and a self-paced reading study. Whereas the grammatical
Island accounts didn’t provide a good prediction for the α-acceptability patterns, the
processing account did much better and showed striking correlations in the on-line data.
The argumentation of this thesis hence leads to the conclusion that Islands should
not be excluded on the grounds of grammatical constraints. Rather grammar theory
should overgenerate and be combined with a processing based filter device. Such a
theory captures the low α-acceptability of Island structures, the semi-universal status
of Islands and the low frequency of occurrences. At the same time it explains why
some languages allow Island structures. These languages may exhibit cues that allow
the processing of Island structures whereas Islands are more difficult to process in other
languages that lack these cues. It also captures the differences between different Island
types and the sensitivity of Islands to smaller factors such as filler type, animacy of
the wh-referent, specificity of noun phrases, types of relative clauses and the like, which
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are also attested independent from islands. Additionally, it covers the observation that
subjects do not show a categorical difference in reading times after encountering an
island structure, neither in the present study nor in other the studies (Phillips, 2007;
Hofmeister, 2008; Boxell, 2012). The assumption that the low α-acceptability of Islands
is only due to processing difficulty without assuming grammatical constraints parallels
findings for center embeddings, of which the α-acceptability decreases in correlation
with the number of embedding. Furthermore, this approach allows Islands to appear
in any language if their processing is sufficiently facilitated. For example, it captures
the fact that the English Island in (1-a) is rather α-acceptable. The processing of the
Island structure languages that you have a friend who knows is enabled by a Parallel
Function effect (Sheldon, 1974; Hawkins, 2004) of the preceding, parallel relative clause
languages that you know, which is easy to process. However, if the order of the conjuncts
is reversed, as in (1-b) the parallel function effect disappears, and the whole sentence is
comparably α-unacceptable.
(1)

a.

b.

Then you look at what happens in languagesi that you know ti and [languagesj
[that you have [a friend [who knows tj ]]]]. >
(Kuno, 1976, 423)
Then you look at what happens in [languagesj [that you have [a friend [who
knows tj ]]]] and languagesi that you know ti .

Instead, it is also possible to assume, that Islands are grammatically constrained, but
may be improved by facilitated interpretation. Such an additive view poses several problems: First, it must include precise constraints that exclude the various known Islands,
e. g. wh-Islands, CNPC violations, adverb Islands, manner-of-speaking verb Islands,
etc. Second, it must account for the presence/absence of certain Islands in different
languages with grammatical constraints. Third, it must account for the non-trivial variation of α-acceptability within different Island types. This explanation cannot be based
on interference effects because conceptually, these only model processing impairment.
Forth, an additive approach must account for the fact that crosslinguistic Island violations obey regularities like the Accessibility Hierarchy, which corresponds to increasing
processing load down the hierarchy and not to increasing processing facilitation up the
hierarchy.
Even though I argue for a reduction of grammar, I have no intention to argue for an
abandonment of grammatical rules altogether. A range of phenomena, like agreement,
are surely based on grammatical rules even if they are motivated by processing needs.
But no processing explanation can be given for the fact that German verbs agree in
number with the subject but not in gender. Though agreement as such surely facilitates
the establishment of the relations between subject and verb.
This topic widely exceeds the scope of this thesis and a lot of further research is necessary to reach sufficient clarification. Open questions that remain are: Is the verb final
position in German responsible for differences in the results between the present study
and the one by Hofmeister (2008)? Can the hypothesis regarding the α-acceptability
of the wh-Island and the CNPC violation with relative clauses be confirmed by on-line
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data such as reading times? Can the present argumentation transferred to experimental results of other types of Islands? According to the presented reasoning, additional
evidence may generally fall into two classes with conceptual issues on the one hand
and empirical issues on the other hand. Conceptual issues are mainly concerned with
a precise characterisation of α-acceptability, its relation to α-grammaticality and how
the impact of grammar and processing on α-acceptability can be distinguished. This is
of great importance because α-acceptability is a core concept of theoretical linguistics.
Concerning the empirical issues, a more detailed understanding of the impact of grammatical cues on language processing is needed. Hereby also the interaction of different
factors as well as their interaction with linguistic form has to be considered. It is of
special interest to investigate whether the distinction of on-line sentence processing and
sentence final interpretation can be confirmed or must be rejected, especially in connection with α-acceptability. More detailed knowledge of such processing factors will allow
for the construction of more elaborated models in order to predict the processing load
of linguistic patterns.
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A.1. Experiment Items
Emphasis marks the alternatives of the filler type conditions. Order of the answer
possibilities resembles the order in the experiment. Correct answers are boldfaced.
(1)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(2)

a.

b.

baseline-bare/which/adj
Nils wird verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der Flucht
war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Betrüger / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrüger wird
Nils verraten, dass Jana gedeckt hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Nils wird verraten, ob Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der Flucht
war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Betrüger / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrüger wird
Nils verraten, ob Jana gedeckt hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Nils wird die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf
der Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Betrüger / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrüger wird
Nils die Tatsache verraten, dass Jana gedeckt hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Nils wird die Identität verraten, die den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der
Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Betrüger / Welchen hinreichend bekannten Betrüger wird
Nils die Identität verraten, die gedeckt hat?
den flüchtigen Betrüger den großen Dieb den müden Betrüger
baseline-bare/which/adj
Rick hat bestätigt, dass Jenny das Hotel repräsentieren wird, das sehr komfortabel ist und mitten im Zentrum liegt.
Was/ Welches Hotel / Welches sehr komfortable Hotel hat Rick bestätigt,
dass Jenny repräsentieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Rick hat bestätigt, ob Jenny das Hotel repräsentieren wird, das sehr komfortabel ist und mitten im Zentrum liegt.
Was/ Welches Hotel / Welches sehr komfortable Hotel hat Rick bestätigt,
ob Jenny repräsentieren wird?
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c.

d.

e.
(3)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(4)

a.

b.

cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Rick hat den Entscheid bestätigt, dass Jenny das Hotel repräsentieren wird,
das sehr komfortabel ist und mitten im Zentrum liegt.
Was/ Welches Hotel / Welches sehr komfortable Hotel hat Rick den Entscheid
bestätigt, dass Jenny repräsentieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Rick hat den Vorstand bestätigt, der das Hotel repräsentieren wird, das sehr
komfortabel ist und mitten im Zentrum liegt.
Was/ Welches Hotel / Welches sehr komfortable Hotel hat Rick den Vorstand
bestätigt, der repräsentieren wird?
das ehemalige Postamt das zentrale Hotel das viktorianische Hotel
baseline-bare/which/adj
Ernst hat thematisiert, dass Lara das Gespräch veranlasst hat, welches in
der Nacht stattfand und streng vertraulich war.
Was/ Welches Gespräch/ Welches streng vertrauliche Gespräch hat Ernst
thematisiert, dass Lara veranlasst hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Ernst hat thematisiert, ob Lara das Gespräch veranlasst hat, welches in der
Nacht stattfand und streng vertraulich war.
Was/ Welches Gespräch/ Welches streng vertrauliche Gespräch hat Ernst
thematisiert, ob Lara veranlasst hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Ernst hat den Verdacht thematisiert, dass Lara das Gespräch veranlasst hat,
welches in der Nacht stattfand und streng vertraulich war.
Was/ Welches Gespräch/ Welches streng vertrauliche Gespräch hat Ernst
den Verdacht thematisiert, dass Lara veranlasst hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Ernst hat den Konflikt thematisiert, der das Gespräch veranlasst hat, welches
in der Nacht stattfand und streng vertraulich war.
Was/ Welches Gespräch/ Welches streng vertrauliche Gespräch hat Ernst
den Konflikt thematisiert, der veranlasst hat?
das zufällige Zusammentreffen das aufregende Gespräch das nächtliche
Gespräch
baseline-bare/which/adj
Klaus wird ankündigen, dass Pia das Rätsel lösen wird, das derzeit unbewältigt ist und für Verwirrung gesorgt hat.
Was/ Welches Rätsel / Welches derzeit unbewältigte Rätsel wird Klaus ankündigen, dass Pia lösen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Klaus wird ankündigen, ob Pia das Rätsel lösen wird, das derzeit unbewältigt
ist und für Verwirrung gesorgt hat.
Was/ Welches Rätsel / Welches derzeit unbewältigte Rätsel wird Klaus ankündigen, ob Pia lösen wird?
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c.

d.

e.
(5)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(6)

a.

b.

cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Klaus wird den Fakt ankündigen, dass Pia das Rätsel lösen wird, das derzeit
unbewältigt ist und für Verwirrung gesorgt hat.
Was/ Welches Rätsel / Welches derzeit unbewältigte Rätsel wird Klaus den
Fakt ankündigen, dass Pia lösen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Klaus wird den Trick ankündigen, der das Rätsel lösen wird, das derzeit
unbewältigt ist und für Verwirrung gesorgt hat.
Was/ Welches Rätsel / Welches derzeit unbewältigte Rätsel wird Klaus den
Trick ankündigen, der lösen wird?
das verwirrende Rätsel das spaßige Rätsel das ältere Buch
baseline-bare/which/adj
Bob hat berücksichtigt, dass Lea das Risiko minimieren wird, das sich schwer
kalkulieren lässt und ohnehin hoch ist.
Was/ Welches Risiko/ Welches ohnehin hohe Risiko hat Bob berücksichtigt,
dass Lea minimieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Bob hat berücksichtigt, ob Lea das Risiko minimieren wird, das sich schwer
kalkulieren lässt und ohnehin hoch ist.
Was/ Welches Risiko/ Welches ohnehin hohe Risiko hat Bob berücksichtigt,
ob Lea minimieren wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Bob hat die Mitteilung berücksichtigt, dass Lea das Risiko minimieren wird,
das sich schwer kalkulieren lässt und ohnehin hoch ist.
Was/ Welches Risiko/ Welches ohnehin hohe Risiko hat Bob die Mitteilung
berücksichtigt, dass Lea minimieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Bob hat die Methode berücksichtigt, die das Risiko minimieren wird, das
sich schwer kalkulieren lässt und ohnehin hoch ist.
Was/ Welches Risiko/ Welches ohnehin hohe Risiko hat Bob die Methode
berücksichtigt, die minimieren wird?
das unbekannte Risiko das schwerkalkulierbare Risiko das lukrative
Geschäft
baseline-bare/which/adj
Fred wird entdecken, dass Paula das Unternehmen ruinieren wird, welches
an der Börse ist und bisher erfolgreich war.
Was/ Welches Unternehmen/ Welches bisher erfolgreiche Unternehmen wird
Fred entdecken, dass Paula ruinieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Fred wird entdecken, ob Paula das Unternehmen ruinieren wird, welches an
der Börse ist und bisher erfolgreich war.
Was/ Welches Unternehmen/ Welches bisher erfolgreiche Unternehmen wird
Fred entdecken, ob Paula ruinieren wird?
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c.

d.

e.
(7)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(8)

a.

b.

cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Fred wird den Nachweis entdecken, dass Paula das Unternehmen ruinieren
wird, welches an der Börse ist und bisher erfolgreich war.
Was/ Welches Unternehmen/ Welches bisher erfolgreiche Unternehmen wird
Fred den Nachweis entdecken, dass Paula ruinieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Fred wird den Missstand entdecken, der das Unternehmen ruinieren wird,
welches an der Börse ist und bisher erfolgreich war.
Was/ Welches Unternehmen/ Welches bisher erfolgreiche Unternehmen wird
Fred den Missstand entdecken, der ruinieren wird?
das insolvente Unternehmen das gesunde Essen das börsennotierte
Unternehmen
baseline-bare/which/adj
Horst wird vermerken, dass Nora das Treffen ermöglicht hat, das völlig
ungezwungen war und ganze zwei Stunden dauerte.
Was/ Welches Treffen/ Welches völlig ungezwungene Treffen wird Horst
vermerken, dass Nora ermöglicht hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Horst wird vermerken, ob Nora das Treffen ermöglicht hat, das völlig ungezwungen war und ganze zwei Stunden dauerte.
Was/ Welches Treffen/ Welches völlig ungezwungene Treffen wird Horst
vermerken, ob Nora ermöglicht hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Horst wird die Bestätigung vermerken, dass Nora das Treffen ermöglicht hat,
das völlig ungezwungen war und ganze zwei Stunden dauerte.
Was/ Welches Treffen/ Welches völlig ungezwungene Treffen wird Horst die
Bestätigung vermerken, dass Nora ermöglicht hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Horst wird die Taktik vermerken, die das Treffen ermöglicht hat, das völlig
ungezwungen war und ganze zwei Stunden dauerte.
Was/ Welches Treffen/ Welches völlig ungezwungene Treffen wird Horst die
Taktik vermerken, die ermöglicht hat?
das zweistündige Treffen das überfällige Geständnis das konspirative
Treffen
baseline-bare/which/adj
Rolf hat aufgezeigt, dass Cora das Ergebnis manipuliert hat, das schon Preise
gewonnen hat und bislang bejubelt wurde.
Was/ Welches Ergebnis/ Welches bislang bejubelte Ergebnis hat Rolf aufgezeigt,
dass Cora manipuliert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Rolf hat aufgezeigt, ob Cora das Ergebnis manipuliert hat, das schon Preise
gewonnen hat und bislang bejubelt wurde.
Was/ Welches Ergebnis/ Welches bislang bejubelte Ergebnis hat Rolf aufgezeigt,
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c.

d.

e.
(9)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(10)

a.

b.

ob Cora manipuliert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Rolf hat den Beweis aufgezeigt, dass Cora das Ergebnis manipuliert hat, das
schon Preise gewonnen hat und bislang bejubelt wurde.
Was/ Welches Ergebnis/ Welches bislang bejubelte Ergebnis hat Rolf den
Beweis aufgezeigt, dass Cora manipuliert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Rolf hat den Irrtum aufgezeigt, der das Ergebnis manipuliert hat, das schon
Preise gewonnen hat und bislang bejubelt wurde.
Was/ Welches Ergebnis/ Welches bislang bejubelte Ergebnis hat Rolf den
Irrtum aufgezeigt, der manipuliert hat?
das komplizierte Verhältnis das preisgekrönte Ergebnis das unbekannte Ergebnis
baseline-bare/which/adj
Finn wird belegen, dass Sophie das Ministeramt beschädigt hat, das gesellschaftlich
erstrebenswert war und nun wieder frei ist.
Was/ Welches Ministeramt/ Welches gesellschaftlich erstrebenswerte Ministeramt wird Finn belegen, dass Sophie beschädigt hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Finn wird belegen, ob Sophie das Ministeramt beschädigt hat, das gesellschaftlich
erstrebenswert war und nun wieder frei ist.
Was/ Welches Ministeramt/ Welches gesellschaftlich erstrebenswerte Ministeramt wird Finn belegen, ob Sophie beschädigt hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Finn wird den Vorwurf belegen, dass Sophie das Ministeramt beschädigt hat,
das gesellschaftlich erstrebenswert war und nun wieder frei ist.
Was/ Welches Ministeramt/ Welches gesellschaftlich erstrebenswerte Ministeramt wird Finn den Vorwurf belegen, dass Sophie beschädigt hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Finn wird den Betrug belegen, der das Ministeramt beschädigt hat, das
gesellschaftlich erstrebenswert war und nun wieder frei ist.
Was/ Welches Ministeramt/ Welches gesellschaftlich erstrebenswerte Ministeramt wird Finn den Betrug belegen, der beschädigt hat?
das frühzeitige Anmelden das höchste Ministeramt das freie Ministeramt
baseline-bare/which/adj
Marc hat gesehen, dass Nadja das Theaterstück besucht hat, das viele Erfolge gefeiert hat und übertrieben provokant ist.
Was/ Welches Theaterstück / Welches übertrieben provokante Theaterstück
hat Marc gesehen, dass Nadja besucht hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Marc hat gesehen, ob Nadja das Theaterstück besucht hat, das viele Erfolge
gefeiert hat und übertrieben provokant ist.
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c.

d.

e.
(11)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(12)

a.

b.

Was/ Welches Theaterstück / Welches übertrieben provokante Theaterstück
hat Marc gesehen, ob Nadja besucht hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Marc hat die Nachricht gesehen, dass Nadja das Theaterstück besucht hat,
das viele Erfolge gefeiert hat und übertrieben provokant ist.
Was/ Welches Theaterstück / Welches übertrieben provokante Theaterstück
hat Marc die Nachricht gesehen, dass Nadja besucht hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Marc hat die Kollegin gesehen, die das Theaterstück besucht hat, das viele
Erfolge gefeiert hat und übertrieben provokant ist.
Was/ Welches Theaterstück / Welches übertrieben provokante Theaterstück
hat Marc die Kollegin gesehen, die besucht hat?
das erfolgreiche Theaterstück das ausländische Theaterstück das
mittelmäßige Konzert
baseline-bare/which/adj
Fritz hat vorhergesehen, dass Sandra das Votum beeinflussen wird, das von
großer Wichtigkeit ist und heiß diskutiert wird.
Was/ Welches Votum/ Welches heiß diskutierte Votum hat Fritz vorhergesehen, dass Sandra beeinflussen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Fritz hat vorhergesehen, ob Sandra das Votum beeinflussen wird, das von
großer Wichtigkeit ist und heiß diskutiert wird.
Was/ Welches Votum/ Welches heiß diskutierte Votum hat Fritz vorhergesehen, ob Sandra beeinflussen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Fritz hat die Chance vorhergesehen, dass Sandra das Votum beeinflussen
wird, das von großer Wichtigkeit ist und heiß diskutiert wird.
Was/ Welches Votum/ Welches heiß diskutierte Votum hat Fritz die Chance
vorhergesehen, dass Sandra beeinflussen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Fritz hat die Reaktion vorhergesehen, die das Votum beeinflussen wird, das
von großer Wichtigkeit ist und heiß diskutiert wird.
Was/ Welches Votum/ Welches heiß diskutierte Votum hat Fritz die Reaktion vorhergesehen, die beeinflussen wird?
das erzwungene Votum das wichtige Votum das bunte Treiben
baseline-bare/which/adj
Till hat vorhergesagt, dass Mandy das Meeting verhindern wird, das eventuell
richtungsweisend sein könnte und lang ersehnt wurde.
Was/ Welches Meeting/ Welches lang ersehnte Meeting hat Till vorhergesagt, dass Mandy verhindern wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Till hat vorhergesagt, ob Mandy das Meeting verhindern wird, das eventuell
richtungsweisend sein könnte und lang ersehnt wurde.
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c.

d.

e.
(13)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(14)

a.

b.

Was/ Welches Meeting/ Welches lang ersehnte Meeting hat Till vorhergesagt, ob Mandy verhindern wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Till hat die Gefahr vorhergesagt, dass Mandy das Meeting verhindern wird,
das eventuell richtungsweisend sein könnte und lang ersehnt wurde.
Was/ Welches Meeting/ Welches lang ersehnte Meeting hat Till die Gefahr
vorhergesagt, dass Mandy verhindern wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Till hat die Krise vorhergesagt, die das Meeting verhindern wird, das eventuell
richtungsweisend sein könnte und lang ersehnt wurde.
Was/ Welches Meeting/ Welches lang ersehnte Meeting hat Till die Krise
vorhergesagt, die verhindern wird?
das letzte Meeting das ungute Gefühl das richtungsweisende Meeting
baseline-bare/which/adj
Tom hat durchschaut, dass Mona den Bewerber aussortieren wird, der
schlecht ausgebildet ist und ursprünglich aus Dänemark kommt.
Wen/ Welchen Bewerber / Welchen schlecht ausgebildeten Bewerber hat
Tom durchschaut, dass Mona aussortieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Tom hat durchschaut, ob Mona den Bewerber aussortieren wird, der schlecht
ausgebildet ist und ursprünglich aus Dänemark kommt.
Wen/ Welchen Bewerber / Welchen schlecht ausgebildeten Bewerber hat
Tom durchschaut, ob Mona aussortieren wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Tom hat den Einwand durchschaut, dass Mona den Bewerber aussortieren
wird, der schlecht ausgebildet ist und ursprünglich aus Dänemark kommt.
Wen/ Welchen Bewerber / Welchen schlecht ausgebildeten Bewerber hat
Tom den Einwand durchschaut, dass Mona aussortieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Tom hat den Grund durchschaut, der den Bewerber aussortieren wird, der
schlecht ausgebildet ist und ursprünglich aus Dänemark kommt.
Wen/ Welchen Bewerber / Welchen schlecht ausgebildeten Bewerber hat
Tom den Grund durchschaut, der aussortieren wird?
den dänischen Bewerber den auffälligen Verkäufer den studierten
Bewerber
baseline-bare/which/adj
Tim hat verschleiert, dass Franzi den Preisträger blamiert hat, der extrem
charmant ist und noch keine Kinder hat.
Wen/ Welchen Preisträger / Welchen extrem charmanten Preisträger hat
Tim verschleiert, dass Franzi blamiert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Tim hat verschleiert, ob Franzi den Preisträger blamiert hat, der extrem
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c.

d.

e.
(15)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(16)

a.

b.

charmant ist und noch keine Kinder hat.
Wen/ Welchen Preisträger / Welchen extrem charmanten Preisträger hat
Tim verschleiert, ob Franzi blamiert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Tim hat den Umstand verschleiert, dass Franzi den Preisträger blamiert
hat, der extrem charmant ist und noch keine Kinder hat.
Wen/ Welchen Preisträger / Welchen extrem charmanten Preisträger hat
Tim den Umstand verschleiert, dass Franzi blamiert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Tim hat den Schwindel verschleiert, der den Preisträger blamiert hat, der
extrem charmant ist und noch keine Kinder hat.
Wen/ Welchen Preisträger / Welchen extrem charmanten Preisträger hat
Tim den Schwindel verschleiert, der blamiert hat?
den entlassenen Mittelstürmer den kinderlosen Preisträger den
künftigen Preisträger
baseline-bare/which/adj
Heinz hat bekanntgegeben, dass Tina den Entführer überführen wird, der
sicherlich gefährlich ist und unter polizeilicher Beobachtung steht.
Wen/ Welchen Entführer / Welchen sicherlich gefährlichen Entführer hat
Heinz bekanntgegeben, dass Tina überführen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Heinz hat bekanntgegeben, ob Tina den Entführer überführen wird, der
sicherlich gefährlich ist und unter polizeilicher Beobachtung steht.
Wen/ Welchen Entführer / Welchen sicherlich gefährlichen Entführer hat
Heinz bekanntgegeben, ob Tina überführen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Heinz hat die Absicht bekanntgegeben, dass Tina den Entführer überführen
wird, der sicherlich gefährlich ist und unter polizeilicher Beobachtung steht.
Wen/ Welchen Entführer / Welchen sicherlich gefährlichen Entführer hat
Heinz die Absicht bekanntgegeben, dass Tina überführen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Heinz hat die List bekanntgegeben, die den Entführer überführen wird, der
sicherlich gefährlich ist und unter polizeilicher Beobachtung steht.
Wen/ Welchen Entführer / Welchen sicherlich gefährlichen Entführer hat
Heinz die List bekanntgegeben, die überführen wird?
den überwachten Transport den gebildeten Entführer den beobachteten
Entführer
baseline-bare/which/adj
Dirk hat klargemacht, dass Lena das Verfahren manipulieren wird, das
heute verlängert worden ist und öffentlich gemacht wurde.
Was/ Welches Verfahren/ Welches öffentlich gemachte Verfahren hat Dirk
klargemacht, dass Lena manipulieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
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a.

Dirk hat klargemacht, ob Lena das Verfahren manipulieren wird, das heute
verlängert worden ist und öffentlich gemacht wurde.
Was/ Welches Verfahren/ Welches öffentlich gemachte Verfahren hat Dirk
klargemacht, ob Lena manipulieren wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Dirk hat die Perspektive klargemacht, dass Lena das Verfahren manipulieren wird, das heute verlängert worden ist und öffentlich gemacht wurde.
Was/ Welches Verfahren/ Welches öffentlich gemachte Verfahren hat Dirk
die Perspektive klargemacht, dass Lena manipulieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Dirk hat die Ursache klargemacht, die das Verfahren manipulieren wird,
das heute verlängert worden ist und öffentlich gemacht wurde.
Was/ Welches Verfahren/ Welches öffentlich gemachte Verfahren hat Dirk
die Ursache klargemacht, die manipulieren wird?
das verlängerte Verfahren das bildgebende Verfahren das vorsichtige
Anschleichen
baseline-bare/which/adj
Nick hat gehört, dass Rita den Wachmann alarmieren wird, der ziemlich
viel Sport treibt und zunehmend überfordert ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wachmann/ Welchen zunehmend überforderten Wachmann
hat Nick gehört, dass Rita alarmieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Nick hat gehört, ob Rita den Wachmann alarmieren wird, der ziemlich viel
Sport treibt und zunehmend überfordert ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wachmann/ Welchen zunehmend überforderten Wachmann
hat Nick gehört, ob Rita alarmieren wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Nick hat den Schwur gehört, dass Rita den Wachmann alarmieren wird, der
ziemlich viel Sport treibt und zunehmend überfordert ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wachmann/ Welchen zunehmend überforderten Wachmann
hat Nick den Schwur gehört, dass Rita alarmieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Nick hat den Hilferuf gehört, der den Wachmann alarmieren wird, der ziemlich viel Sport treibt und zunehmend überfordert ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wachmann/ Welchen zunehmend überforderten Wachmann
hat Nick den Hilferuf gehört, der alarmieren wird?
den betrunkenen Wachmann den sportlichen Wachmann den einsamen Fahrlehrer
baseline-bare/which/adj
Björn hat vernommen, dass Nele den Polizisten irritiert hat, der eine grüne
Uniform trug und grundlos aggressiv war.
Wen/ Welchen Polizisten/ Welchen grundlos aggressiven Polizisten hat
Björn vernommen, dass Nele irritiert hat?
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wh-bare/which/adj
Björn hat vernommen, ob Nele den Polizisten irritiert hat, der eine grüne
Uniform trug und grundlos aggressiv war.
Wen/ Welchen Polizisten/ Welchen grundlos aggressiven Polizisten hat
Björn vernommen, ob Nele irritiert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Björn hat den Sachverhalt vernommen, dass Nele den Polizisten irritiert
hat, der eine grüne Uniform trug und grundlos aggressiv war.
Wen/ Welchen Polizisten/ Welchen grundlos aggressiven Polizisten hat
Björn den Sachverhalt vernommen, dass Nele irritiert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Björn hat den Anlass vernommen, der den Polizisten irritiert hat, der eine
grüne Uniform trug und grundlos aggressiv war.
Wen/ Welchen Polizisten/ Welchen grundlos aggressiven Polizisten hat
Björn den Anlass vernommen, der irritiert hat?
den freundlichen Polizisten den schwitzenden Holzfäller den uniformierten
Polizisten
baseline-bare/which/adj
Jörn hat notiert, dass Nina den Kunden fasziniert hat, der potenziell interessiert war und über ausreichend Kapital verfügt.
Wen/ Welchen Kunden/ Welchen potenziell interessierten Kunden hat
Jörn notiert, dass Nina fasziniert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Jörn hat notiert, ob Nina den Kunden fasziniert hat, der potenziell interessiert war und über ausreichend Kapital verfügt.
Wen/ Welchen Kunden/ Welchen potenziell interessierten Kunden hat
Jörn notiert, ob Nina fasziniert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Jörn hat den Punkt notiert, dass Nina den Kunden fasziniert hat, der potenziell interessiert war und über ausreichend Kapital verfügt.
Wen/ Welchen Kunden/ Welchen potenziell interessierten Kunden hat
Jörn den Punkt notiert, dass Nina fasziniert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Jörn hat den Satz notiert, der den Kunden fasziniert hat, der potenziell
interessiert war und über ausreichend Kapital verfügt.
Wen/ Welchen Kunden/ Welchen potenziell interessierten Kunden hat
Jörn den Satz notiert, der fasziniert hat?
den kapitalstarken Kunden den aufdringlichen Verehrer den kameradschaftlichen Kunden
baseline-bare/which/adj
Jörg hat verkündet, dass Katja den Bürgermeister verärgert hat, der ein
großes Vermögen hat und höchst einflussreich ist.
Wen/ Welchen Bürgermeister / Welchen höchst einflussreichen Bürgermeis-
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ter hat Jörg verkündet, dass Katja verärgert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Jörg hat verkündet, ob Katja den Bürgermeister verärgert hat, der ein
großes Vermögen hat und höchst einflussreich ist.
Wen/ Welchen Bürgermeister / Welchen höchst einflussreichen Bürgermeister hat Jörg verkündet, ob Katja verärgert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Jörg hat den Unsinn verkündet, dass Katja den Bürgermeister verärgert
hat, der ein großes Vermögen hat und höchst einflussreich ist.
Wen/ Welchen Bürgermeister / Welchen höchst einflussreichen Bürgermeister hat Jörg den Unsinn verkündet, dass Katja verärgert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Jörg hat den Scherz verkündet, der den Bürgermeister verärgert hat, der
ein großes Vermögen hat und höchst einflussreich ist.
Wen/ Welchen Bürgermeister / Welchen höchst einflussreichen Bürgermeister hat Jörg den Scherz verkündet, der verärgert hat?
den enttäuschten Diener den vermögenden Bürgermeister den engagierten Bürgermeister
baseline-bare/which/adj
Ralf hat erwogen, dass Karin den Onkel überraschen wird, der häufig schwermütig ist und ein Bein verloren hat.
Wen/ Welchen Onkel / Welchen häufig schwermütige Onkel hat Ralf erwogen, dass Karin überraschen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Ralf hat erwogen, ob Karin den Onkel überraschen wird, der häufig schwermütig ist und ein Bein verloren hat.
Wen/ Welchen Onkel / Welchen häufig schwermütige Onkel hat Ralf erwogen, ob Karin überraschen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Ralf hat den Vorschlag erwogen, dass Karin den Onkel überraschen wird,
der häufig schwermütig ist und ein Bein verloren hat.
Wen/ Welchen Onkel / Welchen häufig schwermütige Onkel hat Ralf den
Vorschlag erwogen, dass Karin überraschen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Ralf hat den Besuch erwogen, der den Onkel überraschen wird, der häufig
schwermütig ist und ein Bein verloren hat.
Wen/ Welchen Onkel / Welchen häufig schwermütige Onkel hat Ralf den
Besuch erwogen, der überraschen wird?
den pflichtbewussten Soldat den torkelnden Onkel den einbeinigen
Onkel
baseline-bare/which/adj
Jim wird darlegen, dass Lisa den Mieter belastet hat, der keine Arbeit mehr
hat und äußerlich verwahrlost ist.
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Wen/ Welchen Mieter / Welchen äußerlich verwahrloste Mieter wird Jim
darlegen, dass Lisa belastet hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Jim wird darlegen, ob Lisa den Mieter belastet hat, der keine Arbeit mehr
hat und äußerlich verwahrlost ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mieter / Welchen äußerlich verwahrloste Mieter wird Jim
darlegen, ob Lisa belastet hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Jim wird den Standpunkt darlegen, dass Lisa den Mieter belastet hat, der
keine Arbeit mehr hat und äußerlich verwahrlost ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mieter / Welchen äußerlich verwahrloste Mieter wird Jim
den Standpunkt darlegen, dass Lisa belastet hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Jim wird den Vorfall darlegen, der den Mieter belastet hat, der keine Arbeit
mehr hat und äußerlich verwahrlost ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mieter / Welchen äußerlich verwahrloste Mieter wird Jim
den Vorfall darlegen, der belastet hat?
den arbeitslosen Mieter den verheirateten Mieter den launischen
Detektiv
baseline-bare/which/adj
Hans hat erwähnt, dass Linda den Mitbewohner aufnehmen wird, der gerne
kubanische Zigarren raucht und allseits unbeliebt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mitbewohner / Welchen allseits unbeliebten Mitbewohner
hat Hans erwähnt, dass Linda aufnehmen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Hans hat erwähnt, ob Linda den Mitbewohner aufnehmen wird, der gerne
kubanische Zigarren raucht und allseits unbeliebt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mitbewohner / Welchen allseits unbeliebten Mitbewohner
hat Hans erwähnt, ob Linda aufnehmen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Hans hat die Vermutung erwähnt, dass Linda den Mitbewohner aufnehmen
wird, der gerne kubanische Zigarren raucht und allseits unbeliebt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mitbewohner / Welchen allseits unbeliebten Mitbewohner
hat Hans die Vermutung erwähnt, dass Linda aufnehmen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Hans hat die Studentenverbindung erwähnt, die den Mitbewohner aufnehmen
wird, der gerne kubanische Zigarren raucht und allseits unbeliebt ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mitbewohner / Welchen allseits unbeliebten Mitbewohner
hat Hans die Studentenverbindung erwähnt, die aufnehmen wird?
den putzenden Mitbewohner den rauchenden Mitbewohner den
verlorenen Schlüsselbund
baseline-bare/which/adj
John hat ergänzt, dass Else den Wähler überzeugen wird, der sich für Politik
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interessiert und noch unentschieden ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wähler / Welchen noch unentschiedenen Wähler hat John
ergänzt, dass Else überzeugen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
John hat ergänzt, ob Else den Wähler überzeugen wird, der sich für Politik
interessiert und noch unentschieden ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wähler / Welchen noch unentschiedenen Wähler hat John
ergänzt, ob Else überzeugen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
John hat den Ratschlag ergänzt, dass Else den Wähler überzeugen wird,
der sich für Politik interessiert und noch unentschieden ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wähler / Welchen noch unentschiedenen Wähler hat John
den Ratschlag ergänzt, dass Else überzeugen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
John hat den Aspekt ergänzt, der den Wähler überzeugen wird, der sich
für Politik interessiert und noch unentschieden ist.
Wen/ Welchen Wähler / Welchen noch unentschiedenen Wähler hat John
den Aspekt ergänzt, der überzeugen wird?
den geübten Wähler den informierten Leser den politikinteressierten
Wähler
baseline-bare/which/adj
Jan hat aufgedeckt, dass Elke den Professor bloßgestellt hat, der in Pension
gegangen ist und überaus gebildet war.
Wen/ Welchen Professor / Welchen überaus gebildete Professor hat Jan
aufgedeckt, dass Elke bloßgestellt hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Jan hat aufgedeckt, ob Elke den Professor bloßgestellt hat, der in Pension
gegangen ist und überaus gebildet war.
Wen/ Welchen Professor / Welchen überaus gebildete Professor hat Jan
aufgedeckt, ob Elke bloßgestellt hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Jan hat die Lüge aufgedeckt, dass Elke den Professor bloßgestellt hat, der
in Pension gegangen ist und überaus gebildet war.
Wen/ Welchen Professor / Welchen überaus gebildete Professor hat Jan die
Lüge aufgedeckt, dass Elke bloßgestellt hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Jan hat die Geschichte aufgedeckt, die den Professor bloßgestellt hat, der
in Pension gegangen ist und überaus gebildet war.
Wen/ Welchen Professor / Welchen überaus gebildete Professor hat Jan die
Geschichte aufgedeckt, die bloßgestellt hat?
den pensionierten Professor den verschollenen Mitarbeiter den beleidigten Professor
baseline-bare/which/adj
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baseline-bare/which/adj
Max hat verschwiegen, dass Jule den Urlauber kompromittieren wird, der
eher aufdringlich ist und ständig großen Hunger hat.
Wen/ Welchen Urlauber / Welchen eher aufdringlichen Urlauber hat Max
verschwiegen, dass Jule kompromittieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Max hat verschwiegen, ob Jule den Urlauber kompromittieren wird, der
eher aufdringlich ist und ständig großen Hunger hat.
Wen/ Welchen Urlauber / Welchen eher aufdringlichen Urlauber hat Max
verschwiegen, ob Jule kompromittieren wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Max hat die Feststellung verschwiegen, dass Jule den Urlauber kompromittieren wird, der eher aufdringlich ist und ständig großen Hunger hat.
Wen/ Welchen Urlauber / Welchen eher aufdringlichen Urlauber hat Max
die Feststellung verschwiegen, dass Jule kompromittieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Max hat die Beobachtung verschwiegen, die den Urlauber kompromittieren
wird, der eher aufdringlich ist und ständig großen Hunger hat.
Wen/ Welchen Urlauber / Welchen eher aufdringlichen Urlauber hat Max
die Beobachtung verschwiegen, die kompromittieren wird?
den tapferen Helden den wählerischen Urlauber den hungrigen Urlauber

a.

baseline-bare/which/adj

b.

c.

d.

(28)

Götz hat beobachtet, dass Maria den Assistenten bevorteilt hat, der wahrlich
faul ist und keine Rücksicht genommen hat.
Wen/ Welchen Assistenten/ Welchen wahrlich faulen Assistenten hat Götz
beobachtet, dass Maria bevorteilt hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Götz hat beobachtet, ob Maria den Assistenten bevorteilt hat, der wahrlich
faul ist und keine Rücksicht genommen hat.
Wen/ Welchen Assistenten/ Welchen wahrlich faulen Assistenten hat Götz
beobachtet, ob Maria bevorteilt hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Götz hat die Begebenheit beobachtet, dass Maria den Assistenten bevorteilt
hat, der wahrlich faul ist und keine Rücksicht genommen hat.
Wen/ Welchen Assistenten/ Welchen wahrlich faulen Assistenten hat Götz
die Begebenheit beobachtet, dass Maria bevorteilt hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Götz hat die Vorgehensweise beobachtet, die den Assistenten bevorteilt hat,
der wahrlich faul ist und keine Rücksicht genommen hat.
Wen/ Welchen Assistenten/ Welchen wahrlich faulen Assistenten hat Götz
die Vorgehensweise beobachtet, die bevorteilt hat?
den eingeladenen Sprecher den rücksichtslosen Assistenten den
unaufmerksamen Assistenten
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Frank hat geprüft, dass Eva den Mandanten schützen wird, der mit einer
Verletzung kämpft und reichlich anstrengend ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mandanten/ Welchen reichlich anstrengenden Mandanten
hat Frank geprüft, dass Eva schützen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Frank hat geprüft, ob Eva den Mandanten schützen wird, der mit einer
Verletzung kämpft und reichlich anstrengend ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mandanten/ Welchen reichlich anstrengenden Mandanten
hat Frank geprüft, ob Eva schützen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Frank hat die Behauptung geprüft, dass Eva den Mandanten schützen wird,
der mit einer Verletzung kämpft und reichlich anstrengend ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mandanten/ Welchen reichlich anstrengenden Mandanten
hat Frank die Behauptung geprüft, dass Eva schützen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Frank hat die Aussage geprüft, die den Mandanten schützen wird, der mit
einer Verletzung kämpft und reichlich anstrengend ist.
Wen/ Welchen Mandanten/ Welchen reichlich anstrengenden Mandanten
hat Frank die Aussage geprüft, die schützen wird?
den arroganten Mandanten den verletzten Mandanten den beliebten
Trainer
baseline-bare/which/adj
Paul hat vergessen, dass Helen den Schüler verunsichert hat, der vom Unterricht suspendiert wurde und ziemlich nervös ist.
Wen/ Welchen Schüler / Welchen ziemlich nervösen Schüler hat Paul vergessen,
dass Helen verunsichert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Paul hat vergessen, ob Helen den Schüler verunsichert hat, der vom Unterricht suspendiert wurde und ziemlich nervös ist.
Wen/ Welchen Schüler / Welchen ziemlich nervösen Schüler hat Paul vergessen,
ob Helen verunsichert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Paul hat die Unterstellung vergessen, dass Helen den Schüler verunsichert
hat, der vom Unterricht suspendiert wurde und ziemlich nervös ist.
Wen/ Welchen Schüler / Welchen ziemlich nervösen Schüler hat Paul die
Unterstellung vergessen, dass Helen verunsichert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Paul hat die Drohung vergessen, die den Schüler verunsichert hat, der vom
Unterricht suspendiert wurde und ziemlich nervös ist.
Wen/ Welchen Schüler / Welchen ziemlich nervösen Schüler hat Paul die
Drohung vergessen, die verunsichert hat?
den strebsamen Schüler den suspendierten Schüler den aufgedrehten
Cousin
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baseline-bare/which/adj
Sven hat verdeutlicht, dass Isa das Gremium bereichern wird, das neu
gewählt ist und im Anschluss vereidigt wurde.
Was/ Welches Gremium/ Welches neu gewählte Gremium hat Sven verdeutlicht, dass Isa bereichern wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Sven hat verdeutlicht, ob Isa das Gremium bereichern wird, das neu gewählt
ist und im Anschluss vereidigt wurde.
Was/ Welches Gremium/ Welches neu gewählte Gremium hat Sven verdeutlicht, ob Isa bereichern wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Sven hat die Auffassung verdeutlicht, dass Isa das Gremium bereichern
wird, das neu gewählt ist und im Anschluss vereidigt wurde.
Was/ Welches Gremium/ Welches neu gewählte Gremium hat Sven die
Auffassung verdeutlicht, dass Isa bereichern wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Sven hat die Befugnis verdeutlicht, die das Gremium bereichern wird, das
neu gewählt ist und im Anschluss vereidigt wurde.
Was/ Welches Gremium/ Welches neu gewählte Gremium hat Sven die
Befugnis verdeutlicht, die bereichern wird?
das kleine Gremium das glückliche Paar das vereidigte Gremium
baseline-bare/which/adj
Kai wird begründen, dass Mirjam das Massaker verharmlost hat, das politisch motiviert war und einige Bekanntheit erlangt hat.
Was/ Welches Massaker / Welches politisch motivierte Massaker wird Kai
begründen, dass Mirjam verharmlost hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Kai wird begründen, ob Mirjam das Massaker verharmlost hat, das politisch
motiviert war und einige Bekanntheit erlangt hat.
Was/ Welches Massaker / Welches politisch motivierte Massaker wird Kai
begründen, ob Mirjam verharmlost hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Kai wird die Ansicht begründen, dass Mirjam das Massaker verharmlost
hat, das politisch motiviert war und einige Bekanntheit erlangt hat.
Was/ Welches Massaker / Welches politisch motivierte Massaker wird Kai
die Ansicht begründen, dass Mirjam verharmlost hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Kai wird die Darstellung begründen, die das Massaker verharmlost hat, das
politisch motiviert war und einige Bekanntheit erlangt hat.
Was/ Welches Massaker / Welches politisch motivierte Massaker wird Kai
die Darstellung begründen, die verharmlost hat?
das bekannte Massaker das eingespielte Team das erfundene Massaker
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baseline-bare/which/adj
Lars hat registriert, dass Anne das Schiff demolieren wird, das kürzlich ausgelaufen ist und einzig mit Motorkraft fährt.
Was/ Welches Schiff / Welches kürzlich ausgelaufene Schiff hat Lars registriert, dass Anne demolieren wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Lars hat registriert, ob Anne das Schiff demolieren wird, das kürzlich ausgelaufen ist und einzig mit Motorkraft fährt.
Was/ Welches Schiff / Welches kürzlich ausgelaufene Schiff hat Lars registriert, ob Anne demolieren wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Lars hat die Sorge registriert, dass Anne das Schiff demolieren wird, das
kürzlich ausgelaufen ist und einzig mit Motorkraft fährt.
Was/ Welches Schiff / Welches kürzlich ausgelaufene Schiff hat Lars die
Sorge registriert, dass Anne demolieren wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Lars hat die Welle registriert, die das Schiff demolieren wird, das kürzlich
ausgelaufen ist und einzig mit Motorkraft fährt.
Was/ Welches Schiff / Welches kürzlich ausgelaufene Schiff hat Lars die
Welle registriert, die demolieren wird?
das scharfe Messer das motorgetriebene Schiff das teure Schiff
baseline-bare/which/adj
Jens hat angesprochen, dass Hannah das Lokal verwüstet hat, welches über
Jahre Gewinn einbrachte und nett eingerichtet war.
Was/ Welches Lokal / Welches nett eingerichtete Lokal hat Jens angesprochen, dass Hannah verwüstet hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Jens hat angesprochen, ob Hannah das Lokal verwüstet hat, welches über
Jahre Gewinn einbrachte und nett eingerichtet war.
Was/ Welches Lokal / Welches nett eingerichtete Lokal hat Jens angesprochen, ob Hannah verwüstet hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Jens hat den Skandal angesprochen, dass Hannah das Lokal verwüstet hat,
welches über Jahre Gewinn einbrachte und nett eingerichtet war.
Was/ Welches Lokal / Welches nett eingerichtete Lokal hat Jens den Skandal angesprochen, dass Hannah verwüstet hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Jens hat den Sturm angesprochen, der das Lokal verwüstet hat, welches
über Jahre Gewinn einbrachte und nett eingerichtet war.
Was/ Welches Lokal / Welches nett eingerichtete Lokal hat Jens den Sturm
angesprochen, der verwüstet hat?
das niedliche Restaurant das heruntergekommene Lokal das gewinnbringende Lokal
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baseline-bare/which/adj
Lutz wird bezeugen, dass Heike das Teilchen isoliert hat, das unvorstellbar
klein ist und energetisch angereichert worden war.
Was/ Welches Teilchen/ Welches unvorstellbar kleine Teilchen wird Lutz
bezeugen, dass Heike isoliert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Lutz wird bezeugen, ob Heike das Teilchen isoliert hat, das unvorstellbar
klein ist und energetisch angereichert worden war.
Was/ Welches Teilchen/ Welches unvorstellbar kleine Teilchen wird Lutz
bezeugen, ob Heike isoliert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Lutz wird den Hinweis bezeugen, dass Heike das Teilchen isoliert hat, das
unvorstellbar klein ist und energetisch angereichert worden war.
Was/ Welches Teilchen/ Welches unvorstellbar kleine Teilchen wird Lutz
den Hinweis bezeugen, dass Heike isoliert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Lutz wird den Zufall bezeugen, der das Teilchen isoliert hat, das unvorstellbar klein ist und energetisch angereichert worden war.
Was/ Welches Teilchen/ Welches unvorstellbar kleine Teilchen wird Lutz
den Zufall bezeugen, der isoliert hat?
das angereicherte Teilchen das entladene Teilchen das kochende
Wasser
baseline-bare/which/adj
Ulf hat kontrolliert, dass Berta das Aufgabenziel erreicht hat, das durchaus
lohnenswert war und von allen angestrebt wurde.
Was/ Welches Aufgabenziel / Welches durchaus lohnenswerte Aufgabenziel
hat Ulf kontrolliert, dass Berta erreicht hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Ulf hat kontrolliert, ob Berta das Aufgabenziel erreicht hat, das durchaus
lohnenswert war und von allen angestrebt wurde.
Was/ Welches Aufgabenziel / Welches durchaus lohnenswerte Aufgabenziel
hat Ulf kontrolliert, ob Berta erreicht hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Ulf hat die Annahme kontrolliert, dass Berta das Aufgabenziel erreicht hat,
das durchaus lohnenswert war und von allen angestrebt wurde.
Was/ Welches Aufgabenziel / Welches durchaus lohnenswerte Aufgabenziel
hat Ulf die Annahme kontrolliert, dass Berta erreicht hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Ulf hat die Mitarbeiterin kontrolliert, die das Aufgabenziel erreicht hat, das
durchaus lohnenswert war und von allen angestrebt wurde.
Was/ Welches Aufgabenziel / Welches durchaus lohnenswerte Aufgabenziel
hat Ulf die Mitarbeiterin kontrolliert, die erreicht hat?
das vernachlässigte Aufgabenziel das angestrebte Aufgabenziel das
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schnelle Motorrad
(36)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
(37)

a.

b.

c.

d.

baseline-bare/which/adj
Bernd wird planen, dass Sandy das Gefecht entscheiden wird, das nicht
vermieden werden kann und äußerst wichtig ist.
Was/ Welches Gefecht/ Welches äußerst wichtige Gefecht wird Bernd planen, dass Sandy entscheiden wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Bernd wird planen, ob Sandy das Gefecht entscheiden wird, das nicht vermieden werden kann und äußerst wichtig ist.
Was/ Welches Gefecht/ Welches äußerst wichtige Gefecht wird Bernd planen, ob Sandy entscheiden wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Bernd wird den Schritt planen, dass Sandy das Gefecht entscheiden wird,
das nicht vermieden werden kann und äußerst wichtig ist.
Was/ Welches Gefecht/ Welches äußerst wichtige Gefecht wird Bernd den
Schritt planen, dass Sandy entscheiden wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Bernd wird den Einsatz planen, der das Gefecht entscheiden wird, das nicht
vermieden werden kann und äußerst wichtig ist.
Was/ Welches Gefecht/ Welches äußerst wichtige Gefecht wird Bernd den
Einsatz planen, der entscheiden wird?
das verlorene Gefecht das gestohlene Gemälde das unvermeidliche
Gefecht
baseline-bare/which/adj
Kurt hat bezweifelt, dass Anna den Experten beeindruckt hat, der wirklich
streng ist und übermäßig hohe Ansprüche stellt.
Wen/ Welchen Experten/ Welchen wirklich strengen Experten hat Kurt
bezweifelt, dass Anna beeindruckt hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Kurt hat bezweifelt, ob Anna den Experten beeindruckt hat, der wirklich
streng ist und übermäßig hohe Ansprüche stellt.
Wen/ Welchen Experten/ Welchen wirklich strengen Experten hat Kurt
bezweifelt, ob Anna beeindruckt hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Kurt hat die Andeutung bezweifelt, dass Anna den Experten beeindruckt
hat, der wirklich streng ist und übermäßig hohe Ansprüche stellt.
Wen/ Welchen Experten/ Welchen wirklich strengen Experten hat Kurt die
Andeutung bezweifelt, dass Anna beeindruckt hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Kurt hat die Strategie bezweifelt, die den Experten beeindruckt hat, der
wirklich streng ist und übermäßig hohe Ansprüche stellt.
Wen/ Welchen Experten/ Welchen wirklich strengen Experten hat Kurt die
Strategie bezweifelt, die beeindruckt hat?
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(38)

e.

den anspruchsvollen Experten
Experten

a.

baseline-bare/which/adj
Mike hat erkannt, dass Karo den Beamten identifiziert hat, der frisch eingestellt
wurde und sich offensichtlich bestechen lässt.
Wen/ Welchen Beamten/ Welchen frisch eingestellten Beamten hat Mike
erkannt, dass Karo identifiziert hat?
wh-bare/which/adj
Mike hat erkannt, ob Karo den Beamten identifiziert hat, der frisch eingestellt
wurde und sich offensichtlich bestechen lässt.
Wen/ Welchen Beamten/ Welchen frisch eingestellten Beamten hat Mike
erkannt, ob Karo identifiziert hat?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Mike hat den Tatbestand erkannt, dass Karo den Beamten identifiziert hat,
der frisch eingestellt wurde und sich offensichtlich bestechen lässt.
Wen/ Welchen Beamten/ Welchen frisch eingestellten Beamten hat Mike
den Tatbestand erkannt, dass Karo identifiziert hat?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Mike hat den Fingerabdruck erkannt, der den Beamten identifiziert hat, der
frisch eingestellt wurde und sich offensichtlich bestechen lässt.
Wen/ Welchen Beamten/ Welchen frisch eingestellten Beamten hat Mike
den Fingerabdruck erkannt, der identifiziert hat?
den besten Fahrer den bestechlichen Beamten den toleranten Beamten

b.

c.

d.

e.
(39)

a.

b.

c.

d.

den geselligen Musiker

den blinden

baseline-bare/which/adj
Karl hat ignoriert, dass Nicole den Hausmeister entlassen wird, der ungewöhnlich zuvorkommend ist und jede Menge Humor hat.
Wen/ Welchen Hausmeister / Welchen ungewöhnlich zuvorkommenden Hausmeister hat Karl ignoriert, dass Nicole entlassen wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Karl hat ignoriert, ob Nicole den Hausmeister entlassen wird, der ungewöhnlich zuvorkommend ist und jede Menge Humor hat.
Wen/ Welchen Hausmeister / Welchen ungewöhnlich zuvorkommenden Hausmeister hat Karl ignoriert, ob Nicole entlassen wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Karl hat die Meldung ignoriert, dass Nicole den Hausmeister entlassen wird,
der ungewöhnlich zuvorkommend ist und jede Menge Humor hat.
Wen/ Welchen Hausmeister / Welchen ungewöhnlich zuvorkommenden Hausmeister hat Karl die Meldung ignoriert, dass Nicole entlassen wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Karl hat die Chefin ignoriert, die den Hausmeister entlassen wird, der
ungewöhnlich zuvorkommend ist und jede Menge Humor hat.
Wen/ Welchen Hausmeister / Welchen ungewöhnlich zuvorkommenden Hausmeister hat Karl die Chefin ignoriert, die entlassen wird?
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(40)

e.

den warmen Marmorkuchen
vollen Hausmeister

a.

baseline-bare/which/adj
Bill hat begutachtet, dass Sarah das Problem vergrößern wird, das inhaltlich
bedenklich ist und einfach vermieden werden kann.
Was/ Welches Problem/ Welches inhaltlich bedenkliche Problem hat Bill
begutachtet, dass Sarah vergrößern wird?
wh-bare/which/adj
Bill hat begutachtet, ob Sarah das Problem vergrößern wird, das inhaltlich
bedenklich ist und einfach vermieden werden kann.
Was/ Welches Problem/ Welches inhaltlich bedenkliche Problem hat Bill
begutachtet, ob Sarah vergrößern wird?
cnpccomp-bare/which/adj
Bill hat den Bescheid begutachtet, dass Sarah das Problem vergrößern wird,
das inhaltlich bedenklich ist und einfach vermieden werden kann.
Was/ Welches Problem/ Welches inhaltlich bedenkliche Problem hat Bill
den Bescheid begutachtet, dass Sarah vergrößern wird?
cnpcrel-bare/which/adj
Bill hat den Fehler begutachtet, der das Problem vergrößern wird, das inhaltlich bedenklich ist und einfach vermieden werden kann.
Was/ Welches Problem/ Welches inhaltlich bedenkliche Problem hat Bill
den Fehler begutachtet, der vergrößern wird?
das vermeidbare Problem das mathematische Problem das silberne
Besteck

b.

c.

d.

e.

den heulenden Hausmeister
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A.2. Experiment Instructions
A.2.1. Instructions of the Acceptability Judgement
Einleitung
Das Experiment besteht aus zwei verschiedenen Teilen: einem Übungsteil und einem
Experimentteil.
Wichtig ist, dass Sie sich auf Ihre Sprachintuition verlassen. Vertrauen Sie bei der
Auswahl Ihrer Antworten einfach Ihrem Bauchgefühl. Versuchen Sie nicht, irgendwelche
speziellen Regeln für Ihre Antworten auszuarbeiten. Es ist hierbei unwichtig, ob es sich
um ”gutes” Deutsch/Zeitungsdeutsch handelt oder nicht. Uns interessiert wirklich nur
Ihre persönliche Einschätzung.
Auf der nächsten Seite folgen die Anweisungen. Bitte unterbrechen Sie das Experiment
nicht und nutzen Sie nicht den Zurück -Button Ihres Browsers.
Für die Teilnahme an diesem Experiment werden Sie ungefähr 35 Minuten benötigen.

Weiter

Anleitung
Im Folgenden sehen Sie jeweils einen Aussagesatz, der einen Sachverhalt beschreibt, und
eine Frage zu diesem Sachverhalt.
Anastasia hat gestern ihren Vater, der gerne Fleisch isst, überredet
Tofusteaks zu kaufen.
Wann hat Anastasia wen überredet Tofusteaks zu kaufen?
Sie sollen beurteilen, wie natürlich / akzeptabel diese Frage für Sie klingt - und zwar
im Vergleich zu zwei anderen Fragen, die wir Ihnen anbieten und die ganz ähnlich nach
Aspekten eines gegebenen Sachverhalts fragen.
Den präsentierten Fragesatz sollen Sie mit einer Zahl bewerten. Es muss eine ganze Zahl
sein (d.h. keine Kommazahlen, aber Null - und Minuszahlen, sofern benötigt). Für das
gesamte Experiment erhalten sie folgende Vergleichssätze mit festen Zahlenwerten:
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Die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof, der an der Autobahn liegt, arbeiten,
haben die Anwohner über die Veränderungen informiert.
a)

Wen haben die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof, der an der Autobahn liegt,
arbeiten, über die Veränderungen informiert? (30)

b) Was haben die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof, der an der Autobahn liegt,
arbeiten, die Anwohner informiert über? (20)
Je besser Sie eine Frage finden oder je einfacher Sie verstehen, was gefragt wird, desto
mehr Punkte sollen Sie der Frage geben. Je schlechter Sie eine Frage finden oder je
schwerer Sie verstehen, was gefragt wird, desto weniger Punkte sollen Sie ihr geben. Sie
haben die Möglichkeit den Wertebereich ihrer Beurteilung selbst zu bestimmen. Machen
Sie davon Gebrauch.
Sie können jeder Frage auch mehr als 30 Punkte und auch weniger als 20 Punkte geben.
Und zwar so viel mehr oder weniger wie Sie für angemessen halten. Versuchen Sie so
fein wie möglich zu unterscheiden.
Noch einmal: Verlassen Sie sich auf Ihre Intuition. Es gibt keine richtigen und keine
falschen Antworten. Überlegen Sie nicht zu lange, sondern entscheiden Sie zügig aus
dem Bauch heraus.
Wenn Sie auf “Start” klicken, werden Sie vier Satzpaare zur Übung erhalten. Nach
dieser Übung startet das eigentliche Experiment.

Start

A.2.2. Example Item of the Acceptability Judgement
Die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof, der an der Autobahn liegt, arbeiten,
haben die Anwohner über die Veränderungen informiert.
a)

Wen haben die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof, der an der Autobahn liegt,
arbeiten, über die Veränderungen informiert? (30)

b) Was haben die Metzger, die in dem Schlachthof, der an der Autobahn liegt,
arbeiten, die Anwohner informiert über? (20)
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Wenn die Frage in (a) 30 Punkte wert ist, und die Frage in (b) 20 Punkte - wie viele
Punkte würden Sie der folgenden Frage geben?
Nils wird verraten, dass Jana den Betrüger gedeckt hat, der auf der
Flucht war und hinreichend bekannt ist.
Welchen Betrüger wird Nils verraten, dass Jana gedeckt hat?
Diese Frage ist xx Punkte wert.

Weiter

A.2.3. Instructions of the Self-Paced Reading Study
Herzlich willkommen!
In diesem Experiment werden Ihnen in der Bildschirmmitte jeweils präsentiert:
1. ein Fadenkreuz
2. ein Aussagesatz
3. ein Fadenkreuz
4. ein Fragesatz
5. drei Antwortmöglichkeiten
Die Sätze werden ihnen Wort für Wort präsentiert.
Wenn Sie die Leertaste drücken, wird das aktuelle Wort verschwinden und ein neues
erscheinen. Die Antwortmöglichkeiten können Sie mit den drei vorhandenen Tasten
auswählen.
Ihre Aufgabe ist es:
1. die Sätze so schnell wie möglich zu lesen
2. die Fragen so schnell wie möglich korrekt zu beantworten
Sie werden zuerst 4 Übungssätze bekommen, um sich an den Ablauf zu gewöhnen.
Danach werden Sie 5 Blöcke mit Experimentsätzen sehen.
Zwischen diesen Blöcken werden Sie jeweils die Gelegenheit haben eine Pause zu machen.
Wenn Sie noch Fragen haben, wenden Sie sich bitte jetzt an den Versuchsleiter.
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